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The Hipster Economy

Abstract

Creative economy is one of the paradigmatic economic imaginaries of our age, that shapes

national policies and economic behaviours. Recently, an ongoing colonisation of labour-

intensive sectors by the imaginary of creative economy is observable, resulting in the birth of

a new hybrid «hipster economic imaginary», that combines key features typical of canonical

creative occupations with the ones of manual, labour-intensive occupations.

This dissertation will be devoted to the analysis of some businesses consistently influenced

by such a «Hybrid economic imaginary». As businesses are shaped and conducted by their

owners, our focus will be on the micro-entrepreneurs that manage them.

Accordingly, an exploratory empirical research will be performed with the main objective

of analysing micro-entrepreneurs in the specific sector of food and beverage retailing. The

choice to focus on this sector, and more specifically on «hybrid bars» and gourmet food

trucks has been taken both for their relevance in the Italian scenario, their centrality in Mi-

lanese urban policies and for their intense recourse to the imaginary. The micro-entrepreneurs

owners of these businesses will be analysed in the three dimensions that characterise them as

economic actors, that is, their identities, working conditions and practises. The aim is to
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develop an overall picture of how retailers profession change under the influence of the hy-

brid imaginary of «hipster economy», how they interact and exercise their limited agency in

relation to it and implicitly thus also to test the opening hypothesis just illustrated. More-

over, as creative economy imaginary is today also powerfully shaping local processes of urban

transformation, we will also analyse how «hipster economic imaginaries» can also shape lo-

cal identities and influence urban development taking one case study from Milan, deeply

connected with the development of hybrid bars.

In Chapter 1 we will first outline a critical history of the creative economy imaginary and

then illustrate the general literature review of the approaches and theoretical frameworks

used along the dissertation. In chapter 2 we will concentrate on the professional subjectiv-

ity of micro-entrepreneurs as it emerges from the interaction between their individual lim-

ited agency and the imaginary. Passing to chapter 3, we will analyse their working condi-

tions using the lens of passionate work. Chapter 4 is devoted to the actual practises of micro-

entrepreneurs during their everyday work, through which they deal to the customers an au-

thentic experience. Ultimately, in chapter 5 we will analyse the case study of the so-called

«NoLo» neighbourhood. Lastly, in the conclusions we will attempt to summarise the find-

ings to develop a more comprehensive and detailed description of the hipster economy imag-

inary and of the micro-entrepreneurs that work under it.
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In the fresco I’m one of the figures in the background.
(Wu Ming, Q)

This PhD dissertation is devoted to one of the figures in the background of the contempo-

rary global entrepreneurial landscape.

Today, western economy seems to resemble, at more than fifty years of distance, the same

conjunction (and the same problems) famously described in the influential «Monopoly Cap-

ital» by Baran & Sweezy (1966), as also suggested by the recent renewed interest for it after

2008 global economic crisis (Foster & Magdoff, 2009): an economic scenario tailored to al-

low space for few monopolistic corporations and entrapped by the lack of productive rein-

vestment opportunities of the economic surplus, leading to economic irrationality and the

waste of the surplus.

This current relevance of Sweezy and Baran thought has to be paired with the apparent

fulfilment of Arrighi (2007, 2010) predictions. Arrighi argued, from a historical analysis of

cycles of capitalistic accumulation spanning over 700 years, that the financialization of the

economy is a recurrent pattern. For him, it marks the swan song of each declining hegemony

when it has already passed the baton to the new surging hegemonic nation. Thus, when

the new hegemonic power is yet on the rise that is exactly the moment in which the global

financial centre becomes located in the old, declining hegemony.

Present times confirm once again this pattern: a hegemonic shift from West to East seems

to occur (see among many others Jacques 2009 and Mahbubani 2009), hindering the position
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that the West fulfilled at least in the last centuries, and the intense financialisation of all the

Western economic system built around American hegemony in decline is evident.

If we pair up these assumptions and contextualise them in the post-Fordist era, we can

obtain the fundamental features of the contemporary economic scenario.

The secular stagnation and the consequent surplus reinvestment problem intersect with

financialisation, as the enormous amounts of capital produced in financial markets lack a

productive destination and are invested under the guise of venture capital in a myriad of start-

ups, hoping to hit the jackpot and invest on the next Uber, while Uber itself is more and more

described in danger of bankruptcy (Bond, 2019).

The tendency to monopolies is accentuated as the centralisation and concentration of cap-

ital vigorously proceeds (Brancaccio et al., 2018) and the only successful model available for a

high-tech start-up seems to be the one of going «from zero to one» (Thiel & Masters, 2014),

i.e. to escape from competition and monopolise a market niche luring investments through

private equity as rapidly as possible to become a unicorn (a privately held start-up valued

more than one billion dollars).

It is precisely at the very background of this majestic scenario that our research gaze. Our

case study is composed of entrepreneurs that will never become, and neither want to, the next

Mark Zuckerberg. They do not aspire to collect one billion dollars in private equity capital

because they would not know what to do with them (for their business, at least). They do
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not intend to revolutionise humankind employing their disruptive technology, product, or

platform, as they rather want to play their part in promoting specific values and ethics and

improving their local environment one sandwich or cocktail at a time.

Nevertheless, they are both ascribable to the same dominion of creative economy (Banks,

2010). With it, as we will further claim in chapter 1, we refer to the economic imaginary

(Jessop & Oosterlynck, 2008) and political ideology based on the assumption that individual

creativity is the key to trigger a new cycle of economic expansion, after the crisis of Fordist

cycle of capitalist accumulation left the West in the uncharted waters of post-Fordism from

the seventies onward.

They somehow represent a by-product of the great shift from Fordist mode of produc-

tion to the post-Fordist one, from the old to the «New Spirit of Capitalism» (Boltanski &

Chiapello, 2005) that incorporated the so-called artistic criticisms: self-expression, creativity,

authenticity, etcetera.

Fordism, has always to be reminded, was not only a system of mass production based on the

standardisation of goods, but was also an economic imaginary built to persuade consumers

that these standardised goods produced in big factories were cool, that «industrial is beauti-

ful», connected to the charm of progress and development linked to mass society.

Instead, the shift to post-Fordism has been characterised from the beginning as a contrast

between Taylorism and Toyotism (Dohse et al., 1985), between mass production and flexible,
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highly innovative specialised production (Kenney & Florida, 1988). At the level of imaginary,

this opposition marked the end of charm for the standardised product replaced by the allure

for the highly distinctive one, and it could not be otherwise for an economy overtly led by

innovation and creativity.

Albeit this creative economy imaginary was focused all around toward the development

of a technologically advanced, innovative economy, i.e. what has been popularized as the

«knowledge economy» by proponents (Drucker, 1969, 1993; Powell & Snellman, 2004) and

as «cognitive capitalism» by critics (Vercellone, 2007; Moulier-Boutang, 2011), we suggest

that one less visible and impactful side effect of it has been the resurgence of a professional

figure that Fordism and industrialisation had relegated to economic marginality and symbolic

obsolescence, namely labour-intensive and artisanal small retailers, that more than any other

sector were in resonance with the new creative imaginary.

As Adamson (2013) argues in «The invention of tradition», craft as a concept has been

«invented» at the awakenings of industrialisation framing it as the anti-industrial par ex-

cellence, the natural opposite of the industrial, and as such, it remained a traditional, anti-

modern and residual phenomenon during the bloom of the industrial society. Creative econ-

omy, we argue, gave to craft the opportunity of a second wind exactly for its oppositional

stance to the industrial product, that suddenly was no longer the expression of progress, but

a bequest of the past: artisanal production was no more an anti-modern phenomenon but be-
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came a renewed trend, capable to intercept the taste of customers craving for non-industrial,

distinctive and unique goods.

Naturally, this neo-craft industry apart from the opposition to Fordism has little to share

with the old one, as the latter was a pre-industrial phenomenon while the first is firmly rooted

in post-industrial society: Land (2018) has fittingly described it as the result of a movement

«back to the future». Building upon these assumptions, one of the main aims of this disser-

tation is indeed to contend that in post-Fordist society the creative economy imaginary has

colonised traditional small retailing and artisanal industries.

Recognition of this phenomenon in the academy has by now deep roots. In her classic

«Loft Living» first published in 1982, Sharon Zukin has been among the first to observe that

in the urban reconversion of lofts, they provided «facilities for an artistic mode of production,

that is, for a craft industry that follows rather than precedes industrial production» (Zukin,

1989, p. 19), before returning on the same topic more than twenty years later, with another

classic, to observe that authenticity concept became what «educated urbanites» praised the

most in a neighbourhood and the engine of local developments, in contrast to bland stan-

dardised suburbs (Zukin, 2010). In 1996 anthropologist William Roseberry, a long-time re-

searcher of coffee production observed the outbreak of yuppie coffee in New York groceries,

which development depended upon their ability to mark processes of social and cultural dif-

ferentiation (Roseberry, 1996).
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Anyway, it is in the last years that the attention paid specifically to this kind of businesses

fully bloomed. From the non-academic and highly provocative «The Flat White Economy»

in which McWilliams (2015) argued the rise of small hipster retailers, coffee shops and restau-

rants as service economy complementary to the digital economy, to satisfy the taste and lifestyles

of their workers, to the instead extensive and rich ethnographic work by Ocejo (2017) pub-

lished in «Masters of Craft», where is analysed and described in detail the transformation

of cocktail bartenders, craft distillers, upscale men’s barbers, and butchers from manual jobs

into elite cultural occupations.

More generally, in the last few years, a growing body of literature contributed by several au-

thors is dealing with analyses of craft production in different sectors (Smith Maguire, 2018a;

Land et al., 2018; Thurnell-Read, 2019 among the others), leading to theorise that this move-

ment of «new petty producers» (Arvidsson, 2019a) could well fulfil not a marginal position

in the contemporary economic scenario but rather a protagonist role into an upcoming «in-

dustrious modernity» characterised by small-scale, labour-intensive mass entrepreneurship

at the bottom promoting political and civic meanings (Arvidsson, 2019b).

This doctoral dissertation aims precisely to contribute to this emerging stream of research

based on ethnographic research of food and beverage micro-entrepreneurs conducted in the

city of Milan.

Actually, this dissertation is the result of a research puzzle experienced during its first steps,
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when as it commonly happens the present PhD project had a different focus, specifically

about the imaginary expressed by highly innovative and disruptive high-tech start-ups in Mi-

lan.

While sorting through the rich array of municipal policies designed to support the birth

and development of start-ups by young individuals, cognitive dissonance was perceivable be-

tween the vocabulary, the discourses and the stiles employed and the actual typologies of

projects and businesses that in the end were sustained and financed. If the firsts were the

ones of high-tech start-up economy, composed by «startuppers» founding «innovative start-

ups’ characterised by «disruptive innovations», in a large number of observed cases financed

projects pertained to the retailing sector, and in many of these cases to food and beverage

retailing, with the «innovative elements» advanced in support of the application being very

far from the high-tech innovation driving (at least in theory) start-up economy and rather

more similar to bland forms of social innovations or simple ways of market distinction: as

mere examples, in one case an «innovative start-up» funded by municipality presented as

innovative element to serve free food to homeless people one day each month, or in another

case the municipality recognised as valid innovative element to winning a call the frying of

platanos for the customers. Such a focus on food-related firms was in line with the invest-

ment made on food in terms of policies and public image in the preparation of and during

the Expo 2015 «Feeding the planet», but a severe distance between policies supposed to fos-
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ter «creative economy» using start-up vocabulary and economic activities still pertaining to

small-scale, independent retailing industry persisted.

Indeed, this sort of businesses was flourishing around the city of Milan: shops, bars* and

restaurants, as well as food trucks in gourmet street food festivals. The observation of their

appearance, market positioning and services suggested that the cognitive dissonance expe-

rienced was not only a result of the misalignment between municipal policies rhetoric and

funded businesses but also the outcome of an actual tension inherent to these newly-born

shops between their labour-intensive and manual nature and their creative aspirations con-

cretised in their distinctive look and the offer of products and services.

It has been this research puzzle to prompt the dissertation towards its present focus. Re-

sorting to Jessop & Oosterlynck (2008) concept of «economic imaginaries» to enclose and

define the ensemble of vocabularies, discourses and genres that compose the performative

narration regarding an economy, we advanced the hypothesis that the imaginary of creative

economy has colonised the imaginary of labour-intensive sectors, as food and beverage econ-

omy, following contemporary patterns of consumption (Peterson & Kern, 1996) and con-

temporary tendency to «be creative!» (McRobbie, 2014) regardless of the industry. This

*A clarification by the author is needed when talking of «bars» in the Italian context, as it will be extensively
done over the dissertation. A «bar» is a distinctive type of retailing business and a cornerstone of Italian culture
and every Italian urban landscape, of which is one of the most recurring views (Nuvolati, 2016; Benni, 1976).
It is peculiar as is different from both the pub and the cocktail bar, also if it can serve the same functions of the
two, being more like a coffeehouse or an espresso bar, but not limited to these functions. For these reasons, the
decision has been to keep the Italian denomination of «bar» and «bars» for the plural all over the dissertation,
also if knowing that this usage could sound awkward and unusual for an English audience.
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colonisation can be connected to the progressive expansion of the creative economy paradigm

to a growing number of economic sectors, a phenomenon characteristic of the post-Fordist

society as we will argue in the first chapter of the thesis.

As economic imaginaries are semiotic structures that not only describe a certain econ-

omy but also exert a performative power on the economies themselves (Jessop, 2009), conse-

quently the colonisation at the hands of creative economy transforms both the micro-entrepreneurs

managing the businesses and the businesses themselves. This transformation, in turn, nat-

urally cannot exceed the structural boundaries determined by their labour-intensive, small

scale nature and a business model that still must rely heavily on the retail sale of goods. The

outcome of this process is a hybrid imaginary, resulting from the interaction between creative

economy on one side and what we can define the «traditional retailing» imaginary derived

from the Fordist age on the other, and the structural determinants of retail businesses. The

nature of this hybrid imaginary, we propose, is the one of a «hipster economy».

Some clarifications are needed when this term is employed in the contemporary debate,

especially in an academic context. Hipster today has become in its common, everyday use a

term with an intense negative or mocking meaning, almost a synonym of a false and snob-

bish person that portrays itself as an alternative without being such. It has also become as-

sociated with a very stereotypical group of people with a fashion look characterised by long

cured beards, plaid shirts, trouser cuffs, and fixed-gear bicycle. In academy, hipsters have
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been analysed as a subculture Henke (2013), a «micro-population» (Maly & Varis, 2016), a

postmodern mainstream-subculture (Schroeder, 2002; Kinzey, 2012) or a sub-culture with

counter-cultural traits (Cronin et al., 2014), which boundaries are generally delimited by an

exhibited attitude to «be alternative to the mainstream».

When proposing the existence of a hybrid «hipster economy» imaginary, we do not refer

to «the hipster» as a human sub-cultural or post-sub-cultural figure. We are not suggesting

that the micro-entrepreneurs operating under this imaginary are «hipsters» in terms of the

stereotyped look or of membership to one same sub-cultural group, neither that their cus-

tomers are. Some of them could resemble more closely the hipster «cultural traits», some of

them could be far from it and some could not even well know what to be a hipster means. In

the limited sample object of this thesis alone, a vast array of figures has been encountered that

span from traditional retailers to activists in autonomous social centres, to which the label of

hipster in its canonical meaning could hardly be applied.

To express it in a sentence, it is not to the «hipster» as a cultural identity that we refer, but

rather to «hipsterism». When we propose hipsterism as an economic imaginary, we intend

it as an aesthetic regime (Smith Maguire, 2018a) of symbolic appropriation of values, atti-

tudes and cultural objects (à la Bourdieu, 2013) typical of post-Fordist society: the research

of distinctiveness and possibly uniqueness in a product, antagonism to industrial production

criterion, in synthesis the research of authenticity in the consumption experience. This aes-
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thetic regime is directed toward the management and organisation of consumption patterns

in the markets (Smith Maguire, 2018a).

Actually, this dissertation could be interpreted as an attempt to challenge the relevance of

hipsterism as a subculture, or whichever variant of it, and to contend instead hipsterism as

one of the paradigmatic ethos and attitudes governing consumption, and accordingly mar-

kets, in the post-Fordist society under creative economy dominion. This shift of interpreta-

tion requires a critical reflection upon the common, albeit generic, definition of hipsterism as

being «alternative to the mainstream». We argue that there is a flaw, or at least a missed logi-

cal step in this formulation: the «mainstream» mentioned in the formula if inspected, turns

out to be the «old mainstream», the outdated consumption paradigm of Fordist society.

Surely, as the factories have not disappeared and the metalworkers are still a relevant labour

force despite the decline of Fordism, the aesthetic regime based on an industrial production

criterion and standardised goods is still a constant presence in everyday life, and that is what

enables to still frame it as the «mainstream». But this constitutes by now a fictional frame, as

we already live in a society where authenticity has become one of the predominant paradigms

that guide and organise consumption in markets. It is based on this consideration that we

claim hipsterism to be an economic imaginary, a culture that permeates contemporary society

rather than a label strictly belonging to a subgroup: it is the attitude that influence the choice

of each of us when at the supermarket we prefer a product with a typical origin and local
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ingredients over the generic, standardised one, or when in a bar we order a cocktail made with

a specific quality of liquor, or even when we opt for a bar rather than another because it has a

distinctive list of cocktails designed by the bartender or a restaurant over another because its

look transmits a sense of greater authenticity.

Thus, the fundamental hypothesis that leads the development of this doctoral dissertation

all over its chapters can now be summarised as it follows: an ongoing colonisation of labour-

intensive sectors by the imaginary of creative economy is happening, resulting in the birth of a

new hybrid «hipster economic imaginary», that combining key features typical of canonical

creative occupations with the ones of manual, labour-intensive occupations shapes micro-

entrepreneurs under the imperative of authenticity.

As businesses are shaped and conducted by their owners, our focus will be on the micro-

entrepreneurs that launched them. Accordingly, exploratory empirical research will be per-

formed with the main objective of analysing micro-entrepreneurs in the specific sector of

food and beverage retailing. The choice to focus on this sector, and more specifically on

«hybrid bars» and gourmet food trucks†, has been taken both for their relevance in the Ital-

ian scenario, their centrality in Milanese urban policies and for their intense recourse to the

imaginary.

Coherently, we will conduct ethnographic research, composed by semi-structured inter-

views to micro-entrepreneurs and ethnographic notes, collected through participant observa-
†for a definition of the two, see the methodological appendix
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tion at public events of the bars and street food festivals. Forty interviews have been collected

in total, twenty among bar owners and twenty among food truckers. Case selection has fol-

lowed a purposive homogeneous sampling strategy, selecting the businesses that seemed the

most fitting to answer to our research questions. For bars, the choice has been to concentrate

on businesses in two Milanese neighbourhoods that are undergoing rapid changes and a flour-

ishing growth of «hybrid bars», NoLo (to which Chapter 5 is also devoted) and Dergano,

while for food truckers we selected among the ones attending food truck festivals in Milan

and surroundings. More detailed information about the research design will be provided in

the methodological appendix.

The micro-entrepreneurs owners of these businesses will be analysed in the three dimen-

sions that characterise them as economic actors, that is, their identities, working conditions

and practises. The aim is to develop an overall picture of how retailers profession change

under the influence of the hybrid imaginary of «hipster economy», how they interact and

exercise their limited agency concerning it and implicitly thus also to test the opening hy-

pothesis just illustrated. Moreover, as creative economy imaginary is today also powerfully

shaping local processes of urban transformation, we will also analyse how «hipster economic

imaginaries» can also shape local identities and influence urban development taking one case

study from Milan, deeply connected with the development of hybrid bars.

To answer these research questions, the dissertation will structure itself in chapters, each
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one devoted to a single aspect, as it follows.

To begin with, in Chapter 1 we will first outline a critical history of the creative economy

imaginary and then illustrate the general literature review of the approaches and theoretical

frameworks used along with the dissertation. The necessity of a section devoted to the his-

torical and theoretical analysis of the creative economy imaginary is the consequence of tak-

ing very seriously the formulated hypothesis and the terms used: if the thesis of an ongoing

colonisation by a creative economy imaginary is advanced, the first and preliminary step to be

accomplished is to argue the existence of such a «creative imaginary», analyse the different

discourses in which it can be historically separated, its development from the beginning of

the twentieth century until contemporaneity and the argued emergence of creative economy

imaginary, from the interlace between intellectual circles and political parties, as one main

and fundamental political ideology in post-Fordist Western nations in search of the trigger

of a new cycle of economic accumulation that could counter American hegemonic decline

(and the subsequent decline of all the Western bloc).

In chapter 2, we will concentrate on the professional subjectivity of micro-entrepreneurs

as it emerges from the interaction between their limited agency and the imaginary to which

they have voluntarily decided to submit, between the creative aspirations and the manual,

standardised component of their working routine. This task will be performed analysing

first the paths through which the decision to open the business was matured, then their pro-
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fessional identities. Then our empirical findings will be contextualised a historicised in the

long-lasting tradition of studies devoted to self-employed individuals and retailers, a reflec-

tion about the reflexive condition of micro-entrepreneurs subjectivity is advanced and finally

concluding the empirical findings of chapter three ideal types of micro-entrepreneurs under

hipster economy imaginary, developed based on the interaction with it, are outlined.

Passing to chapter 3, we will analyse their working condition using the lens of passionate

work. After analysing their ambivalent self-judgement of their work, between empowering

elements on one side and precariousness and physical fatigue on the other, we will analyse the

peculiar pursuit of anti-economic choices made in the name of the passion for the product. In

the second section, we will proceed to discuss the main findings of the working experiences

under the regime of passionate work in the hipster economy and the key elements of the

mechanism of passionate sacrifice that emerged from their accounts.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the actual practises of micro-entrepreneurs during their everyday

work, through which they deal with the customers an authentic experience. The chapter

is divided into two sections, that analyse separately the two dimensions through which the

«authentic experience» is dealt from the micro-entrepreneur to the customer: in the first sec-

tion is analysed the dealing of authenticity through the assemblage of food with an authentic

and typical taste to be savoured by the customers; in the second section is analysed how the

authentic experienced is also provided through the continuous production of sociability in
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the business space to reach an authentic atmosphere. In the third section, the results are dis-

cussed.

Shifting the focus to the impact that such economic imaginaries can have on processes

of urban transformation, in chapter 5 we analyse the case study of the so-called «NoLo»

neighbourhood. One of the two fields in which hybrid bars have been selected for our disser-

tation, NoLo developed as a bottom-up territorial re-branding that relied on an imaginary

extensively ascribable to the hipster economy one, to the point of imposing itself as the new

toponym of a neighbourhood. We will analyse how a hipster imaginary can root itself as the

new identity of a neighbourhood, the role of inhabitants, of hybrid bars and media in the

process, and the interaction between this new territorial brand and the old neighbourhood

identities.

Lastly, in the conclusions, we will attempt to summarise the findings to develop a more

comprehensive and detailed description of the hipster economy imaginary and of the micro-

entrepreneurs that work under it.

A methodological appendix will outline the research design and case selection choices.

Thus, this dissertation is intended to be read with a twofold reading level, that develops

all over its length. On a first reading level, the dissertation examines the different dimensions

of micro-entrepreneurs as economic actors, but on a second reading level, it sorts through

the key elements of the hipster economy imaginary. Ultimately, each chapter could well be
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named after one key feature of the imaginary, to which is also devoted: the second chapter

after creativity, the third chapter after passion, the fourth after authenticity and the fifth after

the relation with local territories.
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Ours is a people of poets, saints, leaders and gastronomes.

Luigi Veronelli, Alla ricerca dei cibi perduti
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1.1 A critical history of «Creative Economy» imaginary

Approaching our thesis, our declared initial standing point is that the economic imaginary

of the creative economy has colonised also traditionally labour-intensive and humble jobs.

Then the first and most important question that needs to be properly addressed becomes to

define, or at least to outline, this «economic imaginary» of creative economy we claim exist.

In this task, we atone for a double difficulty: the current use of «creative economy» and more

in general of «creativity» as buzzwords with ambiguous and undefined meaning, and the

potential vagueness of the concept of «imaginary». In this section we will engage academic

and specialised literature firstly to clarify the concept of economic imaginary and its references

and secondly to delineate a critical history of creative economy as an economic imaginary,

to assess its relevance and to enlighten its role in contemporary economy and society, that

enabled it to colonise the economic businesses object of our analysis.
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1.1.1 Methods and context

Defining an economic imaginary

First and foremost, we need to define accurately the meaning we give to the notion of «eco-

nomic imaginary», to avoid the risk of using it ourselves as an evocative but vague catchphrase.

For the current thesis, we define an economic imaginary making methodologically use of Cul-

tural Political Economy approach (from here on, CPE).

Developed by Lancaster University’s scholars as Jessop, Fairclough and Sum, CPE is de-

fined as a «post-disciplinary practice» located between the Scylla and Charybdis of the Insti-

tutional and the Cultural turn (Sum & Jessop, 2013), that applies insights from the thought

of Foucault and Gramsci to critical political economy theory approach (Sum, 2009). It af-

firms that «through variation, selection, and retention, economic ideas may have a performa-

tive, constitutive force in shaping economic forms and relations» (Jessop, 2009). Thus, we

need to distinguish between a «real economy» constituted by the total amount of economic

activities that are occurring, which is unintelligible in itself and the «economies» (e.g. the

«creative economy») as the formalisation of the whole of these activities in a narrative coher-

ent complex which gives meaning and shapes the economic field itself. This formalisation is

the economic imaginary, that is definable as a «semiotic order, i.e., a specific configuration

of genres, discourses and styles» that are «always selectively defined - due to limited cogni-
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tive capacities and to the discursive and material biases of specific epistemes and economic

paradigms» (Jessop & Oosterlynck, 2008, p.1158). Examples of academic applications of

this approach have been conducted on the imaginary of «new regionalism» (Jessop & Oost-

erlynck, 2008) or on the one of «competitiveness» (Sum, 2009).

We do not want to enter here in the debate between Cultural Political Economy approach

and other ones. As stated in the opening, our interest in CPE is methodological, finalised to

acquire a coherent and accurate definition and contextualisation of «creative economy» as

economic imaginary, in all its different main variants, and procedural clarity in the develop-

ment of an historical critical review of its phases of formation and its processes of variation,

selection and retention.

The evolution of the discourses about the creative economy over the years

Before we immerse ourselves into our actual research, we decided to perform a descriptive

analysis of the diffusion of the different discourses related to «creative economy» imaginary

over the last decades. To reach such a scope, we decided to carry out two analyses: the fre-

quency of these entries in the overall number of books published in English using Google

Books Corpus (Davies, 2011), as a proxy of the diffusion of the terms in the public debate,

and their frequency in academic articles using Scopus, as proxy of their diffusion in the aca-

demic debate. It must be noted that the time-span taken into consideration is not equal for

the two analyses: the first starts from the 1900 but ends in 2008, as Google Ngram Viewer
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is not updated after that year; Scopus time-span is instead from 1960 to 2018. Anyway, the

aim of a similar analysis is not to infer results from the data but only to outline the trend of

the different discourses over time and correlate them with our subsequent historical critical

analysis of their birth and diffusion.

From Figure 1.1, that describes the diffusion of the terms in all the books published in

Anglo-Saxon language, we can observe that the first discourse that propagated is the one

about a «Creative Society»: it starts to emerge in the Thirties, it has a pike in the Sixties, then

it seems to lose its propulsion. Before the new millennium comes, no other discourse does

emerge, apart from a first appearance of «Creative Industries» during the Nineties. During

the first decade of the new millennium, where our data end, both discourses about «Creative

Industries» and «Creative Class» increase dramatically, while «Creative Economy» itself

becomes a self-existing discourse and a discourse around «Creative Cities» also emerge with

minor frequency.

Looking at the academic landscape in Figure 1.2, it can be observed that the discourses

drew in practice no academic attention until the new millennium: the «Creative Society»

discourse prominence observed in books seems to have not gained attention in the academic

field. In the first two decades of the 2000s, the disproportion appears here much higher than

in the books’ field: in both decades the papers mentioning the «Creative Industries» are more

than the sum of all the others. Also, notably, the total number of papers that include one of
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the terms in the title, abstract or keyword had an increase of 485% between the two decades.

Apart from the leading discourse on Creative Industries, from 2010 until today the «Creative

Economy» discourse emerged, together with the «Creative Cities» one with minor intensity,

while the mentions of the «Creative Class» grew less.

To conclude, some interesting elements to be taken into consideration in our critical anal-

ysis yet emerged from this basic descriptive figures: the idea of «Creative Society» as the first

one to emerge and spread, and the Nineties as the decade in which the idea of «Creative Indus-

tries» first appeared, diffused particularly in the 2000s, together with the one of «Creative

Class»; also, the almost absence of academic use of these concepts until the new millennium.
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Figure 1.1: Frequency of books containing the keyword by decade. Source: Author from Google Books Corpus
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Figure 1.2: Frequency of academic ar cles containing the keyword in tle, abstract or keywords. Source: Author from
Scopus 9



1.1.2 At the roots of creative economy imaginary: the pioneering theo-

rists of «creativity» in economics

When Richard Florida, John Howkins and others introduced the concept of the
”creative economy”, bringing it to a mass audience, they did not know what kind
of monster they had created. Currently, creativity, in its many guises, occupies
a place not only in discussions on science and art but increasingly on both the
economical political agenda - something that has turned a once rather marginal
subject into a many-splendored thing on which both nations and corporations
are pinning their economic and developmental hopes.

(Koivunen & Rehn, 2009, p.7)

This consideration, used by Koivunen & Rehn (2009) to open an edited volume on con-

temporary developments of creativity in different economic fields, expresses an opinion widely

shared in the academic field.

Although it started a very harsh and controversial debate, little can be questioned about

the relevance and centrality of renowned Florida’s book «The rise of the Creative Class»

(R. Florida, 2012), both in the academic and in public field (also in the Italian context, see

Tinagli & Florida, 2005): it is a bestseller and one of the most popular books about regional

economies of the new century (Glaser, 2005) and consequently a milestone for the diffusion

of an economic imaginary of creative economy, favouring a new gold rush to become an at-

tractive city for members of the creative class. John Howkins’ book seems to play a minor

role but will still be addressed.

The imagine of Florida and other authors almost as mad scientists who created a powerful
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monster that started to wander and conquer the world, well depicted by Koivunen and Rehn,

is more or less subtly present in a wide variety of academic production: Florida’s influence is

so bulky to overshadow everything produced before as marginal subject and to assign to him

the status of first (and often only) representative author to be cited with regards to «creative

economy» concept.

To say it with the vocabulary of CPE, Florida’s book (together with other minor but rel-

evant volumes, as we will argue) can be considered one of the actors responsible for the re-

tention of the imaginary at the beginning of the new millennium, that as we have seen in

Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 is the turning point for its diffusion. However, for a correct assess-

ment of the creative economy imaginary - as we have stated in the introduction of the current

paragraph - we must contest the marginality of the discourses over creativity produced before

Florida, as the marginality of other discourses produced outside the academic field as the con-

curring one of «Creative Industries» suggest, and go beyond this Maya’s veil that limits our

knowledge of the subject: we need to explore the historical roots in the academic, literary, spe-

cialised and political fields that paved the way for this spring. In other words, to reconstruct

the process of the birth of an economic imaginary of the creative economy, the selection and

variations of discourses about it, we need to reconstruct the history of the use of the creativity

concept related to the economic field. We will start in this paragraph illustrating pioneering

authors that influenced diffusely these discourses, to follow on in the next paragraphs with
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the analysis of more specific periods.

Creativity, as described by Nelson (2010) in an accurate cultural history of creativity in art,

literature and philosophy, is a rather recent word, first appeared as a noun in 1875. Nelson at

the end of her analysis concludes that:

The real issue that needs to be brought to light in any study of creativity is not
the history of the growing perfection of the concept, or a cultural shift from
blindness to recognition, but its conditions of possibility. Creativity is an in-
vention brought about by a particular arrangement of knowledge. [...] by de-
naturalising the discourse — by questioning the ‘common sense’ appeals of cre-
ative industries rhetoric and the romantic appeals of the creative arts — we can
begin to understand the multiple and contradictory ways in which the idea of
creativity is deployed in the present. (Nelson, 2010, pp.69-70)

To study this arrangement of knowledge in the economic field, it is mandatory to start

from Schumpeter’s thought about innovation and the capitalistic system. As renowned,

Schumpeter devotes much importance to the concept of innovation, conceptualizing a the-

ory in which he asserts that:

Recalling that production in the economic sense is nothing but combining pro-
ductive services, we may express the same thing by saying that innovation com-
bines factors in a new way, or that it consists in carrying out New Combina-
tions, although, taken literally, the latter phrases would also include what we
do not now mean to include […]. Barring indivisibility or lumpiness, the phys-
ical marginal productivity of every factor must, in the absence of innovation,
monotonically decrease. Innovation breaks off any such ”curve” and replaces it
by another which, again except for indivisibility, displays higher increments of
product throughout, although, of course, it also decreases monotonically.

((Schumpeter, 1939, pp.84-85))
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Thus, innovation becomes a fundamental and intrinsic element of the capitalist system,

since it alone can break the otherwise iron law of the fall of marginal productivity, triggering

a new phase of momentary explosive growth. In practice, innovation is what makes possible

to generate a new economic cycle by launching its expansive phase. The consequent flipside

is that the new innovation, to trigger a renewed cycle of economic expansion, make the prece-

dent one obsolete. This process is expressed by Schumpeter with the vivid and imaginative

concept of «The perennial gale of Creative Destruction» contained in «Capitalism, Social-

ism and Democracy»:

Every piece of business strategy acquires its true significance only against the
background of that process and within the situation created by it. It must be
seen in its role in the perennial gale of creative destruction; it cannot be under-
stood irrespective of it or, in fact, on the hypothesis that there is a perennial lull.

(Schumpeter, 1992, pp.83-84)

And again

Old concerns and established industries, whether or not directly attacked, still
live in the perennial gale. Situations emerge in the process of creative destruc-
tion in which many firms may have to perish that nevertheless would be able to
live on vigorously and usefully if they could weather a particular storm.

(Schumpeter, 1992, p.90)

It is almost impossible to assess adequately the influence of Schumpeter’s thought: ac-

cording to a research conducted in 2016 based on Google Scholar, «Capitalism, Socialism

and Democracy» and «The theory of economic development» by Schumpeter are respec-

tively the third and the fifth more cited book in Social Sciences published before 1950 (Green,
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2016), so it does appear legit to consider him a seminal author highly influential for the de-

velopment of all subsequent discourses around creativity in economics. In that regard, it

suffices to mention here the recognition yet in the fifties of the large influence of his concept

of creative destruction among contemporary economists (Strassmann, 1959), and its vast use

to describe and praise aspects of the «start-up economy» of Silicon Valley (Gans et al., 2002;

Baron & Hannan, 2003; Henton & Held, 2013; Davila et al., 2014; Marcy, 2015).

Much can be said about the use of creativity in economics based on its observed use by

Schumpeter. Creativity is yet characterised as an evocative rather than a technical term, used

to capture and represent intuitively to the reader the way through which the capitalist system

triggers new cycles of economic accumulation. Its literal meaning is not neutral: according to

the Oxford Dictionary, to create means to «bring something into existence», with its more

etymological meaning regarding the ability to «form out from nothing» possessed by super-

natural or divine beings (Oxford dictionary, 2019). To evoke a «perennial gale of creative

destruction» then subliminally suggest the promise of a creative economy capable to «bring

into existence» new economic growth from nothing. Moreover, the Schumpeterian figure

of the entrepreneur, central to his theory, as the brilliant individual that triggers new cycles

of creative destruction thanks to his personal qualities fits very well into the image of the

contemporary creative entrepreneur/startupper and, for a second time, suggest the promise

of a new economic growth emerging thanks to the genius of a brilliant and «creative» en-
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trepreneur. Naturally, these are oversimplifications and misrepresentation of Schumpeter’s

concepts, but they still represent powerful suggestions that nurture the imaginary.

We have assessed the theoretical seminal influence of Schumpeter’s theory over discourses

around creativity, overall. Now we will look for the first traces of discourses about creativity

and their influence on further developments of the imaginary.

The first author to have theorised a «Creative Economy» has been Simon Nelson Pat-

ten, in «The Reconstruction of Economic Theory» (Patten, 1912). Simon Patten was an

eminent and influential American economist at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries: Professor of Economics at Wharton Business School and President of the Amer-

ican Economic Association in 1908, time has been nevertheless harsh with him, relegating

his figure to almost total obscurity in contemporary academic and public debate, apart from

a singular exception by Fox (1967) that underlined his prominence as the first economist to

theorise the passage from an economy based on the paradigm of scarcity to an economy of

abundance.

Its contemporary anonymity does not impede however to his thought to have been rele-

vant for the development of the social and economic thought during the twentieth century, in

an indirect way. Patten has influenced the thought of contemporary and semi-contemporary

thinkers that have better survived the roughness of time as Thorstein Veblen, John Hobson

and John Maynard Keynes, and more, in general, the institutionalist school of thought (LaJe-
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unesse, 2010), but above all influenced significantly the early century American society and

the formulation of national policies during the New Deal (Horowitz, 1980).

In his most famous book, «The new Basis of Civilization», for which is credited as the pi-

oneer in «economics of abundance» studies, Patten theorises two kinds of economic stages

in the evolution of societies: a «Pain economy» (or Deficit Economy) and a «Pleasure Econ-

omy» (or Surplus Economy) (Patten, 1907, p.9). The first is characteristic of all pre-industrial

societies, the second one is the society into which the early twentieth-century U.S. is ap-

proaching, in Patten’s opinion. The America described by him is the one that is quickly

becoming globally hegemonic and that is showing the firsts but conspicuous signs of devel-

opment of a mass-consumption society (Patten, 1907, pp-14-25). A pleasure economy then

is the one in which people will be driven by the pleasure derived from the consumption of

the goods produced in society. Patten appears as one of the first economists and intellectuals

to attribute great relevance and positive meaning to the fulfilment of desires, passions, and

sentiments by people. He strongly advocates that «Sentiment and thought should not be

antagonistic, nor should sentiment be crushed by the growth of logic and science» (Patten,

1912, p.93) and that society needs to outline a goal able to «evoke emotional machinery to

carry men toward the ends they seek» (Patten, 1912, p.94).

This dual-stage of economic development is corrected by the author in the yet cited «The

Reconstruction of Economic Theory», one of his latest books published in 1912. In the con-
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cluding chapter, where the outlook of the renewed economic theory is exposed, he declares

his precedent view as defective of a future third stage, as:

To love pleasure is a higher manifestation of life than to fear pain; but the plea-
sure of action is in advance of the pleasure of consumption. Action creates what
pleasure uses up. This would divide progress into three stages: a pain economy,
a pleasure economy and a creative economy. Each stage has its own mode of
thought, and its own social institutions. (Patten, 1912, pp.92)

The own mode of thought and the specific social institutions of the «creative economy»

age, Patten affirms, will be characterized by the loss of relevance of the class membership and

the centrality of the individual and the self:

The struggle for supremacy is now changed from a race and class struggle to an
internal struggle for self-control. Primitive feelings and instincts are repressed,
sex and appetite are curbed, and cultural motives replace the older sentiments
due to race and class antagonisms. [...] A higher culture will result that makes
decisions individual and personal rather than racial and class.

(Patten, 1912, pp.94)

Albeit being only sketched and apparently the result of a speculative reasoning, the progres-

sion of three stages here expressed by Patten is very interesting considering the time in which

is written: also resisting the temptation to over-interpret him, it does appear striking his capa-

bility not only to individuate a forthcoming stage in which people will be led by the pleasure

of goods produced, outlining the fundamental aspects of the American society based on the

binomial mass production for mass consumption (the Ford T started to be mass-produced

just four years before the publication of the book), but to prefigure also that a subsequent
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stage would have been characterised by a transfer of the searched source of pleasure from the

consumption of goods to their production, defining such labour as a «creative» one forming

a «creative economy», and a rise of relevance of the individual and the cultural elements at

the expense of class membership.

The direct influence of Patten’s though is incomparably minor than Schumpeter’s one,

and is difficult to assess precisely his indirect influence. His theorised «creative economy»

also remained a scarcely cited and known concept and for many decades almost no one else

will follow his path conceptualising it again, nevertheless, it remains significant because it

shows how concepts very similar to the discourses nowadays dominant in creative economic

imaginary, are no recent invention: they were yet made explicit and formalised in the U.S. at

the beginning of the twentieth century.

As we have observed through our descriptive analysis, the first and only discourse to emerge

significantly before the nineties is the one of a «Creative Society». the first work to theorise

explicitly a «creative society» is the philosopher Macmurray (1936) in his «Creative Society:

A Study of the Relation of Christianity to Communism». The book, as the title suggests

explicitly, is a philosophical speculation conducted under a rigorous application of Hegelian

dialectics on the relations between Christianity and communism: the thesis is that Marxism

can and should be applied to Christianity to correct some of its idealistic weaknesses, to enable

the building of a truly community-oriented society that he defines as a creative one because it
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will allow individuals to work voluntarily and creatively and free themselves from moral and

cultural constrictions.

Macmurray’s book could be simply dismissed as a spurious semantic coincidence, consid-

ering the strictly philosophical nature of its speculation, the elements from which it takes part

(Christianity and communism) and the scarce resemblance of this «Creative Society» with

contemporary discourses. Macmurray’s heritage, too, has been quite limited in academic and

public debate. Two elements still make it relevant for our critical reconstruction of creative

imaginary: first is the idea to put religious principles and ethic in connection with socioeco-

nomic systems, in this case, communism, as elements that can and should contaminate the

scientific thus amoral economic doctrine, an element that will return later applied to capital-

ism in the America of the fifties; second and more importantly, an odd but incontrovertible

bond links Macmurray, a philosopher quite neglected by the academic debate, to Tony Blair,

a key figure for the development of the discourse of «Creative Industries».

Tony Blair has not only written the Preface to a selection of writings of Macmurray pub-

lished in 1996 (Macmurray, 1996), but he in many occasions remarked the influence of Mac-

murray over his thought. The most clear-cut example in this sense is a passage in one interview

just after being elected leader of the Labour party, in which he told to the audience «If you

want really to understand what I’m all about, you have to take a look at a guy called John

Macmurray [...] he was influential – very influential. Not in the details, but the general con-
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cept» (Rentoul, 1996, pp.42-44). Macmurray shaped Tony Blair’s vision upon the ideas of

community and society (Hale et al., 2010, pp.96-102): these two are key concepts for Blair’s

New Labour politics but also the foundations of a creative society for Macmurray.

More than one scholar argued that albeit genuine, the reverence and esteem of Tony Blair

for Macmurray derives from a severe misconception of Macmurray’s idea of community

(Hale, 2002; Prideaux, 2005) to the point to affirm that «Far from providing the philosophi-

cal basis for New Labour’s ’communitarianism’, Macmurray’s writings constitute a very plau-

sible philosophical ground from which to condemn it» (Hale, 2002, p.197). However, this

does not reduce the importance of the bond: for our study about the origins of the imagi-

nary, what is ultimately relevant is not the correctness of an interpretation, but the process

through which a discourse, thanks to resonant and evocative soundbites, is selectively trans-

mitted varying itself also over significantly distant time-spans.

1.1.3 The John the Baptist of Creative Economy: «Creative Society» imag-

inary after WWII

As we anticipated, our descriptive analysis suggested the growth of a «Creative Society» dis-

course in the decades after the second world war. Apart from a few sporadic and casual men-

tions of «creative economy», this seems to be the main way the concept of creativity is men-

tioned with regards to the economy and society. To a large extent, the reason for the great

increase in popularity of the discourse in the sixties must be searched in the political sphere:
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it was Ronald Reagan to popularise the idea of «Creative Society» making it his slogan of the

campaign as governor of California, won in 1966. The creative society of Ronald Reagan has

very little in common with the one sketched by Macmurray, and the influence of the latter

on the new Governor of California seems to be null.

Although Reagan himself affirmed in a public speech few months after being elected that

he «became a kind of Johnny-One-Note on the subject of government of, and by, the people

of building what I called a Creative Society» (Ronald Reagan Presidential Library, 1967), he

never described extensively this idea. This paradox of a slogan so central but at the same time

so vague can be underlined also in one of the first books on Reagan, published in 1968, con-

sisting in a collection of recent speeches and talks by him: the book is entitled «The Creative

Society» (Reagan, 1968), recognising the absolute centrality of this concept for his climb

to political success as Governor, but apart from some mentions in the Inaugural message as

Governor no other speech is devoted to this idea. This seems to confirm Creativity as an

evocative soundbite that permeates everything he talks about, an imaginary, rather than a

specific and well-developed concept. What resembles most a definition is probably a passage

in the inaugural address, in which Reagan states that:

Government has a legitimate role, a most important role in taking the lead in
mobilising the full and voluntary resources of the people.

In California, we call this partnership between the people and government The
Creative Society. [...]

The Creative Society is not a retreat into the past. It is taking the dream that
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gave birth to this nation, and updating it, and making it practical for the 20th
century. It is a good dream. It is a dream that is worthy of your generation.

(Reagan, 1968, p.9)

We know the details about the origin of Reagan’s slogan, but the inspirers and the in-

fluences are more nebulous. Reagan attributed the hint for the slogan to William Steuart

McBirnie, a controversial right-wing and fervid anti-communist preacher, but contextually

specified that «The political philosophy behind the slogan ’has been expressed by me for the

last 15 years’» (Reeves, 2010, pp.281-282). In a public speech during the campaign he pro-

posed «Creative Society» as a constructive alternative to the «Great Society», the program

and slogan enacted by President Johnson (Reagan, 1966).

Steuart McBirnie was neither an economist nor an intellectual, and Ronald Reagan was

no political philosopher. Then, to search the inspirers of the Creative Economy and to un-

derstand how it could become the backbone of the political doctrine of the governor of Cal-

ifornia and future U.S. President, we should probably turn back of a decade and observe the

economic debate in the United States of the fifties.

One decisive inspiration can probably be traced down in two articles written for the Har-

vard Business Review by Abram T. Collier, a lawyer and chairperson in the insurance sector.

The two articles, namely «Business Leadership and a Creative Society» (Collier, 1953) and

«Faith in a Creative Society» (Collier, 1957), as far as it is known by the author, the first cases

in which the «Creative Society» soundbite is used in the American context and the economic
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debate.

Abram T. Collier was no academic himself but had ties with a group of scholars and busi-

nesspeople writing for the Harvard Business Review interested to explore the concern for

problems of ethics, morals, and religion in business management (Bursk, 1959). More gen-

erally, he belongs to an array of authors on HBR that during the fifties dealt with the topic

of the renewal of the American dream and American economic power. As Theodore Levitt

wrote in an article interpreting a broader belief «American Capitalism is someway in the po-

sition of classical Rome - at the apex of its glory: and only one direction remains for it to

go - down» (Levitt, 1956, p.38). To invert this tendency, Levitt argued, creative thinking

should be increased at the expenses of established and repetitive formula (Levitt, 1956, p.40)

and the vogue for science, technology, research, and gadgets should be employed to realise a

«more creative capitalism» (Levitt, 1956, p.42). Collier makes a similar remark, albeit more

focused on the decline of the semiotic performance of the traditional vocabulary associated

with American capitalism, in his opening of «Business Leadership and a Creative Society»

in 1953:

The general experience is that the terms ”capitalism”, ”competition”, ”Ameri-
can way of life”, ”land of opportunity”, and ”free private enterprise”, through
excessive repetition, abuse, or otherwise, have lost much of their capacity to con-
vey the meaning intended. (Collier, 1953, p.30)

The reason is that for Collier capitalism has neglected the desires of man, his aspiration to

creativeness due to his nature of both creator and creature (Collier, 1957, p.37), bringing to
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the paradox that one age of unprecedented wealth and living standard is accompanied to low

levels of joy and satisfaction:

We seem to find ourselves with two chickens in every pot, almost with two Cadil-
lacs in every garage, but with little joy or satisfaction. The divorce rate is high.
Mental hospitals are full. Juvenile crimes are increasing. Successful executives
have ulcers and breakdowns. (Collier, 1957, p.36)

Collier is, in practice, highlighting that the capitalistic model on which America has grounded

his success, the Fordist model based on mass production for mass consumption, seems unable

to provide corresponding levels of happiness because it denies the aspiration to the creativity

of man. The critics are extended also to the realm of pure economics: only a creative and

cooperative society, opposed to a competitive and acquisitive, can provide development and

growth without deepening the gap between rich and the poor (Collier, 1953, p.35).

The consequence of this analysis for Collier is that businesspeople have the duty to artic-

ulate «an ideology that, in addition to being an accurate expression of management goals,

is a little closer to the personal and even religious aspirations of the people.» (Collier, 1953,

p.30). The creative society is, for Collier, precisely this new ideology:

Accordingly, I put forward this simple proposition: that our society is a cre-
ative society; that its prime objective, as well as its great genius, is its creativeness
[...] Specifically in American business is now beginning to be recognised that
everyone has the capacity for the satisfaction that comes from creative accom-
plishment. (Collier, 1953, p.30)
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For Collier, it must be noted, America is already a Creative Society. The duty of the ideol-

ogy is not to transform the Society but rather to bring to the surface the already existing but

submerged and ignored Creative Society.

As we have introduced, Collier is the only one that explicitly attempts to theorise a «Cre-

ative Society» ideology, but the broader topic of creativity is addressed also by other authors,

signalling a more general interest: in a 1956 article titled «Operational Approach to Creativ-

ity,» the author opens the article by stressing that «Creativity has become a vogue. [...] As

is usually the case when an idea becomes fashionable, the notion of creativity has attracted

the frivolous and repulsed the serious.» (Gordon, 1956, p.41); in «Stimulate your execu-

tive to think creatively» Randall repeats some of the central concepts in Collier, as the idea

that creativity is a natural but untapped asset possessed to some degree by every person (Ran-

dall, 1955). Others express very similar concepts without explicitly mentioning creativity:

for example, Peter Drucker, the future well-known coiner of «knowledge economy» and a

frequent author for HBR, in 1951 wrote that

it takes very little training for the added experience and skill that makes a man
capable of doing a variety of jobs productively. And such trainings certainly
develop a better, more satisfied, and more productive worker all-around.

(Drucker, 1951, p.77)

We analysed HBR articles as they were the place where creative society was conceptualised

by Collier and generally as reference point of the American economic debate in the fifties,

but naturally many other references can be found outside it: for example at a symposium
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organised by Rand Corporation in 1959, a hefty working paper of 82 pages was devoted

to the conceptualisation of creative thinking as a branch of problem-solving theory and its

specific characteristics (Allen et al., 1958).

It is unknown if McBirnie or Reagan took direct inspiration from the works of Collier, but

a connection - with some degrees of variation between the two versions of the imaginary sum-

marised under the same soundbite - seems identifiable: in both is perceived the same necessity

to find an expedient capable to trigger a new wave of economic expansion for a country at its

apex of development but lagging too; the same basic idea that every individual has an inner

creativeness that has to be released and flourished (for Collier by the businessman, for Rea-

gan by politics); the same belief that the flourish of creativeness in the economic sphere will

allow higher standards of happiness and well-being. The main variation is instead the hinder-

ing cause, the element that must be corrected to realise the Creative Society: for Collier, it is

capitalism devoid of human and religious moral, for Reagan it is instead the pervasive govern-

ment that oppresses people with taxation and a bureaucracy that suppress their creativeness.

It is hardly a coincidence, thus, that «Business Leadership and a Creative Society» by Collier

was re-published as HBRClassic in the first issue of 1968, one year after Reagan’s election as

governor of California.

We have analysed Creative Society as John the Baptist of creative economy imaginary: we

observed how this theme was already emerging in the fifties in economic and business debate
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and was brought in the political discourse by Reagan in the sixties. Thought, the descrip-

tive analysis suggests that this discourse will remain isolated until the new millennium when

other different discourses related to the same creative imaginary will spread. It is then nec-

essary to inspect the reasons for the discursive absence of creativity imaginary in the subse-

quent decades. Observing them, a research puzzle seems to emerge: the decline of discourses

about creativity seems to correspond to the rise of the phenomena that were their subject

matter. The seventies are the decade when in California Silicon Valley became a model of

economic success based on innovative and creative firms connected with large flows of ven-

ture capital (Kenney & Florida, 2000); in the same decade the Fordist system of production

and the related cycle of capitalistic accumulation enters definitely in crisis (Amin, 1994) and

a new mode of production starts to emerge; it looking at the so-called Toyotism, emphasises

inter alia the need to develop the creative potential of every worker removing the separation

between manual and intellectual work (Dohse et al., 1985) and an American «knowledge

economy» starts to be theorised (Drucker, 1969); in the eighties Reaganomics in U.S. and

Thatcherism in the U.K. realised the political program of Creative Society dismantling and

privatising welfare state, cutting off taxes and promoting individualisation of society and pri-

vate enterprise in economy (Jessop et al., 1988).

A first hypothesis can be proposed, waiting for further evidence, summarising the findings

observed so far. The evocative rather than accurate nature of creativity is mainly used to frame
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political visions, economic ideologies or metaphors to translate technical academic concepts

into more understandable ideas. This nature favours the use of ”creativity” in times where

the impulse to a change is felt as urgent as undefined and a vision of a future characterised

by a renewed economic growth and well-being, is outlined in comparison to a present that is

generally perceived as stagnant and with an impending crisis or at least deficient in well-being

standards. When the processes are occurring and become observable more in detail, other

more precise and accurate terms are used to refer to specific phenomena.

1.1.4 Creative Industries for a Creative Class: the turning point

Five books mostly published between the Twentieth century and the new millennium ade-

quately summarise the new emerging dominant discourses of creative economy imaginary in

the 2000s: they are «The Creative City» by Landry & Bianchini (1995), later published in an

extended version by Landry (2000) alone, «The Creative Industries» by Caves (2000), «The

Creative Economy» by Howkins (2001), another book titled «The Creative Industries» by

Hartley (2005) and of course «The rise of the Creative Class» by R. Florida (2012). Taken

together, they almost form a close self-sufficient system: a creative economy based in creative

cities composed by creative industries employing a creative class (initiating a creative society).

They indeed appear to be interrelated concepts, but their birth is independent, and each sin-

gular discourse deserves attention by itself, as every concept can be framed in different ways.

The Creative City (Landry & Bianchini, 1995) was the first of these books to be published.
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Albeit it constitutes a brief open access publication (sixty pages), it appears relevant as is the

only book of our selection published in the Nineties, at least five years before the others, and

the only one to be published before the election of Tony Blair as UK President, a very influ-

ential external event. The ties with Tony Blair and New Labour are nevertheless still present:

the book is published by Demos think tank in collaboration with Comedia. Demos is a think-

tank founded in 1993 by Martin Jacques and Geoff Mulgan, respectively former editor, and

contributor of Marxism Today (Thorpe, 2010); Mulgan was its first director and then also

became the Director of Government’s Strategy Unit and head of policy in Prime Minister

office for Tony Blair. Comedia was a publishing company and consulting firm founded by

Charles Landry himself in 1979 and participated by Geoff Mulgan himself, Franco Bianchini,

Ken Worpole and many other authors that other than publish works on cultural and creative

industries and creative economy and cities performed many consultancies on the matter of

urban development in a large amount of cities, mainly English, European or Commonwealth

ones, but notably for our line of reasoning no American.

The Creative City can be then considered a publication all internal to Comedia network,

as the authors, the publisher director, and even the Preface author (Peter Hall) pertains to

it. Landry later will define the Creative City as an aspirational concept, «a clarion call to

encourage open-mindedness and imagination» (Landry, 2005). Looking at the content of

the 1995 book, its at least partially promotional nature appears quite straightforward. In
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the Preface and the first chapter, two main opening concepts are exposed: first, cities are in a

structural crisis and a drastic question on how to revive them needs to urgently find an answer

(Landry & Bianchini, 1995, p.7); second, creativity has always been the lifeblood of cities

and now it is just a matter of applying this blood naturally flowing in its veins to come out

from the transition period as a successful creative city, based on a solid knowledge economy

nourished by innovation and creativity (Landry & Bianchini, 1995, pp.11-12). The following

chapters are devoted to giving a peculiar and innovative definition of creativity, to list a toolkit

of advises and strategies (quite generic) for policy-makers to become a creative city and then

some concrete successful examples of such revitalisation processes. In summary, the book

exposes a problem, proposes a solution, gives a foretaste of the consultation that Comedia

could provide and displays some «best practises» already implemented in cities, many under

the consultancy of Comedia itself. The re-published and extended book by Landry alone in

2000 displays as a subtitle «a toolkit for Urban innovators» showing to not differ much from

the original publication, albeit in a more extended and detailed form (Landry, 2000).

The book of Landry and Bianchini focuses on the discourse of Creative City, but the idea

of Creative Industries lies underneath it. It is already at the centre of a previous publication

of Comedia authored by Mulgan et al. (1986), «Saturday night or Sunday morning? From

arts to industry», also if in its antecedent formulation of Cultural Industry, that is composed

of a set of suggestion to Labour Party to formulate a new program about cultural and art in-
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dustries. The shift from cultural industry to the creative industry, even though some differ-

ences can be traced (Cunningham, 2002), seems more a semiotic difference, with the latter

being the adaptation of the original concept to fit in the creative economy imaginary (Gar-

nham, 2005). To complete the picture of the interrelated network of Demos and Comedia,

one last piece must be mentioned: Charles Leadbeater, that proclaimed himself «one of the

most influential creative people in the world» and «UK former Prime Minister Tony Blair’s

favourite corporate thinker» (Leadbeater, 2019). Leadbeater was a contributor for Marxism

Today and member of Demos, and through his nebulous but catchy «Living on thin air»

helped to spread the hype for the knowledge economy in New Labour and English context

(Thorpe, 2010). Notably even the first contemporary conceptualisation of Creative Econ-

omy by Howkins (2001) - a British author with a former long experience as counsellor for

media British companies during the Eighties and the Nineties - is based on the idea of Cre-

ative Industries as he defines it as the totality of Creative Industries taken together (Howkins,

2001, p.21).

We have inspected the network of authors and organisations behind the birth of Creative

Industries, Creative Cities and consequently Creative Economy discourses in the Eighties and

Nineties and we have located them in the British context. But if we want to analyse the trigger

that caused the «Creative Industries» discourse to spread and become a trending soundbite

outside a circle of intellectuals and gurus, we must another time - as it happened in the Sixties -
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shift our focus to the political sphere: as widely renowned, it is Tony Blair first government to

popularise the discourse of «Creative Industries», under the decisive influence by the afore-

mentioned networks, especially with the establishment of the Creative Industries Task Force

that in its first publication in 1998 gave a first concise definition of them as:

those activities which have their origin in individual creativity, skill, and talent,
and which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the generation
and exploitation of intellectual property.

(Department for Culture Media and Sports (DCMS), 1998)

This definition can be considered hardly satisfactory: apart from the element of intellec-

tual property, its boundaries are made loose and undefined by the intrinsic vagueness of

creativity, skill, and talent, making it a concept that can be applied to many, very different

cases. The Creative Industries characterise itself from the beginning as a discourse (Fair-

clough, 2000) tailored by New Labour Governments into a doctrine, to be used as an ide-

ology (Schlesinger, 2007) under the re-branding of U.K. as «Creative Britain» and «Cool

Britannia» (Hewison, 2014).

This discourse is rooted in the efforts of Labour party during the eighties to counter the

political hegemony of Thatcherism (Schlesinger, 2009) proposing a convincing promise of a

renewed economic growth, but at the same time has been influenced by Thatcherist doctrine

itself (Garnham, 2005). Once again, creativity is used to build a vague but evocative economic

imaginary, that in this case promise to counter the progressive decline of Britain in the global

scenario (McGuigan, 1998). Labour policies have also been consequently tailored after this
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imaginary, showing as noted by Banks & Hesmondhalgh (2009) a general reluctance to ac-

knowledge labour market analyses that disclaim the utopian presentation of creative labour,

a tendency for structural problems of labour markets to be finessed as problems of individual

origin or design, or defined and deemed treatable only within a narrowly defined education

and training agenda’.

The two books already cited - named after «Creative Industries» - are very different in

scope and both have little in common with the British political sphere, that we observed was

responsible for the retention of the discourse. The book by Caves (2000) is the first to exten-

sively analyse by an academic viewpoint the idea of Creative Industries, intended as the visual

and performing arts, movies, theatre, sound recordings, and book publishing sectors. Caves

is an American author: this geographic and cultural distance can be probably advanced as an

explanation of the total absence of references to the widely discussed British debate. Caves

simply declares that he aims to fill a vast existing gap in the literature, noting the absence of

an extended analysis on the functioning of creative industries. The book edited by Hartley

(2005) instead, even if published only five years later, seems at the opposite a proof of the cul-

mination of «Creative Industries» as the leading discourse that spurred the whole creative

economy imaginary: it comprises, among the others, contributes by many authors already

mentioned as fundamental for each creativity discourse as Cunningham, Florida, Hartley

himself, Howkins, Landry and Leadbeater.
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Albeit Creative Industries discourse, intuitively thanks to the incorporation by New Labour

political agenda, reached major public popularity, «The Rise of the Creative Class» (R. Florida,

2012) already observed is surely the most influential single book for the development of a

«Creative Economy» imaginary and a best-seller. From its publication in 2002 to the end of

2018, according to Google Scholar, it has collected 24166 citations. It has generated a vast de-

bate with harsh criticisms (Peck, 2005; Pratt, 2008) and alternative formulations (A. J. Scott,

2006). It constituted the first of a series of Florida’s following-up books that reinforced and

promoted the core theory and operative method enunciated in the first (R. Florida, 2005,

2006, 2010, 2017).

Also, if the title of the book is devoted to the novel discourse of the «Creative Class», dis-

courses of creative cities and the creative economy are the pillars on which Florida’s imaginary

takes shape. The book opens with a visionary and powerful declaration: we are entering into

a creative age. First, he explains the reason of the superiority of «Creative Economy» defi-

nition over the concurring discourses of Knowledge or Informational Economy (R. Florida,

2012, p.6), because creativity is the decisive source of competitive advantage, while knowl-

edge and information have a subordinate function as mere «tools and materials of creativity»

(R. Florida, 2012, p.30). Besides, to become the foundation of a «Creative Age» creativity

must be something more than a source of economic competitive advantage: also, the soci-

ety and our lives themselves have «begun to resonate with a creative ethos», where an ethos
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is defined as the «fundamental spirit or character of a culture» (R. Florida, 2012, p.15). As

renowned, the keystone of Florida’s book and the reason of much of its success is that creativ-

ity, albeit remaining such a vague concept also in Florida’s declination, can be operationalized

into an Index (precisely the «Creativity Index») determined by an array of clear-cut and nu-

merical variables. The conclusive chapter closes the book with a statement that is presented

as innovative, but we have observed to be a classic in discourses over creativity: «Every Single

Human Being is Creative» (R. Florida, 2012, p.383).

In Florida’s narrative, there is no past, no ancestors on these topics and discourses: his

genealogy goes up at most until two years before (2000) when he claims that it was Business-

Week to firstly introduce the concept of Creative Economy (R. Florida, 2012, p.30) (Sic). Of

all the literature and the debate previously discussed, only Howkins’ book (Howkins, 2001)

is mentioned as relevant publication named after the same concept even if way different in

the content; Caves’ book (Caves, 2000) - the only American author writing on this subject,

as we already observed - is instead the only reference on the topic of Creative Industries, oth-

erwise entirely neglected. Almost all the British debate in both the academic and the political

field and its developments are ignored.

Nevertheless, a comparison between the two streams of research can provide insightful

results. First, they have in common a noticeable promotional nature, accompanying the aca-

demic analysis to consulting services, in the case of Florida through a company created after
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the book, the «Creative Class Group». As we noted, Comedia consultations to build a Cre-

ative City were provided only to European or Commonwealth cities, but never crossed the

Atlantic Ocean toward American cities: this left space for the expansion of a similar service

in the U.S. The absence of any reference to British context and Comedia and Demos her-

itage could be thus explained exactly with the necessity for Florida to frame himself as the

first to present such a theory and to not advertise an already established competitor. But

Florida goes beyond: he does not limit himself to generic counselling. The conception of

the Creativity Index, sustained by the catchy and easy to remember framework of the Three

T (Technology, Talent and Tolerance) is the wizardry that allows transforming a vague and

elusive idea, Creativity, in a number mathematically derived from a combination of numeri-

cal factors. The evocative semiotic power of Creativity is bridled to the computational realm

of scientific method: it is now possible to assign to every city a value that represents its cre-

ativity thus its success in the approaching creative age, classify all them in a ranking that goes

from the most to the least creative, and offer consultancies to cities that want to gain a better

placement based on the improvement of specific factors that compose the Index.

Another interesting common element between the two research streams is the implicit

standpoint from which their framework takes place: the idea that the structural crisis of the

present times can be overcome mainly with development at city and regional level, and that

the challenge to become a successful creative city (or a successful nation composed by creative
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cities with developed creative industries in the case of New Labour doctrine) is a big global

competition between contestants among which the winners are the ablest ones to gather in-

ternal factors finalised to accumulate competitive advantage over the other contestants. To

summarise, we can affirm that both research streams take the endogenous growth theory as

an implicit economic standpoint: endogenous growth theory has been assessed as a funda-

mental influence for New Labour doctrine (Garnham, 2005, p.26) and Paul Romer, one of

the most illustrious theorists of the theory (Romer, 1990), is one of the very few economic

references made by Florida in his book.

Ultimately, a last potentially insightful question remains to inspected, regarding «The

Rise of the Creative Class». If Florida’s book is bare of past key references and is all forward-

looking, a question may naturally arise about what was the past research path of Florida as an

academic researcher before becoming «one of the world’s leading urbanists», as can be now

read on his bio on Creative Class Group website (Creative Class Group, 2019). A partner-

ship that seems relevant for our analysis is the one with Martin Kenney: together, according

to Google Scholar, Richard Florida and he co-authored 56 academic publications up until

now, almost all before the Rise of The Creative Class. Their main subject of analysis has been

the crisis and failures of the mass-production American system and the consequent decline

of American economic global hegemony threatened and colonised by the more successful

Japanese companies (R. Florida & Kenney, 1990a; Kenney & Florida, 1988). Another pro-
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lific research branch they explored is the role of Venture Capital in technological innovation

and regional development, in particular regarding Silicon Valley (R. L. Florida & Kenney,

1988): surprisingly for the readers used to his image of guru of urban creative development,

Florida and Kenney are the authors of one of the most harsh and ruthless criticisms of Sili-

con Valley and Start-up Economy (R. Florida & Kenney, 1990b), in which Silicon Valley is

described as a «Hobbesian World» saturated of «me-too copycat start-ups» leading to indus-

trial fragmentation and inability to generate technological innovation compared to Japanese

system.

The past research path by Florida enable us to also inscribe his discourse of Creative Class,

albeit more implicitly and by some way more contradictorily than in the other cases, in a

context of reflection upon the transformation of American economy from a mass production

to a post-Fordist economy, and its depiction of creativity as the tool to victoriously emerge

from this transition on the verge of a new cycle of economic growth.

1.1.5 Variations, selection and retention of Creative Economy discourses

In this section, we tried to sketch a critical history of the economic imaginary of the creative

economy. To perform such a task, we paid attention at the moments in which intellectuals,

academics and policy-makers theorised or promoted creative framed economic models dur-

ing the twentieth and the beginning of twenty-first centuries: as declared in our introduction

we were interested in the way these economic discourses were theorised and represented, not
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in the way the «real economies» underneath these discourses functioned.

Five discourses about creativity have been isolated: Creative Cities, Class, Economy, Indus-

tries and Society. We analysed the overall theorists of creativity in the economic field during

the first half of the twentieth century and their legacies, then we focused on the two periods

in which discourses about creativity emerged in the public debate.

Some preliminary but either significant results can be discussed from the carried-out anal-

ysis, looking forward to further empirical evidence.

First, the idea of creativity as highest human aspiration and the vision of a creative age in

which people would find gratification from their labour is not a recent conceptualisation but

is attested already in the American society and thought long before the public surfacing of

creative economy discourses, as Patten’s reflections between ninetieth and twentieth centuries

and Macmurray book during the thirties vouches for.

For the contemporary development of the discourses over creative economy Schumpeter

appears the key author to be looked at, thanks to the coining of the image of the Perennial

Gale of Creative Destruction as a metaphorical depiction of how a new cycle of economic

accumulation can grow, driven by disruptive innovation. Key elements of creative economy

imaginary derived directly from the Schumpeterian enunciation, as the evocative use of cre-

ativity as a skill capable to generate a new growth cycle, the capacity to trigger such processes

belonging to bright individuals (the entrepreneurs for Schumpeter) and the link between cre-
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ativity and innovation or technological development.

These elements constituted the semiotic foundations of the future imaginary of Creative

Economy, that we observed developed mainly during two historical periods, namely the Fifties

and Sixties and the two decades over the old and the new millennium.

The Creative Society discourse emerges first in the economic debate of the fifties that -

worried about the depletion of the propulsive thrust at the base of the American Golden

Age - followed quite accurately the key elements traced by Schumpeter. Nevertheless, some

interesting innovative variations, that will be then selected, appears from the Creative society

discourse: the idea of creativity as a tool not only to guarantee a renewed economic growth

but also a higher standard of happiness; the idea of creativity as an untapped asset that every

human being possesses and that has only to be properly stimulated to manifest itself. This

latter one, in particular, can be considered a cornerstone of Creative Economy imaginary and

constitutes a concept constantly repeated in all the future discourses. Two are the principal

symbolic implications of this idea: first that every individual can thus feel himself directly

involved by the discourse and part of a movement that is transforming and improving the

society; second that if creativity becomes considered a quality naturally possessed and just

latent in every individual, that makes it an overflowing asset for potentially every society, that

needs only to learn how to rouse it to become a successful Creative Society.

The second phase of the Creative Society discourse, the one in which it became retained in
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the public debate, coincides with the choice to use it as a slogan by Ronald Reagan. Although

there is no trace of a direct link between the two phases, the discourses present striking similar-

ities. Ronald Reagan adopts the already existing discourse of Creative Society almost entirely,

with only a variation due to the political context: the enemy is the pervasiveness of the state,

that oppresses individuals with its bureaucracy preventing them to release their potential cre-

ativity. The Creative Society will instead reduce welfare state and state intervention in society

(taxation) and will limit itself to the promotion of each one inner creativity and partnerships

to develop it. Substantially the vision of the «Creative Society», advocated for California,

will be the vision leading Reaganomics and the massive global transformation of the idea of

state role and intervention in a society spread well beyond the U.S.

A two phases structure is evident in this as well as in the subsequent wave of Creative Econ-

omy imaginary: in the first phase of germination, the discourses are conceptualised in intel-

lectual or specialised circles, while in the second phase of dissemination the discourses are

assumed, utilised thus popularised by policy-makers.

We defined the discourse over Creative Society as the John The Baptist of Creative Econ-

omy. It had a minor relevance and diffusion and we cannot define it yet as a complete eco-

nomic imaginary, composed by a plurality of discourses resonant and retained in large sectors

of society and the label itself will almost vanish in the following decades. Nevertheless, it has

been the trailblazer of the future imaginary, introducing many fundamental elements then
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selected by Creative Economy contemporary discourses. It also influenced decisively but sub-

tly the politics and the society of the Eighties and Nineties, in which we have seen the second

wave has been conceptualised.

The Creative Economy imaginary born in the U.K. takes much of the elements of the Cre-

ative Society discourse, re-labelling it under the Discourses of Creative City and Creative In-

dustries. The same starting conditions are assumed, re-contextualised: Creativity is an answer

to the structural crisis and decline of the U.K. in the global scenario. Creativity is still used

as a vague but evocative concept (an «aspirational concept» in the words of Landry) and is

a natural but untapped asset possessed by every City, being its lifeblood from ancient times,

and it only needs the right policies to be brought to the surface. The related discourse of

Creative Industries follows the same elements. It will be prerogative of policymakers to pop-

ularise the imaginary in U.K. Society and the public sphere starting from the New Labour,

but with some notable variations with the first wave. In this case, a tighter and more direct

bond does exist between those responsible of the germination phase and the policymakers:

they are academics and intellectuals that at the same time belong to the think tanks close to

Labour Party and counselling companies, not simply intellectuals discussing in sectorial and

specialised debates.

Creative Class discourse will mark the return and diffusion of Creative Economy in the

U.S., with a substantial selection of all the main elements of Creative City and Creative In-
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Table 1.1: Summary table of Crea ve Economy discourses

Discourses Phase Actors Answer to Source of creativity

Creative Society G Economists, businessmen U.S. future Natural human asset
D Ronald Reagan Great Society Natural human resource

Creative City G Comedia, Demos Structural crisis of cities Lifeblood of cities
D // // //

Creative Industries G Comedia, Demos Tatcherism Cultural Industries
D New Labour Governments British decline Cultural Industries

Creative Class G R. Florida Global competition Creative Class (everyone)
D Creative Class Group Global competition Creative Class (everyone)

Note: According to our analysis, Creative City discourse lacks a dissemination phase as it became
rather a component of Creative Industries or Creative Class discourses.

dustries discourse (also if with almost no references to the British developments) with the

main variation being the idea that creativity can be operationalized, counted based on the in-

tensity of an array of factors, and the focus on regional development rather than the national

one.

In Table 1.1 we have summarised the results, dividing each discourse between the different

phases of germination and dissemination.

1.1.6 Conclusions: Creative Economy as the illusionary ideology of Amer-

ican hegemony in decline?

Concluding this section, we are now able to formulate some overall considerations.

First and foremost, we rejected the widespread idea of Creative Economy as a new mil-

lennium phenomenon. Actually, we demonstrated that the history of Creative Economy
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spans over all the second half of the twentieth century, with even antecedent ideological roots.

Moreover, we showed that there is an intimate bond between the rise of discourses depicting a

Creative Economy and the decline of Fordist cycle of economic accumulation before and the

challenge of the transition to a post-Fordist knowledge economy after: in this regard the his-

tory of Creative Economy is also the history of the research of a new, equally effective model

of capitalistic accumulation by the U.S. and more generally by the West after the structural

crisis of Fordism and the mass production for mass consumption pair.

We also showed that an intrinsic feature of Creative Economy is to be always loosely and

scarcely defined, based on the optimistic and convenient assumption that creativeness is an

asset naturally possessed by every single individual as well as by cities and industries. It has

been politicians’ and businesspeople’ vocabulary more than academics’. When the latter used

it, it was mainly for metaphorical purposes or to indicate a vision of the future, and they were

often in their promotional mise. The creative economy is an Economy of Promise, projected

into a desirable future economy of abundance: if creativeness is the basis of a new economic

cycle of capitalistic accumulation, and constitutes at the same time a dormant asset possessed

by every individual, therefore potentially unlimited, to propose a creative economy brings

the implicit promise of a perennial growth sustained by an endless asset. This can be also

considered the reason why when we transit from the realm of visions and aspirations to one of

real economies, other more fitting definitions, specific to the actual functioning mechanisms,
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are used and popularised (as the knowledge economy, start-up economy, etcetera).

Creative Economy could, and we propose should be thus analysed as the illusionary ideol-

ogy of the American hegemony, staring in front of its decline and the historic shift of global

hegemony from the West to the East (Arrighi & Silver, 1999; Arrighi, 2007, 2010): it has been

and still is the economic imaginary promoted and enacted by political leaders in America but

also in other western countries, firstly the United Kingdom (not by chance the main west-

ern partner of American hegemony and the previous global hegemonic nation), under the

influence by economists and academics, in the stubborn attempt to find the philosopher’s

stone capable to trigger a new cycle of economic accumulation similar to the Fordist one and

re-ensure America, and other western countries as its ancillaries, to the top of world’s gover-

nance supremacy.

1.2 Food and beverage micro-entrepreneurs in the Italian context

After having depicted the general Creative Economy imaginary, we will now focus more

specifically about our research, economic micro-entrepreneurs innovating the food and bev-

erage scene, located in the Italian context. We will first assess the relation between contempo-

rary artisanship and the so-called «creative economy», and we will briefly review the historic

tradition of food and beverage in Italy. Then, we will motivate the definition of our subjects

as micro-entrepreneurs and trace a historic analysis of autonomous workers and retailers in
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the twentieth century, and afterwards frame our conception of taste assembled by these busi-

nesses and researched by the audiences they serve, that constitutes the pivotal innovation

that they bring into their sector. Last, we will explain our use of «Passionate Labour» as

the theoretical framework to read labour processes and conditions experienced by the micro-

entrepreneurs and the workers in these businesses.

1.2.1 Creative economy and artisanship

Recently the renowned volume «The Craftsman» by Richard Sennett has illustrated the

straightforward but often overlooked assumption that the act of making is intimately con-

nected with a certain variable but necessary amount of intellectual labour (Sennett, 2008).

The relevance of cognitive processes in manual labour is, after all, the object of study from

a long time. Marx himself stated in the renowned example of the architect and the bee at the

basis of his theory of use-value production that:

[...] a bee puts to shame many an architect in the construction of her cells. But
what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is this, that the ar-
chitect raises his structure in imagination before he erects it in reality. At the
end of every labour-process, we get a result that already existed in the imagina-
tion of the labourer at its commencement. (Marx et al., 1906, p.198)

This connection was nevertheless disregarded during the second half of the ninetieth and

twentieth centuries when the rise of industrialisation first and of Fordism then, on one side

made artisanal production obsolete and on the other side fragmented the creation process
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into dull, repetitive and alienated acts on the assembly line, devoid of any creative intellectual

stimulus, in a massive operation of de-skilling of workers (Braverman, 1998).

The transition to a post-Fordist economy led by the imaginary of a creative economy char-

acterized by knowledge and immaterial assets intuitively should have condemned artisanship

to an even worse condition of marginality and forgetfulness in contemporary economic pro-

cesses. Instead, businesses based on craft products seems to have at least earned a stable market

niche and gained a renewed popularity (Jakob, 2013).

This renewed popularity of artisanship has been linked with the rise of creative economy

by many authors: Gauntlett (2011) to craft something is the more evident and genuine ex-

pression of creativity; Luckman (2015, p.46) affirms that craftsmanship’s entrepreneurial

growing sector is well incorporated «within the ideological and discursive frame of Creative

Industries». A creative economy based on craft businesses has been analysed also in the Ital-

ian context, as the most promising.

To understand this renaissance of craftsmanship we must consider the process described

by Boltanski & Chiapello (2005) as the incorporation of artistic criticism into capitalism that

involved many different economic sectors: in the case of craftsmanship, the most striking

example can be the shift undertaken by «Do It Yourself» (DIY) culture, born as rebellion

movement tied to punk and other countercultures in response to Seventies crisis (Holtzman

et al., 2007), passed through the Eighties and Nineties (McKay, 1998) to become nowadays
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a creative hipster phenomenon revolving around Etsy and other similar online platforms

(Kuznetsov & Paulos, 2010; Gauntlett, 2011; Luckman, 2015).

The result of this process is the formation of a «Cool Capitalism» (Mcguigan, 2006), and

the related transition from standardised consumption audiences mainly determined by class

membership to a composite landscape of consumption niches driven by an omnivorous taste,

as we will examine more in-depth in the next paragraph. The search of authentic products

and experiences, typical of omnivorous consumption, devalues industrial production and

re-valuates artisanal production instead.

Businesses in the new craft economies are indeed way different compared to the same old

professions. In this regard, a good theoretical framework to analyse this transformation is of-

fered by the recent academic production of Ocejo (2010, 2014, 2017). First, Creative Econ-

omy imaginary enable them to avoid the traditional association of these jobs more clearly,

inherited by the industrial past, with a humble socio-economic condition, and to upscale

themselves as «Creative workers», members of the rampant creative class (Ocejo, 2010). But

the transformations are naturally not only at the level of representation: the cultural capital

that is required to enter in resonance with the imaginary and to be recognized as part of this

economy makes them cultural intermediaries and performers, that teach taste to customers

(Ocejo, 2014). Their artisanal proficiency is demonstrated through their manual ability to

craft the concrete goods as well as in their cultural erudition allowing them to offer a proper
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taste to the customer and to make it feel an authentic experience, at the level of their expecta-

tions (Ocejo, 2017). The cultural capital required also change the composition of the micro-

entrepreneurs composing this workforce: they are usually young or middle-aged people with

good instruction, usually members of the middle class.

In the Italian context, this is even truer than in the American scenario analysed by Ocejo:

the global phenomenon of parting between the life trajectories of young middle-class mem-

bers and the ones of the previous generation (Frank, 2013) does appear particularly intense in

the Italian society (Negri & Filandri, 2011). A consequence has been that cultural creativity

and innovation have been one of the resources on which mainly young people relied upon

as a way to build their life projects after 2008 crisis (Orlandi & Leonini, 2017). Moreover,

the crisis triggered a redefinition of the strategies of consumption among the middle class,

involving cultural and food consumption patterns that emerged through the phenomenon

of «foodies» and «food aesthetes» (Sassatelli et al., 2015), putting into contact young gen-

erations with omnivorous consumption cultures and lifestyles.

These new «Masters of craft» follow a reconversion strategy of the old and traditional

businesses quite adherent to the model conceptualised by M. Scott (2017) of «Economic-

Capital oriented» hipster businesses:

Sustained flows of economic capital via cultural competence (EC[C]) are the ob-
jective. Starting from an initial position of restricted economic resources (EC),
cultural capital (CC) is oriented towards the market. This strategy imagines a
horizontal trajectory across social space. The goal is a partial carving out of eco-
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nomic security and autonomy over the remaking or occupying of a position in
an established field of cultural production or the creative industries.

(M. Scott, 2017, 67)

This is an excellent general explanation of the strategic use of cultural capital for the achieve-

ment of economic capital. But a consistent gap of this kind of explanation is that there is

no space for self-realisation in it, only strategically planned accumulation of economic cap-

ital through cultural capital. In other terms, we could say that this model assumes that en-

trepreneurs are exclusively utilitarian actors, with a purely instrumental stance toward the

values connected to the economy finalised to the accumulation of economic capital.

A fundamental contribution that helps to account for what could be considered the other

half of the phenomenon comes from Banks (2012, 2017), that proposes to apply the concept

of «internal goods» theorised by the philosopher McIntyre to cultural and creative indus-

tries workers. Internal goods, in the McIntyrian meaning, «refer to intrinsic qualities which

are practice specific – that is, rewards that can only be attained through immersion in the

particular practice in question» (Banks, 2012, p.70). From the analysis of jazz musicians,

Banks observes that these internal goods, the rewards obtainable only through the specific

practices performed by the actors, are often pursued at the cost of economic earnings and are

fundamental for their professional self-realisation, compensating the scarce rewards in terms

of economic capital.
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1.2.2 The context: Italian food and beverage culture and taste

Italy is by 2017 the EU member with most PDO, PGI and TSG certificated food products:

they are precisely 818 on a total of 2979, followed by France (681) and Spain (327) (Ismea-

Qualivita, 2018). EU grants these certifications to a specific food or wine products the quality

of which depends on the production in a specific local territory. Although the importance

of these certifications on customers choices has been questioned, the labels are associated

with the high quality and genuineness or authenticity of the product (Grunert & Aachmann,

2016). Italy is indeed a country with a recognized food variety and diversity and seems capa-

ble to build a link between its food and local territories. It becomes then fundamental to

understand the origins of Italian food peculiarities, its history, and connect it with the devel-

opments in tastes and foodservice economy.

Italian culinary diversity is indeed a phenomenon rooted in its history, with a myth of the

’Arcadian dream of domestic self-sufficiency’ that is present since the Roman times (Capatti

& Montanari, 2003, pp.1-2) and modern Italian food culture, dominated by regionalism and

typical dishes varying from town to town, delineated from Renaissance books like Opera

by Scappi, in which three different gastronomic Italies did exist, each associated with a city

that incarnates its gastronomic culture (namely Milan, Rome and Naples), surrounded by a

vast array of other minor food cultures represented by other important cities such as Venice,

Florence, Genoa and other ones (Capatti & Montanari, 2003, pp.11-16). Scappi’s book is a
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continuous play of gastronomic similarities and variations that show the great diversity in the

food landscape of the peninsula, in which cities and towns are the units and the process is led

by the North-South as well as the West-Est differences, the first due to the different climate

and the second to the different characteristics of the Tyrrhenian and the Adriatic Sea.

Then, we can observe how the first and fundamental peculiar element of Italian food cul-

ture has yet established itself since the Renaissance: campanilismo, a very particular Italian

phenomenon that indicates a parochial proud and vehement attachment to the unique dis-

tinctive traditions and products of a city or a town (Parasecoli, 2014).

If Italian food culture’s fundamental features are yet developing during Renaissance, what

still distinguished the Italy and Europe of Scappi’s time from ours is taste, and consequently

the existing hierarchies between food cultures: Scappi’s book is written in an era, that can be

considered Italy’s food culture apex, in which Italian cooks are the taste-makers of Europe,

their hegemonic conception of taste being based on the notion of artifice and a synthetic

logic of cooking, that expects different flavours (like the sweet and the sour) to be mixed, the

natural flavour of the ingredients being altered and made unrecognisable by the mastery of

the cook.

By the seventeenth century, this conception of taste became replaced by a very different

and contrasting one from France, that called for the exaltation of the natural flavours of the

ingredients and an analytic logic in food preparation: ’Cabbage soup should taste of cabbages,
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leeks of leeks, turnips of turnips’ wrote in the middle of the seventeenth century the French

Nicolas de Bonnefon, with a nowadays ordinary but for the time revolutionary statement

(Capatti & Montanari, 2003, p.86). The taste changed, becoming closer to contemporary

principles of cooking, and tasting and the Italian cuisine was dethroned as the taste-maker of

Europe by French cooks, originating a hierarchy (Ferguson, 2006, 1998) that continues until

contemporaneity through haute cuisine as model for highbrow food taste (Trubek, 2000), at

least until the emergence of cultural omnivorousness.

The real development of contemporary food service economy in Italy, that is composed

of restaurants devoted to serve the Italian middle class with modern courses and procedures,

happened only in the sixties and the seventies, concurrently with the economic boom that

marked the rapid industrialisation of Italy and the formation of the middle class, together

with the chefs, protagonists of this process, who learned from and were heavily influenced by

the French tradition and the nouvelle cuisine trend (Polacchi, 2018).

The period after the Second World War is the one in which Italian consumption patterns

were dominated by an industrial criterion in value regimes (Sassatelli et al., 2015), that despise

traditional Italian local products: industrial products were associated with progress, develop-

ment, and wealth, while traditional local products were associated with the underdeveloped

past. This process, albeit common to all western countries in the same period, has been partic-

ularly intense in Italy as it made possible in two decades, the fifties and the sixties, to pass from
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a rural economy to a fully industrialised economy part of the global elite, to the point of being

called ’the economic Italian miracle’ (Ginsborg, 2003; Mafai, 1997). Capatti & Montanari

(2003, pp.81-82) from a comparative analysis of Touring Club culinary guides estimate that

between 1931 and 1969, 30% of Italian cured meats disappeared, and the trend continued in

the next fifteen years.

Also, the architrave and symbolic essence of Italian ideal-typical «Bar Sport» (Benni, 1976),

the espresso coffee drunk at the counter or the table, began to become a diffused commod-

ity only during the fifties and the sixties, with the main obstacle being notably also here the

historical regional differences in coffee taste (Morris, 2015).

Starting from the middle of the eighties, and more intensely from the nineties, two phe-

nomena brought to the recovery and the revaluation of Italian food diversity and regionalism.

On the one hand, active movements that are devoted to the conservation and the promotion

of the peculiar Italian food and wine products, such as the Slow Food network (Miele &

Murdoch, 2002) as to food and the work of Luigi Veronelli, recently converged in ’la Terra

Trema’ network, as far as wine is concerned. On the other hand, the already developed shift

to a cultural omnivorous taste in food consumption as well, that marked the crisis of the

French haute cuisine highbrow taste predominance (Kuh, 2001).

The mix of campanilismo, food diversity and the relatively short life span of industriali-

sation of the food system (compared to other countries) helped Italian products to position
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themselves very well to satisfy the demands for authenticity in the new age of cultural om-

nivorousness, marking a new period of popularity for Italian courses (Parasecoli, 2014). Italy

found within itself the sources to mine for omnivorous food, in a transformation that in-

volved both domestic and commercial eating, naturally with significant variations due to

class and geographical membership. It is in this recent context that regionalism took rele-

vance as a frame through which Italian food would be presented as ’authentic’, ’typical’ and

traditional’. Its function has been to reduce the complexity and variance of Italian local pro-

ductions, often varying from town to town, in a clear-cut categorisation useful for customers

and patrons.

Naturally, the appeal to the traditional aspect and the typicality of products implied some

process of ’invention of tradition’ (Hobsbawm & Ranger, 2012), producing what we would

describe through the words of Jesi (2014) as a ’technicised myth’ of regionalism: the com-

plex ensemble of local traditions has been technicised in a regional framing that would make

that corpus of traditions functional to the omnivorous taste of contemporary consumers and

therefore to contemporary markets.

Comparing Italian with Austrian and English food trust regimes, Sassatelli & Scott (2001)

contend that Italians use an ’embedded trust regime’ in which regional peasant tradition is

crucial to the point that ’it would be very difficult to understand the dynamics of trust in

the Italian food market without considering regional variation. Conversely, such variation
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delineates the specificity of the Italian case.’ (Sassatelli & Scott, 2001, p.230).

So, the Italian food culture can be interpreted and stated as a specific taste regime, defined

as ’a discursively constructed normative system that orchestrates practice in an aesthetically

oriented culture of consumption’ (Arsel & Bean, 2013), characterized by regionalism, typi-

cality, tradition, authenticity.

1.2.3 Micro-entrepreneurs in the post-Fordist economy

The use of the concept of micro-entrepreneur in this thesis to identify our subjects of study

has to be justified, as micro-entrepreneurs and micro-enterprise appear as very rare terms in

the academic debate. The choice is based on its use in the official EU classification of SME

(European Commission, 2015) that defines a micro-enterprise the firm that has less than ten

employees and an annual balance not exceeding the two millions of turnover. We transposed

the definition from the level of the firm to one of the entrepreneurs, considering a micro-

entrepreneur the owner of a firm with less than ten employees. This conceptualisation helps

to avoid some inconsistencies that would have occurred categorising them based on the spe-

cific job because they gather on their figure a multiplicity of occupational identities, as will be

argued in the empirical analysis: they are shopkeepers but also artisans, creative workers but

also manual labourers. It also underlines that they are entrepreneurs, committed to survive

and expand their business, that often resembles very closely the figure of the self-employed

or of family businesses, sharing the ownership with the spouse or with long-standing friends
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and only eventually hiring some employees when the business expands and the revenues al-

low it. The use of micro-entrepreneur enables to isolate this specific entrepreneurial figure

with these peculiar features.

Once defined our subject of analysis, it is necessary to contextualise micro-entrepreneurs

in contemporary society. A task that is made particularly arduous due to the already men-

tioned scarcity of works devoted to the study of micro-entrepreneurs in literature. One of

the general aims of this thesis is to stress the relevance of historical depth to produce more

accurate analyses, in particular going beyond the short period usually taken into consider-

ation in this kind of research. Thus, we will overcome the intrinsic difficulties looking at

two streams of historic researches devoted to professional figures that can be traced back to

micro-entrepreneurs: one about self-employed workers (Bechhofer & Elliott, 1985; Arum &

Müller, 2009; Bologna, 2018) and one about retailers (Hilton, 1998; Alexander & Akehurst,

1998).

There is a general agreement nowadays that in the last quarter of the twentieth-century self-

employment returned to grow in numbers and relevance in crosswise to western economies

(Arum & Müller, 2009), albeit under Fordism its relegation to irrelevance and marginality

was proclaimed and the tendency to market monopoly has not stopped under the new post-

Fordist course (Bechhofer & Elliott, 1985). Way less well-known is the tradition of studies

about self-employment before the post-Fordist economy advent. In particular the German
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one, that seems particularly thriving on the subject but has been often confined, most likely

for linguistic reasons. Recently, it was made accessible for a non-German speaking audience

thanks to the work of Bologna (2018) *. Two main findings are especially useful to sum-

marise, for the aims of our thesis, from this German sociological school of thought about

self-employment.

The first finding is the expansion of the history of self-employed workers beyond the eight-

ies, reaching the beginning of the twentieth century. Far from being a reborn working figure

from the ancient pre-industrial past, independent workers still were a relevant category at

the awakenings of the Fordist economy. In 1919 German sociologist and economist Emìl

Lederer published a book devoted to the shift from independent to salaried workers, observ-

ing that the most interesting transformations were happening at the level of cultural attitude

and spiritual traits (kulturelle Attitüde and geistige Physiognomie in German) (Bologna, 2018,

p.18). The same focus, but in an opposite direction, could be defined the one of the (much

more modest in scope) present thesis.

But the self-employed workforce did not disappear: The Great Depression made new peo-

ple become independent workers out of necessity to find a job by themselves. The German

sociologist Hans Speier defined this new wave of self-employed workers as an «atomised mass

of the socially downgraded» that «assume all the risk» on themselves (Bologna, 2018, p.48),

*Consequently, all the references to German Sociologists about self-employed workers in the current para-
graph must be considered taken from Bologna’s book
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with surprising similarities to the recent description of venture labour in contemporary work

(see Neff et al., 2005 and outsourcing more in general). After this second wave after the great

depression, Fordist cycle of capitalistic accumulation and the connected economic growth in

the countries under the wing of American hegemony marginalised both in numbers and in

relevance independent workers. To observe a «third wave» of new independent workers we

will need to wait for the seventies, with a subsequent fourth wave in the eighties, in which

the elements characterising self-employed workers today began to crystallise (Bologna, 2018,

p.78-88).

The relevance of these two waves for our analysis lies in the evolution from the first to the

latter, that is the one «from the alternative economy to the Schumpeterian entrepreneur»

(Bologna, 2018, p.82). Both in Italy and Germany, the new wave of independent workers

in the second half of the seventies and the beginning of the eighties had a strong innova-

tive charge toward alternative economic forms and thinking patterns, based on the refusal of

waged labour and the will to escape from the panopticon of the regulated employment. It has

been only later, during the eighties and the nineties, that this alternative push left space to

the more traditional business-oriented self-employed professional, à la Schumpeter. Thus,

what can be observed in the field of micro-entrepreneurship and self-employment seems to

follow the trend that has been illustrated by Boltanski & Chiapello (2005) of normalisation

and incorporation of the «artistic criticisms» into the capitalist system.
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One author, Gerd Vonderach, caught the essence of this third wave of independent work-

ers that emerged from the crisis of the Fordist cycle of capitalistic accumulation summarising

their traits in ten theses (Vonderach et al., 1980). Citing the most relevant ones, Vonderach

enunciated that:

Thesis number 4: The work of the ”new self-employed” is, on the one hand,
economically necessary, on the other self-determined and even self-actualising.
It is less professionalised and predominantly holistic, composed of small-scale
activities with little separation from the private sphere and little mechanisation.
It corresponds to a new type of work orientation: on the one hand dedicated
and serious, on the other hand, playful and experimental.

Thesis number 6: The new kind of self-employment - especially the alternative
movement - is the result of a crisis-like structural change and is aimed above all at
young people as a way out of difficult professional careers and as an alternative
to the prevailing forms of work. It is a reaction to the employment crisis and
the crisis of meaning of the work alike.

Thesis number 9: The ”new self-employed” barely fits into the scheme of a class-
stratified social structure. They form a counter-type to the new ”knowledge
class” of technological, scientific and bureaucratic experts. They hardly define
and organise a class-specific interest situation similar to the ”old” self-employed;
because they define themselves rather as subjects of new value orientations of
life planning.

Thesis number 10: The ”new self-employed” are the socio-economic bearers of
a demodernising counter-trend to the hitherto dominant trend of modernisa-
tion. They contribute to the future possibility of a culture more based on self-
determination of communities and locally and regionally rooted.

(Vonderach et al., 1980, translation by the author)

A second finding that is useful to borrow from the extensively illustrated German school

of thought about self-employment is conceptual and derives from both Vonderach analysis in
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1980 and Speier analysis in the thirties. In his thesis number nine, Vonderach enunciates that

«new self-employed people» can be scarcely interpreted in terms of class membership as they

do not think as a social class but as subjects of new value orientations. Approximately fifty

years before, Speier based on similar observations proposed the analytic concept of «soziale

Geltung», that can be translated as «social prestige» reminding that it involves first and fore-

most values and lifestyles (Bologna, 2018, p. 47), as solution to the vagueness and inadequacy

of middle class (Mittelstand in German) to analyse the transformations between waged and

independent workers. Thus, he uses this formulation of social prestige to analysing how cat-

egories of workers different in terms of occupation but similar in terms of education, income

and class membership can be studied in terms of social groups that struggle to impose their

values and lifestyles as collective ones.

If we move from independent workers to the more specific field of the retailing industry,

academic literature that analyses its historic developments seems much rarer. Apart from clas-

sics as Jefferys (1954), the history of retailing has been a neglected academic field, as observed

also by the rare exceptions to this rule (Alexander & Akehurst, 1998). An interesting contri-

bution that tries to summarise the developments in the retailing sector in the last century is

the one of Hilton (1998), also contained in the aforementioned book.

Analysing tobacco retailers, Hilton reconstructs the great rift imposed by Fordist economy

to retailers. The retailer of the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of twentieth
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century was at the same time a retailer and an artisan, that held social prestige and a role as

cultural other than economic actor because his expertise, derived from the artisanal compo-

nent of his job, enabled him to culturally orientate the customer’s taste to the purchase of

one or the other product. By 1930, when mass production under Fordist hegemony became

the norm, the retailer was stripped of his artisanal component, leaving him to simply serve

as an economic intermediary between mass production industries and a standardised mass

of consumers. Consequently, also his role as a cultural actor was squeezed to irrelevance, as

the taste of the mass of consumers was no more oriented by the retailer but by big companies

through advertising, magazines etcetera. Hilton’s article focuses on the strategies adopted

by retailers under Fordism to counter this de-skilling process, but they appear as palliative

treatments, that do not change the role, the social prestige, and the composition of retailers

labour under Fordist mode of production. It has been only recently that retailers returned

to be analysed as cultural actors, specifically as cultural intermediaries of taste (Maguire &

Matthews, 2012).

1.2.4 Authenticity, cultural omnivorousness and cosmopolitan attitude

To analyse how authenticity has become a pivotal concept for contemporary consumption

patterns, we will read them through the lens of cultural omnivorousness theory as it emerged

and developed from the mid of the nineties onward.

The core concept of cultural omnivorousness theory is that in contemporary consump-
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tion the high- and middle-class preferences shifted from a highbrow taste for a unique elitist

category to an omnivorous appetite for a plurality of tastes, through the appropriation of

precedent lowbrow (sub-)cultures (Peterson & Kern, 1996). Further evidence suggested that

the cultural omnivorous attitude of people should not be valued on the quantitative breadth

of their tastes, but on a combination of their taste schemes, or discourses (van Eijck & Lievens,

2008).

Cultural omnivorousness has been inspected in most different spheres, suggesting its va-

lidity as a general model to explain contemporary consumption, although significantly Ross-

man & Peterson (2015) replicating Peterson’s seminal research ten years later found that the

omnivorous attitude of consumers decreased rather than increased. Besides, (Katz-Gerro,

2002) comparing different national omnivorous consumers showed great variances in the la-

bels used: these two empirical contributions call for the assessment of its fluid and iridescent

nature, looking for the evolution of the phenomenon to integrate the theory. Moreover, a

study from Warde et al. (2007) questioned the self-consciousness and commitment of cul-

tural omnivores with empirical evidence of more bland schemes of adherence to the model.

Cultural omnivorousness is not the end of the distinction processes through cultural tastes

(Bourdieu, 2013): it is, instead, a cultural disposition (Lizardo & Skiles, 2012) at which the

continuation of the same aspiration is aimed, modified to adapt to another cultural and eco-

nomic context.
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The omnivorous taste in food consumption has been contended firstly by Warde et al.

(1999) through an exploration of the variety of restaurant cuisines searched by patrons in Eng-

land. Since then, little attention has been dedicated to this consumption realm with regards

to taste and the omnivorous attitude, following a general disinterest in sociological studies

for the topic of food consumption (Warde & Martens, 2000).

Further attention to the topic has been devoted by Johnston & Baumann (2007), who

sought to expose how the new food cultural consumption is characterised by tensions be-

tween democracy and distinction and to analyse authenticity and exoticism as the two frames

through which American gourmet food is legitimised, basing on discourse and content analy-

sis on gourmet food media. Authenticity is described as the product of a continuous interac-

tion between tradition and originality that can be broken down into an array of dimensions:

Geographic Specificity, Simplicity, Personal Connection, History and Tradition, and Ethnic

Connection (Johnston & Baumann, 2015). Exoticism is more generally defined as a frame

based on the ’culinary other’, relying on unusualness and foreignness (Johnston & Baumann,

2007). For the authors, the two frames represent significantly different, distinctive qualities

[...] often in mutually exclusive ways’ (Johnston & Baumann, 2015, p.87).

A similar trend toward an omnivorousness taste has been observed in the consumption

of alcoholic drinks such as wine (Smith Maguire, 2018a), beer (Land et al., 2018) and spirits

(Thurnell-Read, 2019) and more generally in coffee bars (Roseberry, 1996).
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Cosmopolitanism in this context was first conceptualised by Johnston & Baumann (2007)

as omnivorousness, while it became one of the two phenomena (the other being neo-colonialism)

from which the exotic label derives in the monograph (Johnston & Baumann, 2015). More

recently, another research exploring New Nordic Food consumption and cosmopolitanism

argued that the concept of cosmopolitan consumption has a broader validity and indicates

foodies’ attitudes toward distinction (Emontspool & Georgi, 2017).

The strict link of cosmopolitanism and omnivorous consumption is deducible from the

birth of the latter concept: Peterson himself wrote that he took into consideration cosmopoli-

tanism as a ’useful alternative’ way to define the phenomenon before opting for cultural om-

nivorousness (Peterson, 2005b). A better assessment of cosmopolitanism becomes then nec-

essary for the aims of our research, especially since the success of this word led to its use in a

variety of meanings (Vertovec & Cohen, 2003).

First, we shall adopt Beck’s distinction between a ’philosophical cosmopolitanism’, exist-

ing just as intellectual speculation and ideological assertion, and ’really existing cosmopoli-

tanism’, that is being always embedded in the real world and is a mix between cosmopoli-

tan and national culture (Beck, 2006). In this sense, cosmopolitan and national culture are

conflicting but not irreconcilable: cosmopolitanism itself can be thought of as globalisation

internal to the national state (Beck, 2002), also observed while analysing the interrelations

between cosmopolitan food culture and the American national one (Johnston et al., 2010).
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Cosmopolitanism can be indeed defined as a ’third culture’ (Featherstone, 1995) that enables

the individual to seek cultural variety and identify himself as belonging to transnational val-

ues.

In any case, cosmopolitanism does not necessarily translate into concrete transnational life

habits, and it must be conceived as an outlook (Roudometof, 2005). This specification is nec-

essary not to negate the existing connection between cosmopolitanism and middle-class and

high-class status (Featherstone, 2002), but to indicate that it does not concern just the narrow

minority that travels globally. We can broadly identify as ’cosmopolitans’ those people with

a cosmopolitan attitude, defined as the ensemble of people’s opinions, attitudes, values and

orientation (Mau et al., 2008), albeit under specific conditions: they still need to be mem-

bers of the middle-class or lower-middle-class, and adherence to cosmopolitan values is their

active choice and not a passive constraint.

Lastly, our empirical main standing point, i.e. micro-entrepreneurs operating under a hip-

ster economic imaginary, requires consideration of the economic regimes of accumulation

and market structures in which the cultural omnivorous taste is produced.

DiMaggio (1977), reviewing his contemporary studies on mass culture and mass society,

suggested that these were mostly underestimating the fact that cultural items were produced

by economic actors in specific markets, and therefore core characteristics of mass culture

could (and should) have been analysed as attributes of industries as well as of societies. This
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is valid also for contemporary studies on cultural omnivorousness.

Mass culture and mass consumption were the complementary counterparts of Fordism,

which promoted the consumption of standardised, mass-produced commodities (Jessop, 1992).

However since the eighties, a ’New Spirit of Capitalism’ has emerged and tactically incorpo-

rated the criticism of massification, standardisation and commodification of society, while

promoting individual autonomy, singularity, and authenticity (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005)

through consumption.

We refer to this ’new spirit of capitalism’ through the broad concept of post-Fordism.

What is relevant here is to point out how the values promoted by this ’post-Fordist’ capi-

talistic spirit well suit the omnivorous disposition for a singular and authentic (as opposed

to a mass-produced and standardised) combination of plural tastes. Peterson & Kern (1996)

ignored economic processes when listing the factors that contributed to the shift, and, as far

as it is known by the author, no other research project has given attention to this dimension.

If previous studies have been devoted to the role of the media, demonstrating their cen-

trality in the production and circulation of omnivorous taste (Johnston & Baumann, 2007),

this dissertation is meant instead to fill the exposed gap and address the relevance of economic

actors and their market for the reproduction and dealing of cultural omnivorous taste.

Such a task also enables to contribute to a recent and developing literature in the broader

field of consumption studies, following the Consumer Culture Theory perspective that calls
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for the relevance of actors other than consumers (Smith Maguire & Zhang, 2016). Indeed,

if CCT has gained prominence as a perspective for the analysis of what ’consumers do and

believe’ (E. J. Arnould & Thompson, 2018, p. 4) and consequently its literature almost exclu-

sively concentrated on consumers as research subjects (E. Arnould & Thompson, 2005), re-

cently some works in this field started to engage with cases of consumers turned into produc-

ers (Weijo et al., 2018) or more explicitly invited to ’a shift of focus, to examine the consuming

identities and passions of cultural intermediaries (market actors who would typically be con-

sidered ‘non-consumers’) alongside a greater attention to their strategic market-making work’

(Smith Maguire & Zhang, 2016). Focusing on retailers as a specific case of cultural intermedi-

ary between economic imaginaries and consumers can contribute to a better understanding

of the market-making of consumer cultures.

1.2.5 Passionate labour in a creative economy

To analyse the idea of «Passionate Labour», the theoretical framework we adopt to look at

working conditions of labourers in contemporary Creative Economy, the long-lasting debate

concerning the relationship between work and pleasure and the Utopian vision of the possi-

bility of pleasurable, attractive labour, must be addressed.

The first modern philosopher to have widely debated this topic is the Utopian socialist

Charles Fourier, between the eighteenth and the nineteenth century. In the words of Roland

Barthes:
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pleasure results, in fact, from a calculation, an operation that for Fourier is the
highest form of social organisation and mastery; this calculation is the same as
that of all societal theory, whose practice is to transform work into pleasure (and
not to suspend work for the sake of leisure time): the barrier that separates work
from pleasure in Civilisation crumbles, there is a paradigmatic fall, philosophi-
cal conversion of the unpleasant into the attractive (Barthes, 1989)

For Fourier, the fundamental aim of his ideal Phalansteries and therefore of all his social

action is the conversion of what is unpleasant, the work, into an attractive activity, that is

the pleasure. This would represent a paradigmatic shift, shaking the very foundations of soci-

ety, because it would break the distinction between unpleasant working time and satisfying

leisure time in a unique pleasurable life experience.

The heritage of Fourier vision entangled many influential intellectuals of the twentieth

century: for the purposes of our research we will here concentrate on two of them, Walter

Benjamin, and Herbert Marcuse, that further develop Fourier’s topic.

Benjamin in his majestic and unfinished «The Arcades Project» admires Fourier for his

idea of a society in which play, and work become the same: «To have instituted play as the

canon of a labour no longer rooted in exploitation is one of the great merits of Fourier» (Ben-

jamin, 1999, 361). So, another fundamental element derived from Fourier in Benjamin is

that exploitation ceases not much by transforming labour, but fundamentally by changing

people’s attitude toward labour (Dolbear & Proctor, 2016).

Marcuse discusses Fourier’s theory in «Eros and Civilization» (Marcuse, 1955), stating
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that «Fourier comes closer than any other utopian socialist to elucidating the dependence

of freedom on non-repressive sublimation». Based on Fourier’s idea of attractive labour, he

builds the notion of libidinal work:

If pleasure is indeed in the act of working and not extraneous to it, such pleasure
must be derived from the acting organs of the body and the body itself, activat-
ing the erotogenic zones or eroticising the body as a whole; in other words, it
must be libidinal pleasure. In a reality governed by the performance principle,
such ”libidinal” work is a rare exception and can occur only outside or at the
margin of the work world - as ”hobby”, play, or in a directly erotic situation.
The normal kind of work (socially useful occupational activity) in the prevail-
ing division of labour is such that the individual, in working, does not satisfy
his own impulses, needs, and faculties but performs a pre-established function.

(Marcuse, 1955, p.221)

Two elements must be stressed of Marcuse theory of libidinal pleasure. First, the eventual

pleasure derived from the working act would derive directly from the acting organs of the

body: one clear parallelism is drawn with sexual and erotic pleasure itself, with a strong bond

between manual labour, in its concrete manifestation of the working act, and both physical

and intellectual pleasure derived by it. Secondly, at least in Fordist mode of production ruled

by the performance principle, the libidinal work is impossible as under Fordism the worker

suffers of what we could define a libidinal alienation: he cannot satisfy his impulses and fac-

ulties (his creativity, it could be said) but must follow impulses and faculties of other people.

In this context, only what is unproductive labour at the eyes of capitalistic production, as

play or hobbies, can enact pleasure.
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The same tension against Fordism as a system that suppresses every potential achievement

of libidinal or attractive labour can be found in yet cited Braverman and Boltansky and Chapiello.

For Braverman (1998) the discontent of ’68 has been caused not by a capitalistic crisis but by

the apex of capitalistic production in the Fordist age, that produced de-skilling. It is this or-

ganisation of work that produced massive and intrinsic dissatisfaction related to work. For

Boltanski & Chiapello (2005) Capitalist forces after ’68 revolts incorporated, neutralising it,

the «artistic critique» to Fordist system to reject and overcome the «social critique» of cap-

italistic society: so the newly vindicated ideals of individuality, self-expression, authenticity

can be framed also as an attempt by capitalism to maintain his essential features (through

the rejection of social critiques) changing the attitude toward labour of working force, as

previously theorised by Benjamin, promoting a kind of «attractive labour» based on these

concept, that we have seen have been very influential for the so-called post-Fordist economy

and contemporary omnivorous taste.

It should therefore not constitute a surprise the fact that the widespread belief in a Creative

Economy was accompanied by a resurgence of this topic: Creative Economy imaginary also

includes the promise to fulfil the historical mission to concretely realise the idea of attractive

or libidinal labour.

There has been a growing body of works on the condition of creative workers in differ-

ent sectors, useful for our research. We will consider creative workers differing from other
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workers, not by the sector but by the use of intangible assets (Teece, 1998) to give value to the

product or service, according to our previous analyses.

Anyway, following the fulcrum frame of the creative economy that creativeness is a quality

potentially possessed by every individual, an actual expanding trend has been observed that

seems to impose to every worker to adhere to the imperative of «Be creative» (McRobbie,

2014; Von Osten, 2007) to survive and have success in the contemporary economy.

However, the «glamour, desirable and youthful image» associated with and promoted as

creative work (Pratt & Hutton, 2013) obscures the ongoing tensions in the social, cultural,

and economic spheres of creative cities (Pratt, 2010) and the fatigue, exhaustion and frustra-

tion that are more and more associated with this work (Gill & Pratt, 2008).

Creative workers have been subjected to processes of entrepreneurialisation, through the

framing of «cool jobs» to glamorise risks (Neff et al., 2005), and individualisation, mak-

ing creative workers become their own micro-structures (McRobbie, 2002), making micro-

entrepreneurs, freelancers and employed cultural workers increasingly similar. These pro-

cesses allow us to unveil the dimension of precariousness embedded in creative economy (de

Peuter, 2011), that is breaking for younger generations the exceptionalism experienced by

their parents, constituted by stable jobs for masses of blue- and white-collar workers under

Fordism (Neilson & Rossiter, 2008).

It is in this context that «passionate work» has been conceptualised with regards to the
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schizophrenic condition of contemporaneous «creative workers» (Hesmondhalgh & Baker,

2010).

The coiner of «passionate work» conceptualisation is Angela McRobbie. Despite explic-

itly or implicitly using it in various articles and books (McRobbie, 2016; Mcrobbie, 2015;

McRobbie, 2014, 2002), «passionate work» is always quite elusively defined, apparently not

getting a systematic treatise. Therefore, here we will expose some of the references to this

concept that best summarise the overall meaning attributed to it.

The main source in which the concept of passionate work is employed is «Be Creative»

(McRobbie, 2014). In it, she describes passionate work as strictly related to post-Fordism

and creative economy and as the result of the feminisation of work under post-Fordism. She

derives it from the studies about the search of pleasure into the work, evidencing its intrinsic

individual and conservative leanings due to its function of reducing the likelihood of labour

organisations and its connection with a «romantic ethic of production» (McRobbie, 2014,

p.320). Another useful contribution comes from «Reflections on Precarious Work in the

Cultural Sector», where passionate labour is related to the idea of illegibility of contemporary

labour in cultural and creative sectors:

One element of my argument concerns illegibility of work in the creative and
cultural sector. But this is functional illegibility. What have been in the past
considered sites of relative freedom have become quite the opposite, fields for
self-disciplining, but without losing that freedom, indeed the freedom is har-
nessed and put to work, the new ‘free’ labour depends on this being entirely
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different from ‘wage labour’. Hence my own designation of this as ‘passionate
work’. (Mcrobbie, 2015, p.123)

Passionate work is then also, still following McRobbie definition, a mode of contemporary

self-disciplining, resulting from the paradox of a «harnessed freedom» celebrated as the realm

of potential self-realisation for individuals but at the same put to work against them.

Another relevant contribution overtly derived from McRobbie’s thought is the one im-

plemented by Arvidsson et al. (2010). In their analysis of fashion design workers, passionate

work it is a matter of identity, of sense of belonging to a scene, and is characterized by a sep-

aration of the identity value of work from its monetary value: their satisfaction is usually

self-valued in non-monetary terms and they affirm their love for their job also if they recog-

nise the harsh working conditions and the scarce economic earnings.

An interesting analysis of passion in creative work that develops someway independently

from McRobbie’s conceptualisation is the one by Umney & Kretsos (2015), that through

the analysis of another category of creative workers, musicians, describe how «their pursuit

of passion through work leads them to try to manage precarity, accommodating it in the

long term rather than aiming for a future transition to greater stability». Passionate work,

coherently also with the assertions of McRobbie, appears here as a self-disciplining device

that is enacted as an individual strategy of surviving in the age of precariousness, fulfilling a

role almost similar to the one of a drug taken to endure with happiness suffering conditions.

Not referring explicitly to passionate work but in the same field of studies about contempo-
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rary creative workers conditions, S. Taylor (2015) defines a «new mystique» that pushes new

creative workers, framed as a feminised figure like for McRobbie, to accept a marginalised eco-

nomic position in society in order to fulfil a personal project that is described as «almost ther-

apeutics» in its function. Vivant (2013) in her account of creative workers as «self-exploited

workers» considers passionate work as a rhetoric deployed to minimise the visibility of self-

exploitation in discourses by making «uncool» to complain about it.

One last relevant strain of research that engaged with the role of passion in contemporary

cultural and creative industries is the one developed around researches about precariousness

among knowledge workers and independent professionals in Italy (Borghi & Murgia, 2019;

Armano et al., 2017; Gherardi & Murgia, 2015; Armano & Murgia, 2013). Particularly influ-

ential for our research appears the concept of «passionate trap». Independent professionals

today live a contradictory condition caused by a contemporary «continuous search for inde-

pendence and freedom to express their creativity, and experience of misalignment between

their aspiration and their professional careers» (Borghi & Murgia, 2019, p.142). The conse-

quence is self-precarisation and self-exploitation, similar to what has been observed by Vivant

(2013), with passion toward the job transforming into an «outright trap» (Armano et al.,

2017, p.52):

On the one hand, they have jobs that are a source of passion and pleasure; but
on the other hand, they experience passion – in all spheres of their lives – in the
most literal sense of the term: pain, suffering and fatigue caused by unstable con-
tracts and working conditions. This is the paradox that typifies contemporary
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flexible capitalism, which puts cognitive and emotional skills into production
(Chicchi 2011) but constructs deceptive spaces of freedom (Magatti 2009).

(Armano & Murgia, 2013)

The concept of «passionate trap» seems particularly productive because summarises many

different elements observed in the vast array of researches about pleasure and passion into

work. Passion is fundamental as a source of satisfaction toward work, but are also a discursive

tool to legitimise and beautify precariousness. In the latter meaning, passion shows itself in its

painful acceptation, as recognised also by academic women in the study by Vázquez-Cupeiro

& Elston (2006), making them experience a via crucix. It is a trap because deceives workers

promising them spaces of freedom and self-realisation that in the end prove to be like a cage

that brings them to self-exploitation, through the very same emotional work they perform to

reach self-realisation.

1.3 The creative colonisation of labour-intensive economies and the hip-

ster economic imaginary

In the previous sections, we have delineated the theoretical framework inside which our dis-

sertation takes place and reviewed the pertinent literature. Based on all this work, we are now

ready to re-discuss the research hypothesis already presented in the introduction within the

theoretical framework, also better developing some concepts that have been presented.

In the introduction, we proposed as our main research hypothesis that an ongoing coloni-
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sation of labour-intensive sectors by the imaginary of creative economy is happening, result-

ing in the birth of a new hybrid «hipster economic imaginary», that combining key features

typical of canonical creative occupations with the ones of manual, labour-intensive occupa-

tions shapes micro-entrepreneurs under the imperative of authenticity.

We also declared our use of Cultural Political Economy as a methodological tool, and one

of the secondary aims of this dissertation could be well to contribute to the CPE frame-

work connecting to it our analysis of how the imperative of authenticity shapes the micro-

enterprises.

Anyway, when we declare that our interest in the CPE approach is first and foremost

methodological is to underline that our use of it is eclectic: while most scholars that have used

it belong to the field of political economy and used it to impress a cultural turn to their theo-

retical framework, our movement could be considered in the opposite direction. We integrate

CPE and in particular the concept of economic imaginaries in our theoretical framework,

mainly belonging to the fields of cultural sociology and sociology of consumption, to allow

both to connect the micro-level of entrepreneurs’ subjectivity and agency with the macro-

level of economic imaginaries and to integrate a notion of economy that stresses its nature as

constructed imaginary, resulting from the intersection between the cultural and the politic

forces shaping societies. Consequently, our methodological interest in the CPE resides in

its capacity to show the combined impact of semiotic and extra-semiotic processes on social
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reality and to describe the economy as the co-existence of economies meant as the totality of

economic actors and transactions and economies as imaginaries culturally and semiotically

constructed.

This clarification is necessary also to better decline our meaning of colonisation, another

term often mentioned in this thesis and at the base of our hypothesis. The metaphor of the

colonisation in our framework indicates the process through which an imaginary holder of a

hegemonic semiotic power expands itself across surrounding, peripheral economic sectors in

society. This colonisation is, in fact, a semiotic colonisation and implicates also the introjec-

tion of the values, the ethics and the discourses of the colonising imaginary by the economic

actors operating in the colonised sector. This process is countered by both the imaginary al-

ready associated to the colonised economic sector, however weaker it may be, and structural

limitations deriving from the differences between the sector of origin and the one of destina-

tion, resulting in a hybrid imaginary. The validity of this theoretical framework can be gen-

eralised beyond our specific case study to all the analyses concerning economic imaginaries

and peripheral sectors. As an example, we can apply this framework to the already reviewed

history of retailing under Fordism with immediate productive outcomes in terms of analyt-

ical depth: when during the twentieth century Fordism became an economic imaginary so

powerful to semiotically colonise retailing, that had become in the meantime a peripheral

economic sector, this one introjected the predominant values of Fordism as the industrial cri-
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terion of production and the attractiveness of the mass-produced, standardised goods becom-

ing stripped of its role of cultural actor and artisan and downgraded to seller of industrially

produced goods.

Another pivotal concept for the development of the dissertation is the aesthetic regime,

that we briefly exposed in the introduction, that we integrate into our theoretical framework

as a component of economic imaginaries. First, we need to clarify, our use of the term has

nothing to do with its use by philosopher Jacques Rancière, if not in a very distant and indi-

rect way. The concept of the aesthetic regime as we employ it has been instead very recently

coined by (Smith Maguire, 2018a) to serve as an analytical tool to isolate and describe the sys-

tems of principles that organise consumption patterns. If Cultural Political Economy birth

was motivated by the need to push a cultural turn in political economy, the coining of aes-

thetic regime answers to the necessity to take aesthetics seriously and undergo an aesthetic

turn in CCT, Sociology of Consumption and Cultural Sociology fields (Smith Maguire,

2018a).

The idea of aesthetic regimes is deeply rooted in the thought of Bourdieu (2013), from

which it derives the relevance of aesthetics for consumption practices and the strict connec-

tion between legitimacy and taste for the organisation of consumption (Maguire, 2019). As

renowned, Bourdieu in Distinction posits aesthetic disposition as fundamental to determine

people’s taste demonstrating, from a critique of the Kantian notion of aesthetics, that the
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aesthetic disposition of individuals depends «on the past and present material conditions of

existence which are the precondition of both its constitution and its application and also of

the accumulation of a cultural capital» (Bourdieu, 2013, p.53), thus that the aesthetic dispo-

sition of individuals is stratified depending on the outcomes of a power struggle to establish

what is a «legitimate taste» (Bourdieu, 2013, pp.56-57). Notably, Bourdieu specifies that

aesthetic disposition is also required «both in the production or sale of goods and services

and in the self-presentation which is often an essential condition for successful symbolic im-

position.» (Bourdieu, 2013, p.362).

The conceptualisation of aesthetic regime recovers the Bourdieusian thought about aes-

thetic dispositions contextualising it in contemporary processes of consumption orientation

characterised by an omnivorous taste (Maguire, 2018; Smith Maguire, 2018b), in coherence

with our theoretical framework developed in the previous section. It also takes inspiration

from the already inspected and similar idea of taste regime, that is defined as «a discursive

system that links aesthetics to practice» (Arsel & Bean, 2013).

The starting assumption is that taste can be disentangled in two dimensions belonging to

different levels: the first is the aesthetic regime, while the second is taste as a market device. An

aesthetic regime is defined as a collective heuristic framework, embodied in individuals but

existing independently from them, that distinguishing the legitimate from the illegitimate

through the monopolisation of the forms of cultural legitimacy gains the power to organise
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and orchestrate consumption. Taste instead can be understood as a market device exercised at

the individual or group level in relation to certain aesthetic regimes, allowing the individual to

have access to one or another aesthetic regime and to align own practises and behaviour to it

(Smith Maguire, 2018a, pp.77-80). A consequence of this formulation, that is fundamental

for the integration in our framework, is that taste becomes the link between the micro-level

of individuals’ behaviour and the macro-level of the aesthetic regime.

Indeed, in the introduction, we included aesthetic regimes as a component of the eco-

nomic imaginary. This is a critical operation because it allows to extend the notion of eco-

nomic imaginaries including into it also the analysis of consumption patterns and conse-

quently of production and consumption of aesthetics and taste, a lacking passage in the orig-

inal formulation of economic imaginaries. The notion of the aesthetic regime is perfectly

adapt to cover this role thanks to its dual levelled structure connecting individuals agency

with a collective aesthetic regime that, like economic imaginaries, is both embodied by indi-

viduals and existing outside and independently from them. It is only thanks to this incorpo-

ration of aesthetic regimes into the notion of economic imaginaries that the present disser-

tation can truly develop itself because it enables to overcome an otherwise insurmountable

methodological and theoretical obstacle: the possibility to deduce insights about the charac-

teristics and features of an economic imaginary based on the empirical analysis of individual

actors positioned in the market between the imaginary and consumers. It is only framing as
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we did hipsterism as an aesthetic regime that becomes possible to analyse the economic imag-

inary of hipster economy based on the observation and the interpretations of the ways in

which micro-entrepreneurs frame their professional identity, embody the values associated

with the imaginary and aesthetic regime and assemble a proper authentic experience to their

customers. In other words, aesthetic regimes enlighten a concrete method to study the intro-

jection of the imaginary by economic actors that we previously affirmed in a more undefined

manner.

Another useful outcome of integrating the notion of the aesthetic regime in our theoret-

ical framework is to bring into focus that every economic imaginary exists in function of

specific audiences of consumers. This implies that, although economic imaginaries and the

connected aesthetics regimes can gain a hegemonic position into a society organising the con-

sumption patterns of a vast majority, economic imaginaries are not absolute and universal

but relational and contextual. The imaginary of hipster economy lead by an aesthetic regime

of authenticity should be interpreted at the light of our theoretical framework like the one

that exerts its semiotic power not generally in every individual, but in the ones that thanks

to a mix of socio-economic condition and context of provenance are guided by omnivorous

consumption patterns and recognise authenticity as the governing principle of their aesthetic

disposition. At the same time, aesthetic regimes and economic imaginaries are not mutu-

ally exclusive and the taste of an individual is the outcome of different overlapping aesthetic
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regimes, sometimes even in contrast between them.
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Living it, I realise that it is all part of a blind alley that is not mine

but that of a fat, rich and immensely decadentWest. [...] In this sense

the return to the countryside is a rebellion and not an escape. It is a

path founded on the rational, and not only romantic, belief that the

new «great transformation» will come from the earth.

Corrado Dottori, Non è il vino dell’enologo

2
Micro-entrepreneurs’ Subjectivities
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2.1 Introduction

Our thesis develops around the idea that the economic imaginary of the creative economy

has colonised also labour-intensive occupations and that micro-entrepreneurs are actors with

both cultural and economic aims that work under the umbrella of this imaginary.

First, it then becomes necessary to describe them, the protagonists of our story, to narrate

their journeys through which they became food and beverage hipster micro-entrepreneurs

and how they perceive and define themselves. Our theoretical framework will guide us in

the exploration of these topics maintaining a specific gaze: our main aim is not to simply de-

scribe and categorise the workers based on their narratives and self-perceptions but to analyse

how the imaginary interacts with them, subjectifying their professional identity, values, and

practises.

This interest is also led by the particular conjunction at which this kind of workers are,

that posits them at the intersection between many different occupational and societal cate-

gories and characterises them as a very peculiar kind of «hybrid workers»: they are micro-

entrepreneurs that apart from few exceptions have very few employees, arriving in some cases

to be coincident with autonomous self-employed workers or with family-conducted busi-

nesses; they can be considered, as we will see, under many canons as creative or cognitive

workers but are also manual workers, in many cases classifiable as artisans, operating in sec-

tors that maintain their labour-intensive feature; they usually come from a middle-class or
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lower-middle-class background and earned a high cultural capital, but they are struggling to

reproduce their status. To delve into their subjectivities then means also to analyse how they

manage these tensions and contradictions into an identity.

Using the concept of subjectivity, we follow its conceptualisation by Foucault (2015) but

especially by Butler (1997), following the assumption that «the lived simultaneity of submis-

sion as mastery, and mastery as submission, is the condition of possibility for the emergence

of the subject» (Butler, 1997, p.117). Embedding this principle in our framework means to

consider our subjects neither as individuals completely determined by the economic imagi-

nary nor as demiurges free from power constraints to determine themselves: their formation

of the self is the result of a process involving both a submission to the imaginary (that is par-

tially voluntary and partially imposed) and the exercise of own agency with some degrees of

freedom.

Another introductory clarification has to be made about the lexicon that will be used in

the chapter. As renowned, the Anglo-Saxon Sociology of Professions is based upon a clear-

cut hierarchical distinction between occupations, meant as every job or activity that provides

a wage, and professions, meant as specialized and prestigious intellectual occupations (with

lawyers and doctors as ideal types); although different approaches exist in the field, this divi-

sion substantially persists in each of them (Monteiro, 2015, pp.47-53). Due to the influence

of Anglo-Saxon context in the sociological discipline, this definition of profession can be
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considered the standard one in the academic literature, even though it has not been the only

one: for example, Abramov (2014, pp.6-8) noticed how in the soviet sociological debate no

such distinction was made, with a profession being considered the one with a harmonious

combination of manual and cognitive labour.

Far from rejecting the validity of the distinction made by the sociology of professions, in

this chapter we will make use of the term «profession» with a different nuance of meaning,

based also on the Italian context and tradition. The strong Italian tradition of «corporations

of arts and crafts» (corporazioni di arti e mestieri in Italian) and in general the importance

of the concept of «mestiere», a word only partially translatable in English as «job», enabled

to value the status of skilful manual occupations. The concept of the profession is not as

exclusionary as it is in the Anglo-Saxon context, but includes many labour-intensive occupa-

tions, as exemplified by the typical distinction between «liberal professions» and «manual

professions» (professioni liberali and professioni manuali in Italian) (Treccani, 2020). Even

the ISTAT, the Italian national institute of statistics, in its reports albeit mentioning a distinc-

tion between «arts and craft» predominantly manual and «professions» as predominantly

intellectuals, in the end, uses the latter term to refer to the entirety of the occupations (IS-

TAT, 2013). In the chapter, we will use profession with this meaning: a skilful occupation

that is both recognized in the society as such and identifiable by some shared traits. When we

will refer to the idea of professional identity and a professional subjectivity, they have to be
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interpreted in the light of this specification.

The chapter thus will develop first with the exposition of the paths through which the

individuals decided to start a business and their motivations. In the second section, we will

focus on their self-perceived identities, with particular attention to their relationship with cre-

ative and manual labour and the variety of self-definitions. Then, in the last section drawing

from the results, we will first historicise our analysis making it dialogue with the history of

self-employed workers and of retailing; then, we will highlight the reflexive nature of micro-

entrepreneurs and the consequences of it; lastly, we will schematise the features that charac-

terise the interaction between this imaginary and the personal agency, delineating three ideal

types of «creative micro-entrepreneurs» that result from these configurations.

2.2 The entry paths to the job

In this section, we will proceed to analyse the different paths through which our micro-entrepreneurs

decided to open a business in this economic niche, their previous occupation, and their main

motivations.

To perform this analysis, we will rely mainly on two tables summarising the previous sta-

tus of the entrepreneurs (table 2.1) and the main motivation (table 2.2). In both tables, we

schematised the condition of each interviewee into categories.

This process has been quite straightforward for the working provenance, while for the
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main motivations a higher grade of discretion in the interpretation of individual answers was

necessary, also in the composition of the macro-categories. In both cases, we left also the

frequency of each category in the tables not because we give any interpretative meaning to

them, restraining ourselves from any kind of empirical inference from a qualitative sample,

but only to make the process of formation of the categories and macro-categories as much

transparent as possible.

2.2.1 The previous occupations

First of all, is useful to look at their past occupation, if they had any. A summary of their work-

ing past is contained in table 2.1. Apart from the eight micro-entrepreneurs directly entering

the labour market from university or schools, we can observe that both people with a past as

employees and people with previous experience as autonomous workers or entrepreneurs are

common, with a diversified background.

Among the employees, we find as could be expected people with experience in the food

and beverage sector, but they do not constitute the only category. Also, other sub-categories

of workers are present, that could be labelled as classic clerical workers (as clerical workers

and insurance agent) and workers in the cultural or high-tech industries.

For previous employees in the food and beverage sector, to open an own business in this

niche generally marks the moment in which they decide to make the big jump passing from

working in the sector for another owner, to working for themselves. They became experts,
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they usually have formed a network of relations with other workers in the field, they have

often developed an attachment to some values and products that they want to promote and

share, so they feel that they are mature and determined enough to open an own business

innovating their field. Bonifacio, a food trucker with many previous experiences as a chef,

well summarised this path describing the beginning of its business:

It all started from two friends that after many years of working their way up
as chefs decided to put together the money saved up and open something on
their own. A restaurant was out of the question as a too high investment, so the
choice was to cook on wheels [...] The choice has been to propose an artisanal
cuisine, outside the usual canons of traditional street food. (Bonifacio)

In another case, the person was not a chef or a bartender, but an employee for a company

involved in the promotion of ethical food production and consumption practises, so the link

was to open an own business continuing the same mission and maintaining the same net-

works with virtuous local producers.

For clerical and cultural or hi-tech workers, the development of the choice is intuitively

less straightforward. If for people coming from a food and beverage background to open a

business in this economic niche is a coherent and, in a way, the natural continuation of the

same occupational career, for people coming from these backgrounds this choice marks a rup-

ture and redefinition of their professional identities. This rupture can arise from an array of

different motivations, that in most cases overlap: loss of the previous job, high dissatisfaction

on the working place or troubled relationship with colleagues or bosses, the allure of more
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creative and artisanal work.

This choice often implies to take a great amount of risk and to leave a securer, in some

cases permanent job: a common experience from this category of micro-entrepreneurs was,

for example, the shock and the anger of the parents at the news that the son or daughter

was leaving a stable and well-paid job for a risky entrepreneurial adventure, in a traditionally

humble occupation too.

So, I gave up the job in the company for this passion. My parents did not talk
to me for months because they told me I was a fool to give up the safe place,
but the passion for beer, for being around people was so high that I felt I was in
heaven. (Gherardo)

In these cases, from these clashes, a generational shift in the logic of work aspiration is

observable, passing from an «industrial logic» that valued job stability and wage over other

elements to a post-Fordist logic where self-realisation through and passion toward work be-

come valued over everything else.

For the young micro-entrepreneurs, the change from the clerical worker or cultural worker

to bartender, restaurateur or food trucker has been never perceived as an occupational down-

grading, but at the opposite as a passage to a more rewarding profession. The intense artisanal

and manual component of the work, combined with the application of own cultural capital,

generate a positive perception of their occupational status, also if with intimate struggles as

we will better develop in paragraph 2.3.1.
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With regards to the negative aspects of entrepreneurial labour compared to wage labour, as

overworking, mental stress, personal risks, this fear is counterbalanced with the fact that wage

labour too, especially in multinational corporations, can have the same features, but with the

added negative element that your work is exploited by others that have different values and

goals:

However, working for a multinational company is very tiring. There are never
time limits and also when there are, very often the work you do is also frustrating
because you complete a task that sometimes does not even mean anything. So,
I thought «if I have to do all this effort, then I will struggle for myself’. Because
doing the entrepreneur is tiring but even working there is tiring, isn’t it? At
least, now I do it for myself. (Dori)

Indeed, the ones coming from stable jobs as clerical workers usually have experienced the

entrepreneurialisation of dependent work (Neff et al., 2005), thus they consider becoming

entrepreneurs as a possibility to also benefit the positive sides of entrepreneurial work: to

work for something they really care about, to set their aims, to not have a boss commanding

them, etcetera.

Thus, also if the allure of self-entrepreneurship surely plays a role, what can be observed is

a consistent detached realism: in front of the precariousness, the entrepreneurialisation and

the stress of employment, micro-entrepreneurship appears as an alternative that offers the

same flaws but at least with some benefits, that have to do with what has been described as

the ‘internal goods’ of creative labour (Banks, 2012), i.e. the intrinsic ethical and emotional

rewards related to the practise of the creative work itself.
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For the ones coming instead from a background as precarious workers, involved in small,

temporary, and often poorly paid jobs, having difficulties in entering permanent job posi-

tions, micro-entrepreneurship is seen as an opportunity to build a more stable professional

identity, freeing from the continuous changes of jobs and the obedience to a boss.

2.2.2 The motivations

We now focus on the main motivations that drove them to open this kind of business, that

have been summarised in table 2.2. While with the categorisation of the working background

the process was quite straightforward, in this case, we tried to individuate in each interviewee

the predominant motivation: this choice has been taken to put some order in the empirical

material and isolate the «strong motivations» found in the ethnographic research. Naturally,

it must always be reminded, much more than one single motivation is usually present for the

same person. We have also summarised how previous occupations and motivations interact

with an alluvial diagram in figure 2.1.

The first macro-category is the one in which the economic reward is the main driver to

open the business.

In some cases, they want to expand and prosecute the family business that is yet in the

retailing or food industry, but they want to do it innovating the business and giving an own

mark to it, seeking new business opportunities to exploit. It is in these cases that the only

individuals that do not comply with the figure of the micro-entrepreneur can be found: they
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rather manage a specific component of a business that has typically been founded by one or

both relatives and that can span from the micro to small-medium enterprises. This is, for

example, the case of Tiziano, that explained:

In the last five years, with the succession of events where, in addition to present-
ing our products, we also administered them, we entered this street food festivals
circuit, where perhaps in the previous five years we were above all suppliers [...]
until we became passionate and knowing this market segment we decided to en-
ter. In reality, in my family there is not only dairy production but also piadina,
therefore making the sum... (Tiziano)

In other cases, the decision was simply taken by individuals with a strong predilection to

experiment new jobs and experiences over their lifetime, with food and beverage becoming

just one trendy sector in which to experience, as was for Brando:

My food truck was born after years of experience in the clubs, based on food and
drinking. After so many years I said to myself, let us try to do it on wheels. [...]
I realized by doing market research what could work, and I chose this product,
the puccia salentina. [...] I graduated in set design at the Academy of Fine Arts,
worked for a few years as a set designer, then worked as a freelancer for a few
years to design fashion clothes, [...] then I received an offer so I began to launch
clubs, I started them and then sold them to third parties when they settled.

(Brando)

Notably, in another case, the decision was taken because after being fired from a clerical job,

the person took a professional course specifically on street food imposed by an employment

agency.

What all the people with a strong economic motivation do have in common is not the

absence of passion toward their work or the lack of search of a rewarding occupation, but
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the fact that in the end the choice is taken fundamentally upon the will to profit from an

exploitable market niche. It could be said that an entrepreneurial mentality is predominant

here, as it is not to prepare street food or run a bar in and of itself to be fundamental for their

decision but the entrepreneurial opportunity they see in them.

A second macro-category of motivations that emerges from the interviews is one of the

people mainly led by ethical motivations. With them, we mean people that decided to open

a bar or a street food vendor as a means to promote and share some values, following specific

ethics that can be linked to some food and beverage critical cultures but could also concern

broader topics.

In one case that could be considered extreme, the bar was added to a strong cultural and

ethical project just to guarantee economic sustainability:

The bar came later. First came the cultural project which unfortunately is not
easy to sustain alone. So, having started to do all these initiatives, we said to
ourselves at this point we invest in this, let’s drop everything else and dedicate
ourselves to this project, that now keeps its cultural part, it also keeps the fact
that they recognise us as designers, but it [economically] maintains itself thanks
to the bar. (Sabrina)

Other cases are less extreme but follow the same fundamental motivation. For one indi-

vidual with a longstanding experience as a chef in many different environments, the choice

to open an own bar was accompanied by the will to characterise it with a strong social mis-

sion, deciding to hire people from categories in difficulty, as people with psychiatric issues,
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ex-drug addicted, ex-detainees, etcetera. Talking about the birth of the project of such a par-

ticular kind of bar, he explained that:

My partners and I have known each other for twenty years. We all come from
political militancy in autonomous social centres, which began together in de-
posito Bulk [an old Milanese autonomous social centre evacuated in 2005]. [...]
Once I wrote this project, I immediately thought of them. [...] We wanted to
create a place where differences are a resource, [...] and these values also pass to
our customers, I think. (Roberto)

The choice to open a business with a particular attention for some values, some critical

culture or an ethical mission is narrated in a sort of temporal continuity with the previous

social and/or political commitment: it becomes a way to continue activism but in a different,

mediated context, where the pursuit of ethical goals has to coexist with the need to earn a

living.

Sometimes instead this ethical mission regards specific ethics about food. For example,

another micro-entrepreneur with previous strong activism in autonomous social centres ex-

plained talking about the values that lead him in his work that:

The animal is divided into quarters: there is a half-carcass, anterior quarter,
hindquarters. Everything that is not muscle, that is the head, internal organs,
tail, legs, is normally considered the ”fifth quarter”, so the scraps we would say.
Our concept is just that, enhancing waste and making it noble. [...] I feel myself
a utopian of the kitchen, a revolutionary of the kitchen in the sense that I would
like to be able to bring values into what we do that put the classic clichés about
food at stake (Lamberto)
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In another case, the motivation started from the desire to promote a vegan critical food

culture that would demonstrate that many possibilities to prepare vegan food exist beyond

the controversial soy or seitan, recovering the use of (non-psychoactive) hemp that was quite

common in many pre-industrial Italian regions:

I never liked soy, also because the soy abuse is too much [...] over the years I
learned about hemp, I started to find out about hemp and discovered that in
Piedmont, because I’m Piedmontese, there is the National Canapiculture Cen-
ter, because here we had most of the fields planted with hemp to the point that
we had a plant and a genetics of ours that is called the Carmagnola [...] I also
discovered that the elderly Piedmontese ladies who know the tradition of hemp
used to say «Hemp is like a pig, nothing is thrown away from it», thus I linked
it with my idea of recycling ...so I started working on it. (Gigliola)

The third macro-category corresponds to the ones more attracted by the allure of self-

entrepreneurship and the connected benefits, but also from the positive values and aspects

related to food, beverage, and craft, that promise a more satisfactory work. They are, in other

words, attracted by the values and elements of the hipster imaginary connected to the busi-

nesses: the idea of a self-determined work, to rediscover the authenticity of the world through

artisanal production, more intimate relationship with the product of their fatigue and with

customers.

It becomes quite easy then to understand why people coming from white-collar jobs are

commonly entering this sector for this motivation. The quotation mentioned in the previ-

ous paragraph from Dori, for example, constitutes a good example of it. Moreover, recently
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a small but growing collection of copycat press articles started to cover cases of (supposedly)

well-settled clerical workers deciding to drop everything and start a gourmet food truck to

find a meaningful job and be happy, in what could be considered the formalised hipster vari-

ant of «Drop everything and open a chiringuito».

But the same allure for the imaginary can be valid also for people with other backgrounds

as well. For example, Speranza was yet the owner of a clothing store that chose to open a new

hybrid retail store explaining that:

The opening of this space that I call a concept store was also dictated by a pro-
fessional and personal need because the neighbourhood here, NoLo, was still
evolving and I had a designer clothing shop before this one. I said let’s trans-
form it into something closer, more real, more within reach of everyone [...]
now I’m doing a job that I like, that I do with passion, with desire, above all I
do it by making people that come in glad and when I see these smiling faces and
these people who come out happy from this place I feel satisfied, in short.

(Speranza)

The last motivation is the one that could be considered, based on the empirical material,

the most across-the-board also between individuals with other predominant ones. It is one

of the people mentioning to follow their passion, or more precisely to make a job out of

their passion, as the fundamental reason to open such a business. Here we first encounter

the concept of passion applied to work that will return as the protagonist and will be more

deeply analysed in the following chapter.

We have yet encountered it in the excerpts from Gherardo, Tiziano and Speranza, that all
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framed their choice also in terms of following their passion. It is, indeed, a refrain present in

almost every expressed motivation. One other case can be read in Kevin experience toward

the path of the bartender:

Then in the last period, a bit out of boredom and a bit out of disappointment,
I returned to take care of the bar with the desire to experiment and bring some
quality, even with a touch of creativity that was lacking before, creating even a
small one drink list. [...] From there started a super-adventure because I started
to get passionate about it every day which means looking, reading, studying,
taking courses and seminars, talking, and talking to anyone until now to this
development. (Kevin)

From this excerpt, it becomes clear also the link between passion and expertise on the sub-

ject: to be passionate about something means to devote yourself to that specific technique or

product, becoming an expert in it.

The nature of these businesses is also relevant to explain the common view of their open-

ing as the fulfilment of a passion. Both food vendors and bars are deeply rooted in Italian

culture, and one of the commonest encounters that could be made in the urban fabric at ev-

ery street’s corner. This makes cooking food and in particular, some specific food linked with

the home place or the family tradition, a very usual passion to be developed in spare time, as

some experience as a bartender. Thus, gourmet street food and hipster bars become one of

the easiest ways to make a job out of a passion and to enter the world of the creative economy.

Passion is not only expressed toward the cooking act but often also toward the products

(food or drinks) used during the artisanal act. Lazzaro, one of the two food truckers selling
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craft beer rather than food, explained it this way:

We are four members more or less the same age. [...] It happens that we were
already passionate about beer, we produced it at home, so our passion was that
[...] we started as customers of this brewery, we almost became their stalkers
because we were always there (Lazzaro)

In other cases, the passionate element could emerge from the creation of a space where

to freely express your self, particularly in the case of bars. For example, Liberato owns a bar

inspired to his passion, crime dramas of the seventies, and a small publishing house connected

to the bar that print detective stories set in the area:

I have always been interested in the idea of having my own space, where to ex-
press and practice underground culture [...] Milanese culture in the 70s and 80s
could be politicised but had a strong underground cultural production by clubs
[...] we do underground concerts, vintage film reviews, book presentations by
our small publishing house [...] If you have your own identity, as if it were like
an editorial line, follow it! (Liberato)

Here, passion as a motivation for the owner and authenticity (see Chapter 4) become con-

nected. If as we saw before to be passionate means to devote yourself to the object of your

passion developing expertise on it, authenticity to become credible relies also on the even inti-

mate relationship between the producer and the object, that is strengthened by the passionate

disposition of the artisan. To be passionate becomes then a sort of requirement or at least a

major advantage for the conferment of authenticity.
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Table 2.1: Summary table of the working background of micro-entrepreneurs

Category Last previous occupation Frequency

Employees

Bartender 4
Chef 5
Food company worker 1

Clerical worker 4
Insurance agent 1

Cultural worker 2
Engineer 1
Programmer 1

Autonomous workers/entrepreneurs

Cloth peddler 1
Clothing store owner 1
Restaurant owner 3

Designer 1
Event planner 2
Lawyer 1

Photographer 1
Street Artist 1

Other Student 8
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Figure 2.1: Alluvial diagram connec ng previous jobs with principal drivers. Source: author through RAWGraphs (Mauri
et al., 2017) 103



Table 2.2: Summary table of main declared mo va ons to open the business

Main driver Main declared reason Freq

Economic

Continue family’s business innovating it 4
Expand the business 3
Find a new job 1
Experiment new jobs 4

Ethical
Continue socio-political involvement through a job 3
Economically sustain cultural activism 1
Spread a certain food culture 2

Satisfaction
Convert existing business to find new motivation 1
Find a meaningful job 3
Find more professional reward 3

Passion

Express own identity 4
Find a more authentic professional experience 2
Find a new job from a passion 1
Open an own business from a passion 8

2.3 The professional identities

After having analysed from which jobs our interviewees come and which motivation brought

them to open these businesses, it is time to devote our analysis to the identities expressed by

them. In other terms, in which ways they frame their professional subjectivities.

The task is made particularly difficult by some intrinsic difficulties related to our case study.

Indeed, our micro-entrepreneurs are entering an established profession in the Italian context,

recognized and recognizable as bartenders, and food vendors. At the same time, however,

they are also different professionals than the traditional counterparts: they rely on and use

values unknown and useless before as authenticity and creativity, they variously frame them-
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selves in professional categories never associated before to their jobs as cultural or creative

workers, that is connected to the fact that they have an unusual cultural capital and educa-

tion for the occupations as the majority of them possess a degree. They are, to say it in few

words, hybrid professional figures, following anyway a general tendency of heterogenization

and hybridisation of professions (Noordegraaf, 2007) under contemporary society.

Thus, it becomes particularly relevant to inspect how they consider themselves: if they

are developing a common identity that could lead to the rise of a new distinct profession or

not, how they manage the co-existence the creative and cultural component of their work

brought by the new imaginary with the old manual component that nevertheless remains

and how they frame these two components.

2.3.1 The conflicting relationship with creativity

The hypothesis from which our research develops is the colonisation of these professions by

creative economy imaginary. Thus, one of the questions always asked our interviewees was

if they considered creativity and innovation relevant or not for their jobs. In every single

interview, the answer was positive. Creativity is perceived as fundamental to be a successful

entrepreneur in this market niche.

However, they are as certain of creativity centrality for their success as much they are un-

certain about formulating a clear definition of what this creativity is in the end. Here the buz-

zword shows its allure and governmental power that employs over the micro-entrepreneurs,
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but also its intrinsic vagueness and lack of a clear-cut common definition.

For example, one person, that goes even further defining himself «a creative», gives quite

a broad definition of creativity, representative of the common view encountered during the

interviews:

I call myself creative. Creativity for me is what you can express with your head
considering where you are. Surely today, at least in Milan, [creativity] counts
for everything. (Gherardo)

The general and rough statement gives anyway a relevant hint about what creativity sym-

bolises for them: to express themselves into, and through, their working spaces. Conse-

quently, to express your intimate nature and to realise yourself. A concept that we have seen

in paragraph 2.2.2 is linked to being passionate and authentic toward the job. Going on, he

explains with examples from his pub and other friends’ businesses what does «to express your

head» concretely means:

Here we have this rear space in which I have fun, we organise stand-up comedy
events, poetry slam etcetera. The counter is adorned with skateboards, [...] in
short, this place is me. People like to enter a place that has ideas, not a place
without a soul. [...] I have several other friends who have restaurants or pubs
and the peculiarity is that you can enter any of these places and known at first
glance that it is not a «photocopy pub», it is not a place where you go to drink
and enough, but you go there for a precise reason. (Gherardo)

The complete overlapping between the entrepreneur’s self and the business identity is the

method to gain an own distinctiveness from the «photocopy pubs», or to say it with what
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would be hipster vocabulary to become «alternative to the mainstream’. The image of the

soul, that is also used by other interviewees like in section 4.2.2 demonstrating some popu-

larity, seems to be particularly fitting apart from a certain naive characterisation. If we fol-

low a common statement that «the soul is that quid thanks to which subjectivity makes itself

known, it offers itself to the gaze of others because, by essence, it can transcend itself, of imag-

ining, of feeling emotions.» (Bizzari, 2017), then creativity is what distinguishes places with a

soul from soulless places, places in which the subjectivity of the owner enables distinctiveness

from places that constitute an army of replicants.

In the example above, the interviewee did not hesitate to define himself «a creative’. He

belongs to a minority of our interviewees. Indeed, many of them show instead quite a contro-

versial relationship with creativity. The excerpt below gives a good depiction of the general

controversy upon the concept:

Q: Is creativity relevant in your business?
A: It is fundamental, as...
Q: [Interrupting] So would you define yourself a creative?
A: Let’s do not say b****, in the end, I am a pedlar, not a creative!

(Biagio)

This passage is the result of an improvisation. As the interviewee was starting to answer

me in the same way all the others did before him, I decided to introduce a little twist ask-

ing him suddenly if he would then define himself a creative. From the interviewee’s answer,

the conflict internal to their professional subjectivities between the cultural and the manual
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component of work appears: creativity is a fundamental quality to possess but, in the end, he

considers to belong more to pedlar’s category than to the «creative class», to use renowned

Florida’s definition.

Furthermore, the use of a quite pejorative term as «pedlar» reveals that this is not only

a conflict between different professional identities but also a conflict in terms of social pres-

tige. Belittling himself as a pedlar, in what could be considered a too harsh depiction of his

profession, the micro-entrepreneur downgrades his social status compared to the more gen-

erally prestigious status of creative workers, because of the historical humble connotation of

bartenders and street food vendors.

For what regards innovation, a similar disposition can be observed. A bartender, talking

about the relevance of innovation for her business, explained how she applies creativity and

innovation to her business, with similar remarks than the example above, adding a belittling

consideration over what she just said at the end:

Because my creativity...yes creativity for us was the choice to combine things.
Our place is a coffee shop plus a winery, and this choice was made because first of
all we wanted to start from a storytelling starting from us three founding mem-
bers: we have lived abroad a lot of time all three and we have thought «What
are the things that we have missed most from Italy?» «Coffee and wine’. So,
the choice to keep coffee and wine together as the main concept. [...] this is a
bit...this is the part of creativity. It is not that it is such a shocking innovation,
I know, we have not invented anything new. (Dori)

They are in a hybrid subjective condition, who feel the imperative of being creative upon
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them but at the same time feel often excluded from «real» creative economy due to their

affinity with a manual, labour-intensive profession, like if they pertained to a humbler variant

of the creative economy.

The declared centrality of creativity is confirmed when the founding members search one

or more employees to help with the business. When asked which qualities they look for in

an employee (hypothetical in the case they never had one), apart from quite straightforward

answers regarding reliability and kindness, the main answer was that it needed to share the

values and the spirit of the place, thus of the owner. If as we have seen the expression of the

inner self of the micro-entrepreneur is fundamental to be «a place with a soul» distinguishing

yourself from the mass of standardised places, also the employees should share that same inner

self, or at least should resemble it as much as possible.

Creativity, also if not commonly mentioned directly during the interviews, clearly emerges

as fundamental quality to be possessed by employees if we look at the official job advertise-

ments, for example, these two cases posted on the Facebook pages of the respective businesses:

We are looking for an experienced person to be included in our staff as a bar-
tender, in a friendly, informal, and family atmosphere.
We are looking for and we like people:
creative, charismatic, sociable and a little psychoanalyst (Sandra)

Are you a sunny, creative person and do you like being around people? Do you
like learning and discovering new things? Are you interested in the world of
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wine, cafeteria, and gastronomy? Are you under 30? We want you! We are
hiring! (Dori)

Two elements seem striking about these job advertisement, one presence and one absence:

the presence of creativity that is in both cases mentioned first (in the second case, just after

the very generic «sunny’) and is presented as a fundamental requisite, and at the opposite, the

absence of requirements regarding specific competencies and mastery in the tasks performed

by bartenders, apart from a generic experience in first case and an interest in world of wine,

cafeteria and gastronomy in the second (here, the idea of sharing the same passion than the

owners appears evident too). In a third job announcement always published on social net-

works albeit a more traditional set of skill is listed as requirements the passion for craft beer

(the business is indeed a beer pub) is second, just after experience in the sector:

We are looking for fresh faces! The research is aimed at both sexes e candidates
must meet the following requirements: - experience in the sector - passion for
craft beer - beautiful presence - punctuality - cleaning - ability to adapt to team-
work - outstanding skills in problem-solving (Rino)

2.3.2 The artisanal criterion of production

A second fundamental element for each micro-entrepreneur is the artisanal production of

the goods served to the client, regardless if they are food, cocktails or even an «experience’.

Artisanal production is considered the result of creativity application during the working

practises. If in the previous paragraph we observed how they often exclude themselves from
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the professional category of «creative workers» for their link with the traditional humble,

labour-intensive nature of their jobs, on the other side this intense application of creativity in

their working acts, thus the feeling of being «artisans», is what makes them perceive different

from traditional retailers in these sectors, who at least in their vision are characterized by a

predominance of the manual component of work and by the lack of the creative component.

For example, a street food owner expressed this own belief, explaining how a lot of effort

is spent to publicly demonstrate this difference:

I believe there is a difference between who is a street food artisan and who is a
simple retailer. [...] Through communication we try to make it clear that we are
artisans, sometimes doing live show-cooking [written in English in the original]
on the truck, thus giving a perception of the artisanship of the production.

(Lara)

But what exactly this difference consists of? Another excerpt from a vegan street food

vendor helps us to answer:

I draw the pasta [a.n.= «to draw» is the method to produce pasta, like wires] at
the moment made of hemp seeds, I cook it and I serve it with chickpeas. That is
a vegan dish, traditional, very protein-based, and f**k the sandwich with seitan!

(Gigliola)

The craft dish of pasta, drawn at the moment with a peculiar condiment, is opposed to

the «standardised» sandwich with seitan, that is the vegan equivalent of the sandwich with

salamella. To go on with what stated before, the first is the result of creative practice, the sec-

ond of the simple repetition of a standardised practice. The first requires artistry, the second
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only the learning of basic acts. After all, artisan derives from the Latin «artitus», that means

«the one that is instructed in the arts’.

Thus, artisanal production could be considered the missing link that connects and recom-

pose the creative and the manual component of micro-entrepreneurs work in a coherent im-

age. This image, suited for contemporary taste (see Chapter 4), grafts on a labour-intensive

and manual profession that was designed to function under an industrial, standardised crite-

rion of production, adjusting and revising it to survive in a post-Fordist, specialised criterion

of production.

2.3.3 To each his own (Identity)

We have examined the role of creativity and artisanal production for the professional sub-

jectivities of the micro-entrepreneurs. Although, as we have observed, few of them defined

themselves «creatives» and no one in our sample defined himself as an «artisan’.

The one of professional self-definition was a question we introduced during the ethno-

graphic research, as during the first interviews we realised that the interviewees showed a fluid

identity. So, we started to ask them also how they defined themselves professionally, namely

«When someone asks you what job you do, what do you usually answer?’.

The answers to this question confirmed the intuition of a great fluidity in professional sub-

jectivity among the micro-entrepreneurs: apart from some classic answers of people defining

themselves entrepreneurs, cooks or bartenders, a lot of different, often eclectic answers were
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provided, like «antifascist bartender», «cocinero», «pusher of taste», etcetera.

Even when the most traditional and straightforward answers were given, in many cases

a certain grade of dissatisfaction with the definition was made explicit, for its breadth that

embraces quite different professions:

I call myself a bartender [’barista» in Italian] even though today, as a bartender,
you go to include many different professions in reality...which are altogether
those of the barkeeper, as they say in Germany. (Claudio)

Here the classic definition as bartender is given, but immediately after is specified that in

contemporary landscape to say bartender can mean very different professions: the bartender

that mainly serves coffees and brioches to workers in the morning and at most a glass of white

wine or spuma to old card players can be very different, for competencies, skills and practises

to the one that serves cocktails to young people during happy hours and nights. Then it

happens that, after having defined himself with the broad term, a more specific variant of the

profession is chosen to identify with, in this case, the German barkeeper (connected to the

sustained experience of the interviewee in German bars).

In other cases, a very well established profession, rooted in Italian tradition, like the one

of «oste», that could be translated into innkeeper but is related to a peculiar Italian place

called «osteria», is recovered and applied to conceptualise own subjectivity also if in an almost

opposite context, the one of a refined gourmet bar-restaurant:

A: Innkeeper [’oste» in Italian]. On my Facebook profile, I defined myself as an
innkeeper
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Q: Why?
A: Because...obviously it is a bit of a joke. But because I like talking to people,
hearing their stories... (Tina)

Also, in this case, the interviewee just after having provided his self-definition felt the need

to justify herself. She claims for herself the profession of the innkeeper, but it is like if she

perceives at the same time the cognitive dissonance between the declared profession and her

business. The re-use of the innkeeper image, apart from the generic motivations given by the

interviewee about the relevance of sociality that appears common to all the professions in bars,

pubs or clubs, answers quite well to the need of these kind of businesses to resemble old places

and old jobs, characteristics of the pre-industrial period, now associated with authenticity

and genuineness, in what constitutes a typical nostalgic yearning of hipster imaginary to an

Arcadian past.

In other cases, a simple play on words thought to give the name to the business returns in

the professional identity that they use, also if their jobs are as different as are a butcher from

a bartender that primarily serves cocktails:

We usually define ourselves butchers [in Italian «salumiere», a person that sells
cured meat], because they call us like that, even if they naturally know we are not
real butchers, but it is a play on words with the place name. However, I find it
hard to call myself an entrepreneur, or a social entrepreneur, which could be the
most correct definition but does not represent me, I prefer butcher that gives me
more satisfaction. However, it is difficult to give a single definition when you
do this job. (Sabrina)
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In this excerpt, the interviewee explicitly tells that the most correct definition would be

one of the social entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, with the same frankness, she adds that she

does not feel represented by the most correct definition while the fake one, resulted from the

play on words on the place name that anyway recalls a manual, artisanal job rooted in the

Italian tradition, gives her more satisfaction.

The theme of the difficulty of giving a single definition of the jobs in these sectors recurs

various times. For example, one of the most complexes, but at the same time very illustrative,

answers regarding the own professional identity can be considered this one provided by a

food trucker, that enumerates all the different identities that she perceives during the phases

of her job, without a solution:

When they ask me «what job do you do?» I always reply that there is no way to
define it. What do I call myself: a «trucker’? A «street cook’? No. Then when
they tell me what work I do, I say first of all that I am a mother, then that I am a
truck driver because I drive thousands of kilometres and load and unload tons
of material, then I take care of the logistics, then I am also a secretary and finally,
I am a cook, and it is when I’m a cook that I feel, besides when I’m a mother, in
my place. But alas first I must do all these other things. I feel like a cook, but it
would not be fair to say that. (Gigliola)

Or, in similar ways, in this other peculiar answer in which the entrepreneur spurns any

attempt to cage his subjectivity into a defined profession:

I would call myself a «pucciologist» [in Italian «pucciologo», a wordplay based
on «puccia», a special bread from Salento], but I cannot. I consider myself a
creative explosion that every time reinvents itself, how could I then define my-
self... (Brando)
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From these last two passages, also the element of the aspirations emerges: in the first case

she feels like a cook, but as she still does many other jobs necessary to the functioning and

cannot fully devote herself to cooking like if she worked as a chef in a restaurant, she considers

unfair to pretend to be one.

Although we have seen that many interviewees, both bartenders and food truckers, like to

use professional identities from manual, traditional professions, this always operate on a level

where the bogus nature of the claim is evident and is indeed masked with a dose of irony, and

the vindicated identity serves to recall a precise imaginary and values rather than to represent

their condition. In support to this is the fact that the real manual, traditional professions

more closely related to their jobs are instead rejected and labelled as something different, as in

this case in which the food trucker resorts to the figure of the Spanish cocinero to distinguish

himself from «traditional street vendors’:

To call yourself a street vendor would be wrong, I like better to call myself a
cocinero. If you like this job it is because you like handling food and putting on
a show, because working on the street means grabbing attention with cockiness.

(Bernardo)

Overall, three general observations can be made upon the professional subjectivities that

the micro-entrepreneurs declare.

The first is the absence of a shared professional identity, that leaves open space to each

subjectivity to express itself freely and imaginatively. Both the recent development of these

market niches and their hybrid condition between manual and creative economies can be
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brought as explanations of this void. The micro-entrepreneurs do recognise the professional

affinity with groups of colleagues and the distance with others, but this feeling does not trans-

late in a common professional identity.

Secondly, the variety seems also influenced by the tendency toward distinctiveness that

dominates these economic sectors. The necessity to assemble distinctive products and atmo-

spheres (see Chapter 4) transfers also to the subjectivities of the micro-entrepreneurs, in a

sort of cultural osmosis. Thus, the formation of a professional subjectivity is also a strategic,

economically-driven act, to build a reputation as much as possible distinctive from everyone

else that will help to position the business under the «hipster imaginary’. This research of dis-

tinctiveness is also led by an intimate and passionate commitment to express yourself through

the job. What better proof of expressing it than to provide a distinctive and unique defini-

tion of own professional subjectivity, yours and yours alone? Thus, a distinctive professional

subjectivity becomes a manifest indicator of a person successfully able to position himself

under the imaginary.

The third observation regards the recourse to old manual professions to define themselves.

The micro-entrepreneurs distanced themselves from their traditional and «humbler» coun-

terparts but often defined themselves using other equally humble and rooted in tradition

professions, way less corresponding to their actual jobs, as butcher or innkeeper etcetera. The

reasons why some of them retrieve these definitions can be explained by the already anal-
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ysed need to enter in resonance with the hipster imaginary, using artisanal professions typical

of the pre-Fordist age, before standardised mass production, when they also benefited of a

higher social status. This enables them to frame themselves as genuine and authentic, two

key features to be possessed under hipster imaginary. The fundamental mechanism that gov-

erns such process is nostalgia for the vintage. The resurgence of artisanship as a mode of

production is connected to past, (idealised) early-stage industrial age, before the caesura im-

posed by the Fordist economy characterised by mass and standardised production. As in Italy

during the fifties and the sixties, the decades of the Italian economic boom (see paragraph

1.2.2), there was a general thrill for industrially produced goods, nowadays the trend is a sim-

ilar thrill for non-industrially produced goods. This backwards connection is only apparent,

as apart from the non-industrial nature of the goods, everything else has changed (the quality

of raw ingredients, the social class of provenance of retailers and customers, the customers»

taste, the price, etcetera), but elicits an allure for the vintage that micro-entrepreneurs inter-

cept recovering pre-industrial professions. This is also the reason they use these more distant

manual professions rather than the ones more directly corresponding to their actual jobs: it

is for their evocative function of a vintage atmosphere that they identify their subjectivities

with these professional figures, not the adherence to their practices.
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2.4 Under the dome of Hipster Imaginary

In the previous two sections, we have analysed extensively the micro-entrepreneurs’ subjec-

tivities, making extensively use of our empirical material as a source. In this section, we will

discuss these results considering the literature on the topic and our theoretical framework.

2.4.1 Historicising the micro-entrepreneur

First, it is useful to re-interpret our findings comparing them with the historical streams of

research about self-employed and retailers that we passed in review in Chapter 1.

We observed that the Great Depression marked a crucial passage for self-employed peo-

ple in the first half of the twentieth century, determining a new wave of individuals growing

the ranks of the micro-entrepreneurs out of necessity. In our research, few people explicitly

mentioned the global financial crisis of 2007, generally considered the most severe one from

the times of the Great Depression, but it constitutes nevertheless a relevant background phe-

nomenon in the contemporary scenario of hipsters micro-entrepreneurs: in our case study

some of them lost their job during the crisis and decided to become entrepreneurs, because

they were pushed by the employment agency or because to cook was the only other thing

they felt skilled about, but above all the consistent category of students directly entering this

sector after university seemed to follow the common route traced by young middle-class peo-

ple after 2007 crisis: to «become entrepreneurs of themselves» as answer to the stagnation
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of job market (Orlandi & Leonini, 2017).

Far from tracing parallels between the two periods, some insights for our research can be

traced, that without this historical study would have remained ignored: the global crisis as a

pull factor into self-employment, and the topic of social mobility. Indeed, we have analysed

the transformations under hipster imaginary as an upward trajectory that is upscaling tradi-

tionally humble jobs. But if we look at the social mobility of the micro-entrepreneurs that

are opening these businesses, a different layer of analysis is necessary. They do not follow the

same trajectory of their businesses, as they are usually not working-class or lower-middle-class

people upscaling their social condition, but rather middle-class individuals that facing the

structural crisis that is undermining their status (Frank, 2013; Sassatelli et al., 2015) choose

this path to also take advantage of its labour-intensive nature, that enables to open a business

with a limited amount of economic and skill capital, mutating it based on their middle-class

values and lifestyles to match middle-class customers taste, adequate the prestige of the jobs

to their social condition, and find a meaning in their professional path. Thus, as we will

better elaborate in the next chapter, if they are not the atomised mass of the socially down-

graded observed by Speier in the thirties, they surely seem middle-class individuals struggling

to maintain their precarious social status.

As regards Gerd Vonderach theses, from our findings all these theses could have been writ-

ten referring to our case study, and nothing would have been perceived as odd. Even avoiding
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to over-interpret the historical recurrences, it is nevertheless useful to wonder about the mean-

ing of these similarities. What those self-employed workers and the micro-entrepreneurs of

our research have in common is to be pioneers at the verge of a new economic context: the

ones in the eighties of the post-Fordist economy after 1973-1975 recession, the ones analysed

in the current research of a hypothetical hipster economy after 2007 crisis. The characteristics

observed in our results were surprisingly formalised by a German Sociologist almost 40 years

ago: the dual nature of self-employed work as economically constrained and self-realising, its

characterisation of alternative and rebellion to more established professional routes mainly

by young people, the centrality of individual subjectivities, values and lifestyles rather than

class membership, and its de-modernising feature. Consequently, they could be considered

the characteristic elements of self-employed workers during the expansive, generative phase of

new economic cycles. These alternative and somehow subversive features during the eight-

ies have been neutralised and normalised by the control capability of the economic system.

The inclusion of economic imaginaries in our theoretical framework enables us to observe

how a similar struggle is present in our micro-entrepreneurs, as signs of normalisation of the

alternative aspirations of the micro-entrepreneurs are taking place.

Shifting to the conceptual level of analysis, the idea of «Social prestige» in the Speier mean-

ing can result particularly productive if translated to our times and our case study. We have

observed through the interviews that hipster micro-entrepreneurs do not seek collective iden-
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tities based on classical societal divisions. Rather, they build individual professional subjectiv-

ities around values and lifestyles to which they are committed and that want to spread as a per-

sonal mission. Moreover, they consider being defined by specific working values and lifestyles

as the boundary between them and more traditional retailers in their sectors. If we then put

in dialogue social prestige with economic imaginaries, we can interpret the first as an aim to

be reached through the recognition as a representative figure of the second. The struggle to

foster own values and lifestyles, i.e. to promote own social prestige, is performed through the

promotion of the economic imaginary. The choice to adhere to a certain economic imagi-

nary is took because of the coherence between personal values and ethical dispositions and

the ones of the imaginary, but this adherence is also an act of submission to the imaginary in

its totality and complexity, that goes beyond singular individuality over-determining them.

The economic imaginary could then be theorised as the collective dimension in which indi-

viduals recognise themselves and to which they contribute, seeking social prestige.

To put into dialogue the historic analyses of retailing with our research also proved useful.

Hipster businesses could indeed be considered the mature expression of retailing after the

demise of Fordism and the advent of the creative economy, with clear traits of social and cul-

tural redemption through the recovery of the constitutive elements of the past prestige. The

appliance of creative economy imaginary to retailing, that is the defining characteristic of hip-

ster economic imaginary, causes as we have observed in our results to return to weld together
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the figure of the retailer and the artisan and gives back to retailers a clear cultural mission

over the economic function, also if the proper inclusion of imaginaries in our research warns

against an overestimation of retailers agency of influencing customers’ taste (see Chapter 4

in particular).

2.4.2 The reflexivity of micro-entrepreneurs’ condition

In the narratives told by our interviewees about the motivation that are leading them and their

identities, many fundamental concepts that will recur all over our thesis make an appearance:

passion toward work, to express oneself, artisanship, authenticity, creativity, innovation.

The relation of the hipster micro-entrepreneur with these concepts and attributes is am-

bivalent: hipster micro-entrepreneurs both strategically employ them to gain cultural and

economic capital and are led by them in the achievement of self-realisation and expression

of a true self through work. From the excerpts, it emerges how the appliance of these con-

cepts is deeply rooted in the micro-entrepreneurs personal ethics and conscience, and they

follow these values because they deeply believe in them. This is also translated in the image of

«possessing a soul», that distinguishes sincere micro-entrepreneurs from the fake ones, that

just pretend to possess this intimate connection with these concepts. At the same time, they

know that these same values are an obliged pose to be a successful entrepreneur in the hipster

economy.

These two aspects are inextricably bonded together and should be analysed not as contrast-
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ing but rather as complementary aspects resulting from micro-entrepreneurs’ identity. Our

results appear to be consistent with the conceptualisation of the «internal goods» proposed

by Banks (2012) and already analysed in the literature: internal goods related to their work-

ing practices, i.e. all the yet exposed values that dominated our conversations, are expressed

as the source of gratification and meaning production for their subjectivities. Therefore au-

thenticity, creativity, passion, innovation for hipster micro-entrepreneurs are not only tools

of a rational business strategy but are also a source of enjoyment, reward and subjectivation

in and of itself.

Thus, to condense it in a proposition, self-sustenance and self-realisation always come in

pairs, and their inextricable co-occurrence can be considered a key feature of work under

our theorised hipster economic imaginary. It is from this co-occurrence that the proposed

initial notion of subjectivity as a result of both mastery and slavery, taken from Butler and

Althusser works, takes form concretely in our theoretical framework, connecting the subjec-

tivities expressed by the micro-entrepreneurs with the hipster economic imaginary. Indeed

their subjectivity is both an expression of mastery because their adhesion to the imaginary

marks their debut as skilful users and possibly manipulators of the concepts and values con-

stituting the fundamental unit of the imaginary, a choice deliberately made for the internal

goods connected to the practises that enable self-realisation, and slavery because they contex-

tually decide so submit themselves to an imaginary that they are free to use but not to alter,
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at least in their condition, as the set of significant values, their meaning, and the «rules of

the game» to reach self-sustaining under the imaginary are pre-determined and arranged in

other spheres, at structural and societal level.

The process of formation of their professional subjectivity thus is characterised by a condi-

tion of reflexivity: the same values that allow them to express their agency are the same ones

that limit and bound it.

One last remark has to be made about the exposed limited agency of professional subjectiv-

ity of micro-entrepreneurs. This feature is indicative of what can be defined, recovering a con-

cept formulated from analyses of cultural industry firms, a process of «creative governmen-

talisation» (Banks, 2007, p.92), that is described as the mechanism through which firms pro-

mote artistic and creative freedom among employees regulating at the same time their iden-

tities. Transposing the concept to our analysis, the same process of creative governmentali-

sation is enacted by the imaginary, through its semiotic power, on the micro-entrepreneurs

operating under it. Indeed, the empowerment deriving from the freedom to express one true

self and to determine own professional subjectivity is granted at the cost of the implicit ac-

ceptance of the boundaries imposed to the interpretation of the values and their identities,

in other words to the conformity to the imaginary and its limits. This way, the agency of

the micro-entrepreneurs is limited and controlled preventing «subversive» or «insurgent»

subjectivities and values» uses. To use the Foucauldian vocabulary, we could say that cre-
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ative governmentalisation has the duty to allow subjectivities distinctive but conformist to

the imaginary preventing at the same time the appearance of subjectivation processes in the

same subjects.

This creative governmentalisation becomes quite a critical feature especially under an imag-

inary that promotes by definition «alternative» values and lifestyles to the «mainstream»:

albeit we suggested through results that these values as authenticity and creativity are alterna-

tive not much to the contemporary mainstream but rather to the past paradigmatic criterion

of production, the industrial one, and are cornerstones of one of the contemporary paradig-

matic production criteria, the artisanal one, critics to the mainstream could well mutate into

critics to the system itself. If this would happen, the «alternative» could mutate into the

«counter-cultural», the «hipster» into the «anti-capitalist» (see next paragraph to look at

the attempts to reach such a condition).

2.4.3 Three ideal types of micro-entrepreneurs under the hipster economy

dome

This chapter has been entirely devoted to analysing the relation between the imaginary and

the individual micro-entrepreneurs in the formation of their professional subjectivities. We

performed this research looking first at their background and at the motivations they reported

as fundamental in the choice of entering hipster economic imaginary, the values they consider

fundamental and their role in their jobs, then the identities that they apply to themselves.
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Thus, an overall depiction of micro-entrepreneurs’ subjectivities can only emerge from the

ensemble of these elements. To summarise all these findings, the Weberian analytic tool of the

ideal types seemed the most appropriate, reminded that by definition ideal types are abstract

idealisations that always blend when observed in real-life scenarios.

Thus, we will discuss three ideal types of professional subjectivities under ‘hipster econ-

omy’ based on this interaction, depending on how the micro-entrepreneurs both make use

and undergo the imaginary.

To perform this task, we take inspiration from Collinson (2003) analysis of ‘subjectivities

at work’ under surveillance-based organisations, that distinguished between ‘conformists’,

‘dramaturgical’ and ‘resistant’ individuals, integrating and modifying that distinction in our

framework. As in Collinson, our focus is on individual subjectivities, and the conformist-

resistant axis is a fundamental one to analyse the nature of the relation between the two.

Nevertheless, both actors’ nature changes between Collinson analysis and our: the imagi-

nary instead than managerial organisations and micro-entrepreneurs instead than employees.

Thus, in our case, the power relation between the actors is not just unidirectional (the or-

ganisation exerts power upon the employees that can only comply with or try to resist) but

partially bi-directional, albeit in a context of unequal power relations, because at the same

time in which the imaginary influence the micro-entrepreneurs, the latter ones use and ma-

nipulate the imaginary with a limited, but existent, freedom of expression and action. Using
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the framework of diverse levels of analysis, we would say that the imaginary exerts power at

the macro-level while the micro-entrepreneur, powerless at the macro-level, can express his

agency at the micro-level of everyday practises and of his business.

In our case then ideal types will not be built only on the compliance-resistance axis, but also

according to the typology of manipulation of the imaginary enacted by the micro-entrepreneurs

at micro-level.

The detached strategic user

The first ideal type can be defined as one of the ‘detached strategic users’. He is the one that

does not recognise himself much in or is simply not much resonant with the aesthetic regime

and the set of values of the imaginary but strategically uses them because he recognises in this

market an opportunity to expand his business and express his work.

Thus, it is detached from the imaginary and strategic in its use. Although that could be

characterised as a ‘cynical’ attitude, this detachment and strategic orientation are toward the

specific imaginary, not toward his work, his practices and the goods produced in general. In

other words, he is not less proud of his skills and his food or beverages than others, neither

is less passionate about his work: in many cases, interviewees that tended to this ideal type

instead critically commented other entrepreneurs much more compliant with the imaginary,

saying that apart from their involvement with it and beyond all the cool and fancy words

used, they were not able to prepare and cook the meals properly, in other words, they were
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not expert practitioners of the field, whether it was street food or a bar.

Two distinct categories belong to this ideal type, distinguishable for their provenance and

mentality. The first category is one of the people coming from a straightforward entrepreneurial

background and mentality, for which the use of the imaginary is just a tool to monetise with,

a profitable market opportunity to exploit. The second one is constituted by people with a

background already into the food or beverage industry, that decided to use the imaginary be-

cause they saw an opportunity to earn more and be more competitive on the market keeping

on carrying out the same job and working practises they love.

What both these categories have in common is that the imaginary is used as a cosmetic, to

embellish the products and the business framing them as legitimate elements of the imaginary

through its constitutive values that nevertheless are, in these cases, emptied of their function

of internal goods for the micro-entrepreneurs to become just a tool for the realisation of goals

related to the external goods (profits and economic success).

When one micro-entrepreneur was asked to tell his opinion about the street food trend,

to which he had adhered, he answered that he saw it as the trend in prostitution. Some time

ago there were just prostitutes, he continued, while today the figure of the escort came to

prominence. «What is the difference?» He rhetorically asked me before answering to himself:

«It is that if they are called escorts, they can earn the double». For street food it was simply the

same, he concluded. Thus he, who had been a metaphorical prostitute for many years, found
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much convenient through the semantic and aesthetic upscaling of his activity and practises

to «become an escort» and significantly increase his earnings.

The compliant missionary

A second ideal type can be defined the one of the ‘compliant missionary’. He is the one more

passionately adherent to the aesthetic regime and set of values of the imaginary, that seeks

the promotion of authentic modes of consumption as a mission to be fulfilled through his

business. He is fully compliant with the imaginary (contrary to the previous detached user)

and involved on a mission to promote the values of the imaginary.

Although he could be defined as the most conformist one, and this would be indeed a

remarkable paradox in itself for someone framing himself as radically alternative to the main-

stream, we do not suggest this to be an indicator of a subjectivity more prone to be easily

influenced or less articulated, but rather the indicator of a natural greater resonance between

personal ethos and the one of the imaginary.

The ideal type adhering to this category thus also comprehend the ones most similar to the

«hipster» depicted as a member of a cultural «milieu» (Hall & Jefferson, 2006) or «tribus»

(Maffesoli, 1996), depending on the theoretical gaze that one assumes, characterised by shared

lifestyles and tastes. In other words, he is the one that not only uses hipster values and tastes

as frames for the appropriation of symbolic capital finalised to market use, but also recognises

in the values and lifestyles usually associated with the «hipster» label, regardless of his self-
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recognition or not as a «hipster» (that in our case study very rarely happened, following the

«hipster paradox», and that would make us anyway enter into a debate, the one of hipster as

a subculture or not, that we have already briefly debated and that is largely irrelevant for our

analysis).

But a much larger category can fall under this ideal type. It is not necessary to encompass

a «hipster ethos», whatever meaning we assign to this concept, to genuinely adhere to and

take the promotion of values related to the imaginary as a personal mission. Instead, it is

sufficient to be more in general tightly connected to a specific food and beverage culture or

to an idea of sociality based on concepts of authenticity, typicality, genuineness: to promote

locally produced food, cocktails based on a distinctive logic, bars in which to reproduce a

sociality associated with old towns, hence all that is not produced following a standardised,

industrial logic. Among the ideal types, it is the most similar to the ones coming from a

predominant passionate motivation.

The ethical activist

The third ideal type shares both elements of the first and the second category: we define it

as the ‘ethical activist’. He is the one that makes use of the imaginary to promote cultural or

social (or even political!) activism, making use of food/drinks in their function of symbolic

capital bearers. The economic imaginary is strategically and selectively used in its dimensions

more linked with ethical and critical consumption. He is partially strategic and partially com-
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pliant in the use of the imaginary: he adheres to it at the same time partially altering it, because

he sees in it the opportunity, if strategically selected, to reach his aims.

The self-declared predominance of the ethical motivation gives us a robust discriminant

between this ideal type and the previous one, in a context where otherwise if the focus stays on

the products the boundaries could well blend: who establishes the limits between a «critical

food culture» and a simple authenticity-led food culture? Is, for example, the promotion

of a food culture based on «quinto quarto» (literally «the fifth quarter») that uses only the

offal as ingredients enough to be considered an ethical activist or not? The motivation by the

micro-entrepreneur and the way he uses and bends the imaginary are fundamental to make

the distinction more clear-cut.

The ethical activist could indeed be considered as an agent forcing the imaginary from

its interstices. In this regard, he differentiates himself also from the detached strategic user

in the way he interacts with the imaginary. If the latter one uses the frames of the imaginary,

remaining detached from them, as cosmetic labels that enable higher profits, instead of in the

case of the ethical activist he operates an active manipulation of the meanings attributed to

the values, bending and forcing them to embrace under their aegis counter-cultural or critical

acceptations. The signifier often remains the same but is the signification to variate.

At the end of the previous paragraph, it was observed that one of the duties of the imagi-

nary is to prevent the shift of the subjectivities under the hipster imaginary from the «alterna-
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tive to the mainstream» to the «counter-cultural to the system». The ethical activist breaks

this scheme because he usually enters the imaginary already to use it. In this sense, he exploits

both the latent subversive and the explicit commercial potential of the hipster imaginary, the

first to pursue an own agenda finalised to ethical goals, and the second to reach the economic

viability of the business that would not be possible outside the imaginary.

A consequent question naturally arises, that is one of the consequences of this partially

subversive use of the imaginary. Does this ethical activism brought on through the business

have an impact on the external environment and the imaginary itself? To answer these ques-

tions specific research should be devoted to this topic, and we hope someone will perform

it, nevertheless, some preliminary evaluations can be made based on our cases. For what has

been possible to observe until now, the effects of such ethical activism had a visible impact

on the surrounding local area that was clear for the category that constituted the habitual

customers and more in general for the so-called «active citizenship», but is scarcely visible

and communicated through the aesthetic level, that remains largely indistinguishable from

other businesses from a casual customer or a person not deeply into the local context. On

the aesthetic level, indeed, the manipulation and the bending of the frames of the imaginary

does not become visible, and the allure exerted by the standard meaning of the values remains

dominant. Analysed taking in consideration the different layers of analysis, we can affirm that

hence, always from our preliminary and limited viewpoint, these experiments seem to have
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a significant impact at the individual level on a local scale, but do not translate into forms

of collective identity or visibilities where the imaginary suffocates every diversion from the

standardised.
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And yet, the craft is what is in the heart, and perhaps in the

mind, not only when the degradation of work is denounced but

also when its liberation is imagined. [...] In fact, the key points

of each alternative image are the completeness and the creativ-

ity as requirements into the work, unmistakably connected to

the hagiography of the craft.

Aris Accornero, Il lavoro come ideologia

3
In the Name of Passion
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3.1 Introduction

Listen, my boy, this work can be done only in two ways: the first is with the
fixation for the trade unions, the fear of getting hurt and the desire to always
stay at home, the second one is with the passion! Do you understand? The
passion for this work. Even dead, but with passion! (Boris 2, 2008)

In the Italian cult TV series Boris (2007-2010), a satirical portrayal of the working life in a

television studio, this is the moment in which the shady and unscrupulous unit production

manager Sergio describes how artistic and cultural work functions to the intern Alessandro,

that just suffered a workplace injury.

The idea to be led by passion at work and to find self-realisation through work at the cost

of security and rights has become one of the most distinctive features of artistic and cultural

work in the post-Fordist era, and by consequence of the broader occupations, today labelled

as «creative work», to the point of entering in the public and media representations of it.

Yet in 1982 Donzelot (1982) in a Foucauldian study about new narrations about work

observed that:

The last ten years have seen the emergence in France of a new discourse about
work, one that might be termed the search for «pleasure in work» [...] these
measures are intended to make work come to be perceived not just as a matter
of pure constraint but as a good in itself: as a means towards self-realization. [...]
And in fact, their ambition is not to transform the organization of production,
but to change the relation of individuals to their productive work.

(Donzelot, 1982)
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Much of the fundamental features of contemporary passionate work are already contained

in this article dating back to more than thirty-five years old. In the meanwhile, these ideas

spread into society and became widely accepted social norms: inspirational quotes like «do

what you love and you will never work a day in your life» have become common and repro-

duced in an enormous amount of digital and physical images, variously attributed to Mark

Twain or Confucius albeit being probably coined by a Princeton professor of philosophy in

1982 (Quote Investigator, 2014), confirming its nature bounded to post-Fordist society; a

myriad of books have been published by life coaches and counterparts about transforming

your job into your passion, your passion into your job, etcetera.

Nevertheless, the concept of «passionate work» as a key element of contemporary work

seems to have gained limited academic resonance (see paragraph 1.2.5, at least if compared to

its relevance in society.

In this chapter, we aim at contributing to this field of studies about the role of passion

among creative workers in general and to the concept of «passionate work» in particular.

We bring forth this contribution analysing an economic sector until now neglected due to

its extraneousness from cultural, artistic or creative industries, but that following our open-

ing hypothesis has been colonised by the creative economy imaginary and thus has become

defined by a hybrid imaginary of «hipster economy» that mixes elements from creative in-

dustries and traditional labour-intensive retailing and artisanship.
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In the previous chapter devoted to the subjectivities of micro-entrepreneurs in this field,

we identified passion and its pursuit as one of the key values of the hipster imaginary that mo-

tivated to start a business under it. Therefore, in this chapter, we proceed further analysing

their everyday working practises and judgements over their job and the role of passion to-

wards them.

This task requires a slight change in the perspective we assume toward them: if in the pre-

vious chapter we analysed them mainly as micro-entrepreneurs, in this chapter we will con-

centrate especially on them as workers, looking for fulfilment and managing precariousness

and uncertainty at the same time.

3.2 The labour condition

In this section, we will focus on the labour condition of the workers, based on the interviews.

In the first paragraph, we will concentrate on what they claim to be the most rewarding

aspects on one side and the most problematic on the other side. During the interviews, the

choice has been to leave them the freedom to mention the aspects that they perceived more

relevant. This choice derived from the assumption of an exploratory approach, interested in

the natural surfacing of the scale of priorities from the interviewees, but naturally also has

some flaws, as the oversight of some aspects for a minor propensity of the workers to talk

about it, for embarrassment or little self-awareness.
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Then, we will concentrate on a relevant phenomenon observed during the interviews, one

of anti-economic behaviour kept by workers during their practices for the production and

service of goods. Here, we will draw from personal affirmations as well as from the collective

identities expressed by opposition by them.

3.2.1 The ambivalent self-perception of working condition

During the interviews, we always asked which the things were the most liked and the ones

they perceived more difficult to sustain from their working experience. We aimed to explore

if and how the creative and the manual components of the work contributed to their overall

judgement, how the strong declared motivations influenced positive and negative aspects and

if they recalled someway the usual depictions of working conditions in cultural and creative

industries.

The result is, as predictable, an ambivalent self-perception of their working condition,

where the positive elements interrelate with the negative ones. For sake of clarity, the main

positive and negative aspects exposed by the interviewees have been summarised in table 3.1

and will be exposed separately, but their interrelation has to be kept in mind: the finding of

pleasure in work and the fusion between work and leisure, one mentioned by interviewees

as recurrent positive and the other as recurrent negative aspect, are connected, as well as the

reward from the appliance of creativity and fantasy should be considered in its tension and

opposition with the hate toward bureaucratic work.
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Table 3.1: Summary table of posi ve and nega ve aspects of working experience

Positive aspects Negative aspects

Confidence Bureaucratic work
Creativity and fantasy Economic precariousness
Find pleasure in work Neverending work
Human relation Phyisical fatigue

Positive aspects

A first strong positive element often mentioned, as would be expected, is the one of «doing

a job that you love». This condition translates into the concrete working experience as the

perception of being freed from the alienating dimension of work, or as Marcuse would have

said it the reach of libidinal work. A job that becomes even like going out with friends to have

fun and that is missed when is not performed for a few days, like in the case of Pierangelo:

What I particularly like is that when I work it’s like going out with friends to
have fun, that’s cool [...] I managed to do that thing that when they tell you
will reach it you think «Oh yes of course...» A job that you like, not a job that
is imposed on you. When I haven’t worked for a few days I really miss my cart
and work here. [...] (Pierangelo)

Another easy to understand empowering element often mentioned by interviewees was

connected to creative work itself: to be part of the privileged ranks of the ones allowed to use

their imagination and creativity through their everyday working acts, a «creative worker».

The most beautiful thing is certainly the possibility of using imagination and
creativity in one’s work, and also the warmth of human relationships.

(Claudio)
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This aspect dually empowers workers: it is both a matter of status and practice. Indeed on

one hand to be a creative worker means to achieve a higher professional status than simple

manual workers, on the other hand, to employ creativity and imagination in the practices

contributes to relieve from the fatigue of manual work and the alienating nature of work

more in general. It reinforces the perception, yet emerged with the first positive aspect, that

the creative and passionate components of the work, and innovation made possible by the

colonisation of creative economy imaginary, are two pillars for the sense of satisfaction and

realisation of the workers.

The creative element can express itself also like the freedom of choice and the agency with

regards to the business. To organise the space and events into the business following creative

inspiration and own passions is often mentioned:

I really like being able to freely organise the space, organise cultural events like
book presentations, or events that I like. (Cristina)

Also, the boost in self-confidence due to the feeling of being able to cover the role of the

entrepreneur is cited as a positive aspect:

The positive things are to be in contact with people and being able to launch a
business [as an entrepreneur] (Tamara)

Here, the allure toward self-entrepreneurship promoted by entrepreneurialisation of cleri-

cal work, creative economy imaginary and by individualisation in contemporary society more

in general returns central. Independently from the sector or from the traits of the job, to be-

come an entrepreneur of yourself has become an attractive prospect and a synonym of success
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then is no surprise that to open their own business and to survive the first difficult months is

yet perceived as a positive, self-rewarding aspect.

A very frequent positive aspect emerged was the one regarding human relationships with

customers, and also with colleagues, yet cited by Claudio and Tamara among the others. This

aspect introduces sociality, a concept that until now remained quite overlooked but that plays

a fundamental role in the hipster imaginary, as will be discussed in detail during chapter 4.

Sociality becomes a value, expressly searched by workers and promoted through their every-

day work, and considered a highly rewarding one too. This reward is expressed in various

ways, all variously emphasising the contact with customers and the social interactions with

them as highly satisfying. The idea of sociality is connected to passion, naturally, as to talk

with customers and building relations with them is part of the passionate attitude toward the

mission, but also to authenticity because it recalls the idea of a true, involved and intimate

human connection, ideally opposed to the detached and cold human relationships that are

claimed as the norm in contemporary societies. This link with authenticity is exactly at the

base of the relevance of sociality for the hipster imaginary. In the following excerpt from

Torquato, the idea of a «real relationship» as rewarding element more clearly emerge:

Having a real relationship with people is the most positive thing
(Torquato)

If the reach of authentic social relations with customers is highly regarded as an aim, every

day practises to achieve it requires a great amount of emotional work, in which sometimes
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some contradictions emerge as in the following narration by Tina:

The thing that I really liked is the relationship with the people who come that
I like, there has never been anyone I thought now I can’t stand [...] Ah then
another thing [I hate] is you know when we bring you the cutting board and
we explain all the minimum details about the ingredients and the products, I
have no memory, so I just can’t learn the sequence. (Tina)

Also if expressing the same desire and the same appreciation for human relations, to the

point of asserting to have never experienced a single argument with a customer, contempora-

neously hate is expressed toward a component of emotional work that has to be performed

toward customers, fundamental to make them live an authentic experience because it goes

against what pertains to the very personal sphere. Thus the fatiguing aspect of emotional

work emerge but does not seem to affect the overall judgement toward the importance of

sociality.

Negative aspects

A first, often quoted negative observation is the one regarding that work never ends and the

impossibility to break from work, from the moment in which you open your eyes in the

morning to the instant in which you fall asleep:

What weighs more on me is never being able to take off. Never. When I go to
sleep I think about how I can improve my business and when I wake up I think
about how I can improve my business twenty-four hours a day.

(Pierangelo)
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What can be observed is not much an expansion of working time at the cost of leisure, but

instead the bending of leisure to activities connected to work: thinking about the business

and how to improve it, strengthen your competence as an expert in the field, perform ancillary

work for the business, etcetera. For example, Sabrina, which business is highly involved with

social and cultural aims connected with the area, exposed her last Sunday (her only day off)

described as typical as such:

My free time? I spend in the neighbourhood. Like yesterday I lost my morning
taking coffee with people from the neighbourhood, then I went to the som-
melier course to improve my skills, then I went to the flea market here in the
neighbourhood where I met other people and talked to them. Seems sad told
like this but for me, it is not. (Sabrina)

In this case, the ancillary work performed during leisure was both the gaining of specific

competencies related to the bartender (the sommelier course) and the widening of own so-

cial networks into the neighbourhood, useful both for the economic and social aims of her

business.

In the above example, a self-defence is enacted stating on her own that this kind of use of

the scarce spare time could be considered sad, also demonstrating self-awareness, but she adds

that for her, it is not. Why such a kind of consumption of leisure is not considered sad? The

passion for the job is the answer, in a sort of recursive circle. Many tell it explicitly, like for

example Ottaviano that in this case did the question and then answered all by himself, as if

he was answering a question frequently asked:
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Free days are difficult to have, free time is zero, private life is close to zero. You
ask but who makes you do it? It is passion. (Ottaviano)

Summarising it with a syllogism: if the passion to which you devote yourself during leisure

becomes your work, you will devote yourself to work also during leisure. Thus, Passion be-

comes the driver of both work and leisure, as well explained by Muziano in his description of

how he spends his spare time and his earnings from the business:

I invest so much in food, I spend so much on raw materials but also to eat some-
where, to keep myself updated, informed, to discover new things. Because it is
precisely a question of passion. (Muziano)

As observed both from Muziano and Sandra, not only spare time but also the (often scant)

earnings are invested in the passion at the basis of the work: time and money are primarily

invested in one and only activity that becomes the defining element of the individual (apart

from flights that remain the only other common financial investment mentioned by many).

Another often mentioned negative aspect is physical fatigue. These businesses are still a

labour-intensive occupation, where the production of the good sold to the customer requires

a great amount of physical effort. Thus, everyday work is often bodily exhausting. This aspect

is what still connects the workers practises to their traditional counterparts and is unavoidable,

independently from the amount of creativity employed. This was often expressed through a

very recurring observation among the interviews of this work as one that cannot be done for

all life but only for a few years:
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In ten years I don’t know where we will be, maybe without a truck because this
is hard work, which you can’t do for too many years. (Ottaviano)

Both many food truckers and bar owners share this resolution of gradually free themselves

from the manual component of labour to carve out a professional role more exclusively de-

voted to the creative and immaterial component of the labour. This shared view seems to

trace a sort of limit to the power exerted by passion: passion or not, the physical efforts are so

high and the manual component so invasive that the actual retailing activity of preparation

of the products and its selling is seen as a necessary but transitory phase before passing to

a professional position freed from manual work. This is naturally not true for everyone, as

some else the workers are willing to continue to drive their business from the front.

A third common hated aspect by the workers is the bureaucratic work connected with legal

and fiscal issues of the business.

bureaucracy is the absolute part I hate most. (Tina)

They refer to it as dull, standardised work that came unexpectedly, as it remains usually

obscured by the narratives over self-entrepreneurship and the relative imaginaries.

The hardest thing is that when you become an entrepreneur you have to think
about a whole series of things [bureaucratic issues] that you didn’t think of be-
fore... (Torquato)

Bureaucratic work appears indeed as the anti-creative work for excellence, following the

public meaning attributed to bureaucracy since Weberian analysis as bureaucracy as a mech-
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anism of progressive rationalisation of society, spoiling men of their emotional, thus creative

and passionate nature.

One last negative aspect has to be mentioned for its relevance and also peculiarity is eco-

nomic precariousness. Indeed, overall the workers show a remarkable positive judgement

toward their working condition when putting on balance positive and negative aspects. We

do not give too much relevance to this matter in our analysis, because it could be biased by the

fact that most of these businesses are newly-born, so the excitement could exalt the positive

aspects and minimise the negative ones when compared. However, what is peculiar about

economic precariousness that it is the only aspect that is associated with a more balanced and

torn self-evaluation by the individuals mentioning it. Thus, people that mention economic

precariousness seem also to give particular value to it.

On the other side, people mentioning economic precariousness were quite rare. The re-

sults do not allow us to discern if this scarcity is predominantly due to discretion about what

is reasonably a sensible topic or a lack of interest for this aspect, but from what is observable

a mix of these two factors is present.

One illustrative case in which this feeling of distress for the economic conditions is evident

comes from one interviewee giving an account of her life status as early thirties woman:

I think I am in the condition of a late twenties, early thirties years old who still
needs family support because being an entrepreneur in Italy is very difficult, you
don’t have any kind of support...but this is true for not only for the food truck
as many of my friends who they have opened a restaurant or are opening their
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restaurant has to deal with the Italian bureaucracy that does everything to not
make it easier for you to arrive at the end of the month.

When I started my studies I would have never thought that at the age of 30 I
would have found myself still having to ask my parents for help frequently at
the end of the month, I think I should not do it and it wasn’t my plan to do it,
but I think that if in Italy you want to leave your work as an employee you must
have two balls like that (Brunilde)

The critics to bureaucracy and economic precariousness become interwoven, with a causal

effect: it is the Italian bureaucracy in many comments to undermine the economic position

of their businesses and consequently of themselves. In Italian society is a common statement

that bureaucracy is exceptionally oppressive and is one of the main factors hindering national

economic development (see for example Italian former IMF director Cottarelli 2019, the last

author of a long strain of publications on the subject), so this common observation among

our interviewees depicts a critical issue. But also the influence of the creative economy imag-

inary can be recognised in these thoughts: bureaucracy is, as we have assumed, the perfect

antithesis of creativity.

In the book that helped most to diffuse the creative economy imaginary, «The Rise of the

Creative Class» by R. Florida (2012), the struggle for dominion in the economic sphere today

is the one between the creative and the organisation principle, with the latter corresponding

to bureaucracy: only if the first win the «Creative Age» will at full extent replace the old

and crumbling «Organisational Age» led by bureaucracies (R. Florida, 2012, p.16). Thus,

the idea of bureaucracy as the obstacle that slows down their creative and entrepreneurial
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performance is also rooted in the economic imaginary of the creative economy.

The result is nevertheless the same: frustration for being an adult still needing partial eco-

nomic sustaining from the family and for the gap between future expectations as student and

present reality as a worker.

Not only economic precariousness, when mentioned, seems to alter more than other neg-

ative aspects the overall judgement of the individual working experience, but it seems also to

play the function of «amplifier» of other flaws. When the economic precariousness emerges

in the self-representation overcoming the taboo surrounding it, the negative outcomes of

work are presented with vividness and intensity:

Right now I have to tell the truth, it is not very profitable, so at this moment it is
also a bit difficult to make it out at the end of the month [...] I did the business
plan and everything, but it’s not easy to stay in it when unexpected events come
and mess up plans.

Managing everything by yourself is very difficult. Now it is too demanding, I
have very little free time, I would like to do the things I did before like going to
walk to the mountains, but when Sunday comes I realise that I am too tired.

(Cristina)

3.2.2 Honouring the product: the deliberate pursuit of anti-economic choices

In the introduction, we claimed to apply the theoretical lenses of passionate work in an un-

usual sector, historically extraneous to creative/artistic/cultural industries but recently colonised
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by creative economy imaginary. Through the results summarised in the previous paragraph,

many key elements of «passionate work» exposed in the literature review on the concept

from previous researches in more canonical creative industries can yet be traced, as we will

better assess in the next section. In the current paragraph, we will concentrate on one spe-

cific feature of it that under the hipster economic imaginary seems to become particularly

relevant and to experience further developments: the separation between the identity value

of work from the monetary value of it and the self-evaluation of working conditions in non-

monetary terms.

In our results, this same phenomenon is commonly observable by the accounts of the in-

terviewees. The need to survive someway is present, but except for this the success of the

business is not considered in terms of economic success but in terms of the impact of own

aims:

Well, the first goal of an activity is certainly to survive. But the economic aspect
for us is not so central because we are also satisfied with another series of things
made of activities. we do not care to be a club that has an incredible number of
customers, but we care to be a place that leaves a mark in the neighbourhood.

(Liberato)

For middle-aged people, this conviction can also derive for the urge to leave a business

model revolving around money-making, embracing one when the personal and cultural en-

richment is valued over economic enrichment:

I’ll tell you after 20 years in the retailing industry where everything revolves
around making money, when you get to a certain age, around forty, you un-
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derstand that money is not everything in your life. Obviously, they are very
important, even for the professional part in the sense that they make you feel
fulfilled, but let’s say if you work to work, I think it’s wrong, if you work to live,
it’s almost a constraint [...] [Now my job instead] maybe doesn’t enrich my wal-
let, but culturally and as a person enriches me a lot. (Speranza)

It is also useful to compare the two assertions as they show that this identity value separated

from the monetary one can assume two opposite trajectories: can be expressed toward the

exterior (i.e. to «leave a mark in the neighbourhood») or expressed toward the inner self (i.e.

to «enrich oneself culturally and as a person»).

The idea of this separation being a corollary of work into post-Fordism economy is con-

firmed by the reports of the individuals that have a background as clerical workers and sponta-

neously compare the two occupations, opposing the economically-oriented logic of the first,

ideal-typical of Fordism, to the one of creative self-entrepreneurship in the post-Fordist econ-

omy:

My financial credibility was much better when I worked in a company: absurdly
when you become an entrepreneur in the early years you are less credible from
the financial point of view of any employee of any company. Does this make
me feel uncomfortable? No, actually it makes me feel better because I no longer
measure my life based on how much I earn. Before when I was working as an
employee I was craving for a salary increase, when I had it was a reason to cele-
brate and spend money, go out to eat at the restaurant, everything was linked to
this. Now my daily bread, especially at this stage then things will change based
on where we stand on our road map, at this stage my daily bread is no longer
money, that is, I no longer care where I stand from the economic point of view.

(Dori)
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Thus, the same trend of separation between identity and monetary value of work anal-

ysed among creative workers is reproduced also in our case study. But in many interviewees

and also from the just cited excerpts, an additional tendency beyond this separation emerges.

Indeed, in the case of fashion workers in which this bifurcation has been yet studied (Arvids-

son et al., 2010) it resulted in the positive self-evaluation of their working condition despite

economic difficulties, thanks to gratification coming from other kinds of sources. The step

further observed in our empirical field is instead related to their explicit detrimental action to-

ward the accumulation of economic capital in favour of other types of capital (social, cultural

or ethical). Not only they define themselves in non-monetary terms, but they also privilege

other kinds of profits and performances over the economic one, hindering the economic sur-

vival itself of the business.

This tendency is more explicit when interviewees expressed their willingness to renounce

economic value for «ethical value», reducing profit margins to the minimum (or sometimes

perilously below it), to ensure certain standards of the products and services given to cus-

tomers. What can be observed is the deliberate sacrifice of economic value for the gain of eth-

ical values connected to it, but this act is finalised to self-satisfaction and for self-recognition

as a creative worker under hipster imaginary more than to be appreciated by the customer.

This mechanism is perfectly exemplified in the following excerpt:

We just use a particular cheese from a local farmer that costs us 18 e...we tried
also the one that costs 12e but is not the same thing...the customer will almost
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certainly not sense the difference...but I do! (Brunilde)

The self-referential nature of the act is evident: the act is made not for the customer, that

would probably never sense the difference, but for the pride of the hipster worker, here in the

guise of artisan, in the name of the passion he holds toward his work. At the opposite, as we

will analyse in the next chapter, the hipster worker devotes a good amount of workload to

«educate» the customer to recognise the taste.

This should not suggest that this kind of activity is then free from constrictions and in-

fluences: it is also obliged ritual performed to be a legitimate, recognised member operating

under the imaginary.

Another way in which the relevance of this «passionate sacrifice» has been highlighted

during the interviews is through the accounts of the distance traced by each one from other

businesses. During the interviews, we explicitly asked to mention specific businesses they felt

closer to them and to which they felt to share something, as well as to mention at the opposite

if there was some category they felt particularly distant for the same reasons (see also section

4.2.2).

The obtained results were insightful: indeed, almost every food trucker mentioned as op-

posed category the colleagues that buy raw ingredients from «Metro», the renowned whole-

sale distribution chain; on the other side, almost every bar owner in NoLo mentioned as

distant from themselves the bars in Isola neighbourhood.
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The categorisation by food truckers, in particular, confirms the happening of such a «pas-

sionate sacrifice»: the boundaries are drawn between the ones that operate this «passionate

sacrifice» and the ones that do not operate it but still act as «free riders» of the imaginary,

thus are frowned upon for this reason. For bar owners, the definition by the opposition is

not so strongly related to the ones that perform or not perform a «passionate sacrifice», but

also in their case, a softer version of it can be traced.

In the case of food truckers, Metro acts as a clear-cut dividing line. On one side, there are

the ones that are willing to perform both times and monetary consuming activity of search-

ing for the perfect local producer considered the most fitting one to supply them for what

concerns that specific ingredient, a quest that commonly required a great deal of effort and

sometimes a period of months accordingly to interviewee’s accounts, and that are ready to pay

the related high costs to benefit of the direct relation with the local producer (usually from

territories intimately linked with the origin of the product) and the particular high quality of

the product. On the other side, they build as their symmetrical counterpart the ideal-typical

community composed by businesses that elude this quest and just decide to buy ingredients

from the Metro, favouring the economic earning over the passionate devotion for the perfect

quality of the ingredients, thus renouncing to operate this sacrifice.

Indicatively, often the ideal-typical category of «the ones buying from Metro» is made to

coincide with the ones selling fried food. There is a renowned proverb in Italian, variously
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inflected in a vast range of dialects and variants, that says «If you fry it, even a slipper becomes

tasty». So to sell fried food is one of the easiest ways to maintain high-profit margins, and

ensure a more stable economic outlook, as is possible to obtain tasty food with more ordinary

and cheap raw ingredients. Actually, as the frying process standardises the taste of the final

course, it would make useless every attempt of recurring to refined and costly ingredients

thus of passionate sacrifice, as the result would be in any case aligned with the one obtainable

with poorer ingredients. Analysed from this point of view, the food fryer still obeys to an

«industrial logic» rather than to a true artisanal one, and for this reason, is perceived as a

foreign body by the workers delimiting themselves. Both these aspects can be observable for

example in this excerpt, in which Lara is asked if there is someone that she perceives «far from

herself»:

Yes, they are the ones who buy at the Metro, open the envelope, throw every-
thing in the fryer and go. Those who have no value about gastronomy, no re-
spect for anything. [...] I mean I also buy products from Metro just to make
me clear about it: I buy sprays, cutlery, frying oil, etcetera. I think it’s a great
company, but I would never buy ingredients from it. (Lara)

At this point, it becomes natural to wonder about the opposite stance to this common

depiction: how Metro buyers explain their choice?

In the few but existing accounts by food truckers deciding to buy from Metro, that also

confirms that apart from idealisations such a category does effectively exist, two elements

seems significant for our analysis: first, they do not feel the same urge to realise some kind
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of passionate sacrifices during their working process, perceiving the belonging to the imagi-

nary as a matter of aesthetic frames, performances and discourses rather than self-gratification

through the achievement of a perfect product for which economic earnings are sacrificed; sec-

ondly, they consider buying from Metro as a good equilibrium between the entrepreneurial

aim of making profits from the business and the personal satisfaction of serving a good and

tasty course to customers. They claim, in other words, that such a temporal and economic

effort is futile, as Metro today offers a great variety of food of quality:

We buy from the Metro. Ten years ago Metro had the product: there was one
type and that was all. Today you go to the Metro and find all kinds of products
[...] you have a remarkable selection of products at your doorstep, there’s no
need to go who knows where. (Bernardo)

In the case of bar owners, as aforementioned, the opposition does not explicitly divide the

ones operating the passionate sacrifice to ones not operating it, but still, some interesting re-

sults do emerge that can help to develop further our conceptualisation of passionate sacrifice.

The difference compared to food trucks derives fundamentally from the nature of the busi-

ness: apart from a minority of bars that were conceived also as restaurants, or that anyway

were focused on food provision, in which the same fundamental mechanisms than in food

trucks are observable, the majority of bars rely mainly on drinks (coffee and alcoholic drinks)

and on the «atmosphere» of the place to characterise themselves under the hipster imagi-

nary and be appreciated by customers. Apart from the few using a particularly refined cellar

of liquors to prepare the cocktails on the list, alcoholic beverages (craft beer included) have
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higher profit margins, and the construction of the atmosphere of the place requires also po-

tentially high costs when the business is opened or during some periodic renovation, but has

no direct influence on the profit margins of the products sold and is anyway an expense done

in the name of design and of personal tastes, not for ethical reasons.

Still, as we said, the opposition expressed toward bars in Isola neighbourhood recall some-

way the same process of sacrifice. It derives from the particular similarities and differences

between the two neighbourhoods of Isola and NoLo: Isola is an area with a popular and

working-class history that has recently undergone heavy changes due to massive urban regen-

eration plans on brownfield sites, led by building contractors, that radically transformed the

appearance and the identity of the neighbourhood triggering a gentrification process (Diappi

et al., 2013). Thus, among the protagonists of NoLo development (see Chapter 5) Isola rep-

resents a sort of bogeyman, what they absolutely do not want to become.

If for food truckers «people buying from Metro» are the ideal type of individuals privileg-

ing money more than values, for bar owners of NoLo «Isola bars» are the ideal type of bars

that lost their popular and genuine vocation and became snob, posh places. Instead, among

NoLo bar owners the duty of remaining popular, with prices affordable for everyone (at least

in theory, see section 5.5), and to seek social, cultural or ethical goals rather than purely eco-

nomic ones (like in the excerpts of Liberato and Speranza written at the beginning of the

paragraph or in the accounts contained in section 4.3), is highly felt.
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This necessity is also expressed as a matter of staying true to the nature of the territory:

To open an iper-chic bar here would be madness, this is a popular area, where
you need a warm, not cold, welcome. This is the feature that is distinguishing
NoLo from other zones...Navigli has become an assembly line [...] Isola yes was
a bit more popular but now is...snazzy. [...] in Isola there are big abandoned
space so they built big things...here there are just little streets with ragged side-
walks (Telemaco)

The same idea is expressed also by other bar owners in the area not mentioning Isola but

still expressing opposition to the same ideal type of bar:

We didn’t want to become a bar for the few, we wanted to create a popular place,
this was our first goal. (Torquato)

For bar owners in the other analysed neighbourhood of Dergano/Bovisa, where there was

not such a territorial rivalry, a similar opposition was expressed in one case toward traditional

retailers that maintains an «old mentality» competitive and not collaborative with other busi-

nesses and focused only on profits (Mara) or in another case toward a quite famous Milanese

«chic» bar accused of «taking itself too seriously» losing the idea of have fun together while

working (Kevin).

Thus, a softer version of passionate sacrifice is traceable also among bar owners, expressed

through the duty to maintain a popular vocation without transforming into a chic place and

to devalue monetary reward in favour of social, cultural or ethical rewards.
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3.3 Passionate work and sacrifices under the hipster imaginary

3.3.1 Working under the regime of passionate work

This chapter developed around the initial premise to apply «passionate work» framework to

an unusual economic sector, following the general hypothesis of the thesis of the colonisation

of the creative economy imaginary of our case study.

A first preliminary but relevant finding to discuss is that all the key features connected to

passionate work in existing literature have been encountered through the exposed results in

previous paragraphs, confirming the validity of the initial hypothesis of an ongoing coloni-

sation: workers under «hipster imaginary» effectively seem to be subjected to the same work-

ing regime of workers in straightforward creative/artistic industries. Indeed browsing through

interviewees» accounts, the reader will find correspondence with the search of pleasure into

work (McRobbie, 2014), the use of this pleasure to manage fatigue and economic precari-

ousness managing them in an overall positive judgement (Umney & Kretsos, 2015), a very

intimate and therapeutic relation with own work (S. Taylor, 2015), the appeal to creativity

to silence and taboo economic and physical self-exploitation (Vivant, 2013), a passionate trap

between freedom to express the own self and subjection to precariousness (Armano & Mur-

gia, 2013; Armano et al., 2017), etcetera. All these aspects are reproduced enabling to put in

contact these very different professional figures not only based on their perceived identities
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(as analysed in the previous chapter) but also based on working experiences.

Apart from this resemblance, from the positive and negative aspects coming out from the

empirical field several findings more peculiar to our case study appear interesting to discuss.

Grouping together positive aspects on one side and negative aspects on the other like it has

been made in table 3.1, a clear-cut rift can be noticed: among positive aspects dominate the

ones related to the creative and immaterial component of labour, while among negative as-

pects prevail the ones connected to the manual and standardised component of labour, to-

gether with precariousness.

The only exception to this tendency is the complaints about the breaking of the barriers

between work and leisure, that is the only truly negative aspect directly related to the passion

towards work. But rather than the lengthening of working hours yet observed in workaholic

or hustle cultures in recent capitalistic developments (Crary, 2013), what is observable in

our empirical field is a change of function of leisure, that can be better caught if we compare

it historically with leisure function under Fordism. One of the pillars of the social peace

between capital and labour that borne Fordism was the «8-8-8», the achievement of the eight-

hour movement that claimed eight hours of work, eight hours of sleep, eight hours of leisure.

Work was recognised as a dull, alienating and exhausting activity that was expected in most

cases to provide a wage to live and not much else, leisure the moment when to detach from

working alienation and realise own passions: work was the realm of exertion, leisure the realm
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of pleasure.

Under passionate work regime, this condition drastically change: as we have stated com-

menting the results, «if the passion to which you devote yourself during leisure becomes your

work, you will devote yourself to work also during leisure», thus it is the concept of leisure

in itself to lose its original function and to transform into a continuation in other forms of

the same activity that constitutes work. The workers in this regard could be well defined,

mimicking the old movement, the advocates of a «sixteen-hour movement» in which leisure

is the currency of exchange used to obtain a partial «libidinal work» (Marcuse, 1955): the

consequence is an all-embracing devotion to the passion chosen as profession that saturates

all the time available (except the one to sleep) and excludes any other kind of pastime. To

be an entrepreneur or an autonomous worker has always meant to «not have to clock off»

at a certain time and different management of time, but this particular configuration seems

both a consequence of the condition of the entrepreneur and one of the passionate workers

together. Passion is the element that causes this loss of meaning of leisure and at the same

time the one that soothes the dissatisfaction and mental stress of which workers demonstrate

to be conscious.

Thus, the long-lasting Utopian dream of Charles Fourier to break the distinction between

unpleasing working time and satisfying spare time in a passionate continuum, a distinction

that Fordist age through 8-8-8 organisation of time reinforced, seems under passionate work
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regime to become true, but in a dark and twisted variant: for Fourier the reach of the paradig-

matic crumbling of the wall dividing work and leisure would have meant that «all creative

activity including industry, craft, agriculture, etc. will arise from liberated passion» (Bey,

1991); under passionate work regime, passion happens to become the trigger to creative labour

and to perceive satisfaction into work, but it becomes at the same time a constriction itself,

obliging to a complete, obsessive devotion to it.

The loss of distinction between leisure and work seems to be the only by-product of pas-

sion and creativity. As already mentioned, except for it all the other related aspects are the

ones on which the working satisfaction of the interviewees is founded. The creative and im-

material labour is the source of self-realisation and gratification, while the manual and the

standardised labour is predominant in the hatred and despised aspects.

Looking at the positive aspects, if we dissect them singularly we can observe that they

cover most fundamental concepts related to the imaginary: creativity (appliance of creativ-

ity and fantasy), passion (to find pleasure in work), authenticity (true human relations), self-

employment (confidence in themselves). The common thread connecting all the rewards

coming from these concepts is their immaterial dimension. In the previous chapter, we ar-

gued this sector constitutes at least in Italy, one of the easiest entry points to become a creative

worker and to benefit from their same status and rewards. The results on their working as-

sessment confirm this tendency, as they feel more rewarded exactly by the aspects related to
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creative economy imaginary.

This observed division between immaterial labour as source of gratification on one side and

manual labour as source of dissatisfaction on the other enlighten the intensity of their quest

for liberation from labour as exertion and the reaching of correspondence between work and

pleasure that traversed human thought from Fourier’s Utopia passing by the social revolt of

the sixties and seventies to become a common aim in the post-Fordist age. This also explains

the presence among the ranks of these micro-entrepreneurs of also people coming from a

militant, political background in left organisations or autonomous movements, in line with

a flow from leftist movements to autonomous work observable since the eighties (Bologna,

2018): with all its contradiction, this path is still often seen as permitting a higher grade of

realisation of such a dream than both employment typical of Fordism and old retailing forms

that were autonomous but lacking an explicit call to cultural and social aim and inclusion of

creative work.

This division brings with itself an apparent contradiction: after all, did not they decided

to follow their passion exactly by opening a labour-intensive business revolving around food

and beverage? We advance one explanation to solve this apparent contradiction that recovers

the relevance and centrality of artisanship as the criterion of production under the hipster

imaginary, a consideration that remained quite neglected in our dissertation until now.

First, a preliminary consideration: the narratives of the creative economy that enveloped
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these professions in their new configurations certainly exert a remarkable allure over micro-

entrepreneurs, and play a role in hindering the physical fatigue underneath the creative blan-

ket. This can be recognised in the multiple accounts of the unexpectedness of bureaucratic

work or of such levels of physical fatigue and the common claim that, despite the passion,

these are jobs that one cannot do for all the life, linked to the aim of carving out for them-

selves a professional role more detached from the manual component of labour when (and

if) they will reach more economic stability and will be able to cease performing the factotum.

But to ascribe to the performative power of the imaginary the explanation of the contra-

diction would mean to neglect a major and fundamental perspective, that is indeed the one

that includes artisanship in its gaze.

If we recover Marxian thought, from the famous metaphor of the bee the artisanal act

represents ideally the self-rewarding work, before the alienation brought by the capitalistic

constriction through the rupture between the creative, intellectual and the physical compo-

nent of the act. In «The Craftsman» Richard Sennett stress this element arguing that «The

young Karl Marx thought of himself as a secular Hephaestus whose writings would set the

modern craftsman free» and that «communism would rekindle the spirit of craftsmanship»

(Sennett, 2008, pp.29-30). The invention of the craft, after all, was related precisely to the

idealisation of a non-industrial mode of production (Adamson, 2013).

The artisanal labour is defined by the inextricable co-existence of these two elements, the
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creative and the manual. As observed in the previous chapter, our interviewees hardly de-

fine themselves as «artisans», but are more prone to consider their working act as artisanal

to distinguish themselves from traditional retailers. The artisanal working act in which the

freely expressed intellectual endeavour directs and shapes the manual act is what gives them

gratification and the high overall levels of satisfaction.

The creative effort without its connection with the manual implementation would result

in abstract speculation. But still, the labour-intensive nature of the job implies a trade-off: the

low relevance of competency and capital to start the business and to be successful, that makes

it an attractive choice for such a heterogeneous array of individuals, is counterbalanced by

the high intensity of working pace that has to be maintained to be among the successful ones.

Furthermore, to become a micro-entrepreneur often with none or few employees means to

perform all the duties connected with the business at thirty-sixty grades: all the bureaucratic

work, the sometimes long drives from home to the festival venue for food truckers and the

long hours of cleaning and restructuring of the space for bar owners, for example. It is this in-

herent tension internal to artisanal labour that can be considered at the base of the perceptual

contradiction experienced by the workers and produces the ambivalent perception of their

condition described in the first section.
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3.3.2 Key features of passionate sacrifice

In paragraph 3.2.2 we conceptualised the peculiar surfacing of a passionate sacrifice performed

by the workers in the name of the passion and commitment for the product, in addition to

all the features yet described as typical of passionate work by the existent literature. In the

current paragraph, we will proceed to systematise and enumerate its fundamental features.

Intimate link with artisanal labour

From its nature, passionate sacrifice emerges as intimately linked with the artisanal mode of

production operated by workers under hipster businesses. Compared to other workers more

canonically part of creative industries or creative economy, indeed, the magnitude of their

proficiency depends in large measure on the production of a physical commodity, whose raw

materials constitute a major component of the costs.

As the commitment to the work relies largely on the quality of the product, and the qual-

ity of the product relies in turn largely on the fineness of the ingredients, the elevated costs

endured in the name of passion are determined by the unavoidable materiality of food and

beverage production.
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Centrality of authenticity

Connected to the previous aspect, stands one of the authenticity centralities as a concept. In-

deed, if the sacrifice is performed «in the name of passion», as it is a passion for the work and

the product to make it bearable and pursued, it is also performed «for the sake of authen-

ticity». The refined and polished nature of the ingredients for which the profit margins are

sacrificed is the fundamental units assembled to achieve authenticity, to be served to the cus-

tomers to provide them with the feeling of an «authentic experience», as will be thoroughly

discussed in chapter 4.

Authenticity could be considered, with regards to it, the reward to which workers aspire in

exchange for the voluntary economic sacrifice of their resources. Passionate sacrifice becomes

the only legitimate and proper means through which authenticity can be reached, opposed to

the ones that the interviewees define as the free-riders that supposedly fake their membership

to the imaginary without submitting to the same mechanism.

A self-indulgent entrepreneurship

The mechanism of passionate sacrifice enables to underline another fundamental feature of

passionate work under hipster economy. The entrepreneur has, by definition, economic suc-

cess as the first and fundamental goal: financial solidity is a necessary condition for the prose-

cution of the business. In businesses characterised by passionate work, nevertheless, we have
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extensively observed a conflict between the economic and the cultural aims, that we will fur-

ther analyse in chapter 4.

Indeed, passionate sacrifice can be analysed as an explicit anti-economic behaviour that in-

verts the usual hierarchy putting self-gratification before economic viability. There is a lack

of interest in the effective existence of a reference market of adequate dimensions for the own

product, as the main driver of the choice is passion. Similarly, a certain indifference is exhib-

ited toward the compliance of a business model capable to ensure adequate profit margins,

as they are sacrificed to obtain a product that fully satisfies the maker. What takes shape is a

self-indulgent entrepreneurial model, in which conducts that expressly violate the standard

entrepreneurial behaviour are performed.

The combined effect of these tendencies is to critically raise the difficulty to manage a prof-

itable business and the challenge for its survival. It is not an accident that the contrast with the

ones that do not perform this kind of sacrifice is expressed also in terms of contempt for their

choice to pursue «easy money» and to greatly consider economic profits, that are ultimately

canonical elements of the entrepreneurial logic.

Passionate sacrifice as obliged ritual

The willingness of the sacrifice has been many times underlined as one of its defining features,

and it couldn’t be otherwise: it must necessarily be a voluntary act to enact the passionate

mechanism of reward. But the businesses, as their workers, operate under the dome of hipster
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economic imaginary. Their is a condition of free submission to the imaginary, as they express

a limited agency between individual freedom and structural constrictions.

If we properly consider this contextualisation, it then becomes evident that what is read-

able as a voluntary passionate sacrifice at the individual level can also be read as an obliged

ritual, staged to reaffirm the authentic membership to the imaginary at the eyes of oneself

and colleagues.
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ARivierawithout orange trees, aTuscanywithout cypresses,

the basket of a street vendor without chillies ... what could

be more inconceivable for us today?

Lucien Febvre, Annales XII

4
Artisans of Taste and Sociability
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4.4.4 Regionalism as a cosmopolitan attitude: Integrating theories

about food cultural omnivorousness . . . . . . . . . . . . . 212

4.1 Introduction

After having analysed the identity and the working condition of the micro-entrepreneurs of

our case study, in this chapter, we will focus on their actual working practices.

We will perform this task, as the previous ones, maintaining our attention concentrated

upon the relation between the micro-entrepreneurs and the hipster imaginary to which they

are interrelated. Indeed, this chapter will deal not so much about the manufacturing of com-

modities, but rather on the production of authentic experience to be provisioned to the cus-

tomers.

To do so, we will mainly rely on the theoretical framework of cultural omnivorousness as a

paradigm of consumption patterns in the post-Fordist society, and also of cosmopolitanism

as the attitude correlated with it.

The production of an authentic experience, based on the results from the empirical anal-

ysis, can be analysed in two connected but separated strategies: the first involves the confer-

ment of an authentic taste to the food served to customers, the second involves the realisation

of a space perceivable as permeated by an authentic atmosphere. Both of these strategies are

actively obtained by the working acts of the micro-entrepreneurs, that will consequently be
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considered under this aspect as «artisans of taste and sociability». During this chapter, they

will be also specifically analysed as both economic and cultural actors, with a perennial con-

flicting relation between these two components as we will observe.

For the first time, during the illustration of the results, we will split up the two typologies of

businesses, gourmet food truck and hybrid bars, and analyse them separately in two distinct

sections. In the first, we will analyse micro-entrepreneurs as «artisans of taste», drawing from

the ethnographic material from gourmet food trucks; in the second section, we will proceed

instead to analyse them as «artisans of sociability», drawing from empirical material collected

at hybrid bars. This distinction has been made following the patterns emerged during the

ethnography. Gourmet food trucks are mobile, nomads economic activities that serve food

in public urban spaces, without the opportunity to transform it, and that neither develops a

strong connection with inhabitants of a local neighbourhood because they travel following

street food festivals or city events, so they especially rely on the food served to affirm and

transmit an authentic experience. On the other side, hybrid bars have at disposition a more or

less extended internal space to be designed and furnished and can develop a tight relation with

the neighbourhood, so they more often invest on sociability to build an authentic experience.

After having analysed the micro-entrepreneurs as artisans of taste and as artisans of socia-

bility, in one last section, the results will be discussed.
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4.2 Artisans of taste

4.2.1 Introduction

It is an ordinary evening with friends outside the usual pub in my city when I
see a food truck stopping on the other side of the road. I quickly convinced my
friends to go and have a look. Behind the counter there are two men in their
sixties, looking as dirty as their truck and speaking broken Italian with a heavy
regional accent. We order a classical sandwich with horseshoe-shaped salami [a
typical popular street food from Lombardy] while we continue to talk, giving
them advice about the best days for parking their truck by the pub. They decide
to thank us by offering some bad looking, greasy, deep-fried pork rinds: I volun-
teer to eat the course. Then I notice a piece of cardboard on the right corner of
the truck attached with scotch tape saying ”The real Arccia porchetta [Ariccia
is an Italian town renowned for porchetta]”. The sandwiches are delicious, we
thank them and leave. (Ethnographic Notes)

The protagonists of this short experience are a good example of the Italian traditional

«scuzzy», a street food vendor characterised by low-quality but abundant courses prepared in

precarious hygienic conditions. Being the Italian equivalent of American «roach coaches»,

people usually refer to them using the word «scuzzy» in their regional dialect («zozzone»,

«svunch», «caddozzone», «zuzzuso», etc.).

The striking feature about this episode was that, albeit far from the gourmet food truck

model, these men were striving to label their food as «authentic». Their popular wisdom

and intuition were enough to make them understand that a trend was ongoing, and to label,

their product as the «real» porchetta from Ariccia was an important attractive factor. In
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other words, although the accuracy of the label was undermined by its appearance (Ariccia

was wrongly spelt and written on a cardboard) and the taste (the greasy fried pork rinds being

outside the canons of «gourmet food») they were influenced by and tried to incorporate an

imaginary of gourmet food, and a related «culinary imaginary».

In this section then, relying mainly on interviews to gourmet food truckers and participant

observation at street food festivals, we will concentrate on the analysis of how street food ven-

dors transformed themselves under the symbolic colonisation of creative economy imaginary

in taste dealers, assembling food based on notions of authenticity and distinctiveness for an

audience of omnivorous seeking customers, also contributing both empirically and theoreti-

cally to the studies on food tasting production.

Although omnivorous patterns of consumption in Italy are still an almost unexplored aca-

demic topic with rare exceptions (Zanchini, 2012), the Italian culinary landscape seems to fit

well in the cultural omnivorousness theory, showing interesting variations. If exoticism has

been observed as a symbolic marker of omnivorous taste (Johnston & Baumann, 2007), in

the Italian culinary landscape its influence is limited by a reluctance to accept foreign food

(compared to other countries) and its role is taken up by other concepts, such as typicality.

In this context, a variety of recipes and ingredients belonging to local traditions and which

had been disregarded during the second half of the twentieth century take the place of exotic

food, resulting in the production of a regionally-oriented authenticity.
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Firstly, we will concentrate on food truckers as dealers of taste, contributing to the under-

standing of what their self-perceived boundaries of the gourmet food trucks scene are, and to

the analysis of the processes through which authenticity is concretely claimed and labelled as

gourmet through taste. Secondly, we will address the challenging task of ’making a sense of

taste’ (Korsmeyer, 2002) in its literal meaning, assessing the role of taste and other senses in

the production of a proper ’promise of taste’, performed by food truckers through an array

of tactics to sell their food during festivals.

4.2.2 Foodtruckers as taste dealers of authenticity

I’d like to define myself as a «taste dealer». a pusher of taste (Lamberto)

All food truckers have a clear feeling that creativity and authenticity are critical concepts

in their business. As one food trucker synthesised:

Italics by the author]Muziano What’s creative about a bruschetta? First, it is
a formula of food, because precisely, the bruschetta is like an appetiser, which
is usually served with some tomato. But we are from Altamura, the home of
Italian bread, so we start from our origins, although we innovatively apply them
[...] to take the ingredients, mix them, take what is typical of a region and mix
it with others...[...] it is creativity that allows you to differentiate yourself. [...]
The authenticity of what we do is what gives you this feedback [of satisfaction by
the customer] [...] when they bite our bread they feel something different from
what they usually eat. ([)

Creativity is needed to stand out from the crowd and to innovate from the tradition. Au-

thenticity emerges as a complex concept, illustrated with a rather unconventional definition
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from the academic perspective: it constitutes the expression of an act («the authenticity of

what we do»), materialised in the final product and concretely perceived through it («when

they bite our bread»), appreciated by customers and recognised as legitimate member of the

economic imaginary («[It]gives you this reaction»). Food truckers are cooks, but also, more

importantly, dealers of authentic taste: they aim to reproduce a taste recognised as authentic

by their customers, as this also becomes a critical asset to sell food in a crowded street food

festival.

Following the assumptions of cultural taste as an activity and not as a passive, determined

state (Teil & Hennion, 2004) and the socially constructed and fluid nature of authenticity

(Peterson, 2005a), we argue that food truckers are taste dealers, or in other words «claimers

of authenticity».

Every process of authenticity reproduction is rooted in its local origins and culinary tra-

ditions. We can conceptualise this in the notion of «typical», a quality of food that is con-

temporaneously recognized as belonging to a specific regional cuisine but also acknowledged

at the national level as outstanding (usually through common knowledge or a food certifica-

tion). Therefore, for a food to be displayed as «typical» there must be a link between the

food and a place: this goal is commonly achieved using raw ingredients or recipes that are

already considered typical, through a symbolic synecdoche from one component of the dish

to the entire product.
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However, being «typical» is not enough to «be authentic». What still lacks is the guar-

antee for the customer that what is sold as typical of a region or a city comes from there.

The proof of authenticity is carried out by customers only when they taste the food. We

will deeply analyse this aspect in the next section, but we can already suppose that ordinary

customers do not have specialised knowledge; they have to rely on the credibility of the pro-

ducer. Food becomes credible as typical if the claim of authenticity expressed by the food

trucker also appears credible. This is reached through a personal connection between the

producer and the place on which the notion of typicality is tailored. In other words, the

connection between the producer and the product must be «genuine», in its etymological

meaning of recognition of kinship between two elements. In the Italian context, where culi-

nary traditions vary from city to city, individual origins or the origin of the family are the

most common way to build this kinship between the typical product and the vendor. In the

few cases in which this ancestral relationship is absent, like in the case of Italian food truck-

ers selling foreign dishes, the strength of the genuineness is safeguarded by a similar intimate

connection between the producer and the product, built on notions of experience, passion

and expertise in the specific food culture and cuisine.

The exposed definition can appear restrictive and sets the bar very high, but it needs to be

seen in the context of in the food truck economic niche, where the threshold of credibility

expected by customers is higher than in other commercial contexts. Moreover, genuineness
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is a bond that is not only used in its symbolic dimension, but that can also imply some more

practical and economic advantages: experience in the correct processing of ingredients, ability

to better assess their quality, knowledge of the most reliable sellers and/or preferential supply

lanes.

The combination of the two elements, typicality and genuineness, can be seen in the ex-

cerpt below, where the process of formation of an «authenticity claim» is described:

We started with where we live, with what our traditions were, then my part-
ner with Piedmont’s sausage of Bra and the Piedmontese meat Fassona and I in
Veneto with the products of the park of the Dolomites. So, we started with two
important ingredients. All our recipes are not created for the recipe, i.e. I’m not
inventing a recipe or a dish because it came to my mind but [...] I start from the
product. [...] I like to say that we are assemblers of quality raw material [...] In
general, therefore, the originality, in my opinion, is to narrate your land, your
traditions and who you are. (Brunilde)

The co-existence of both «typicality» and «genuineness» can be considered as the foun-

dation for the reproduction of «authenticity» to establish the quality of the product. The

example above, in which food truckers consider themselves «assemblers of high-quality raw

ingredients’, relying almost exclusively on them to build their claim, usefully stresses the func-

tion of genuineness: if their role is just to assemble raw ingredients that are already «typical»

by themselves, in theory, any individual with any geographical belonging could perform the

same claim with the same efficacy. What instead reinforces the credibility of their claim, dis-

tinguishing them from potential competitors, is precisely the genuineness, the kinship be-
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tween the typical ingredients and the individual that allows food truckers to «narrate their

land and traditions».

Similarly, another food trucker who relied heavily on raw ingredients to build an authen-

ticity claim discussed his advantage over other competitors selling the same product, i.e. moz-

zarella typical of Campania, and emphasised the economic side explaining that «I have an

advantage in the supply chain, as my father raises buffaloes in Campania» (Biagio).

The majority of the food truckers interviewed employed a hybrid combination of factors

innovating from the tradition. The choice to innovate often depended either on the need to

stand out more on the market or practical reasons, for example when the typical ingredient

or recipe, the constitutive element of the authentic food, was unfit for a mobile food vendor

and itinerant eating, like in the two examples below:

But the classic polenta is demanding, keeping it soft on the truck is challenging
[...] So we decided to use the good old method of our grandma, who when the
polenta was made, she left it to cool, then fried it, and combined it with various
products, one is the raspadura that is just a classic of Lodi, the other could be
gorgonzola, sausage, [...]. (Tamara)

We wanted to make a purely homemade Italian cuisine. From there, started
the idea of fresh pasta, but going around with a truck cooking spaghetti rather
than penne was not comfortable so we invented the concept of enclosing sauces
inside homemade ravioli. We started with carbonara and then with other sauces.

(Bonifacio)
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The grade of innovation and differentiation from the original is variable (the first example

being an innovation closer to tradition, the second a ‘braver’ gourmet one) and the typical

element, the ingredient, or the recipe, must always remain identifiable to enable the symbolic

synecdoche to take place. But a conceptual contradiction inevitably happens in the exposed

process: to innovate on typicality means straying away from the original and «authentic» tra-

dition, thus creating «inauthenticity», so that «authenticity claims» made by food truckers

are also built upon inauthenticity.

This contradiction can be understood only by taking into proper consideration the fric-

tion between the two co-existing identities of the food truckers, already mentioned in our

analysis. They are cultural actors who passionately promote the values of local, typical and

genuine food in a new cosmopolitan context, and at the same time micro-entrepreneurs well

aware of the need to be in tune with the discourses of the economic imaginary to successfully

compete on the market.

The coexistence of the two identities can, and many times does, find a more or less pre-

carious equilibrium, resulting in a reflexive economic and cultural actor not dissimilar to the

«self-interested theorists» analysed by Rinallo & Golfetto (2006) in fashion markets, who op-

erate following their own beliefs and passions but are nevertheless aiming at satisfying their

economic interest, and in turn shape the economic imaginary and trends. In other cases, the

tension between the two contrasting aims becomes evident, as in the thoughts of an intervie-
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wee about the choice to sell «olive ascolane» (typical Italian stuffed olives) in a non-historical

variation made with truffle:

Yes, that is something I’m a bit regretful for, but we had to do it because cus-
tomers demanded it, whatever it takes...there is a little bit of truffle in the mid-
dle but there is also aroma, because, unfortunately, customers like the aroma of
truffles, which is something that I do not conceive...I care about raw materials
and to make a product with an aroma does not give me that satisfaction. [...]
Therefore, at some point, I said to myself: «Ok, we have to sell big volumes
of products, but basically when one is economically stable, he should think first
about the territory». so I repented, and I started to focus on the D.O.P. Ascolan
olives only. (Michele)

In this case, the tension between the two aims becomes explicit as the trucker explains how

he temporarily decided to consciously prepare and sell «inauthenticity» because customers

demanded this «inauthentic authenticity». Anyway, compromises in the genuineness of the

product to achieve customer satisfaction are a «necessary evil» to stay on the market but are

also perceived as something that should be avoided as soon as it is possible to do without the

compromise at the expense of authenticity seems to remain a sin to expiate.

Therefore, it is not surprising that one recurrent way used by the interviewed food truck-

ers to define themselves by opposition, as we already analysed in paragraph 3.2.2 is to dis-

tance themselves from the ones that buy from wholesale distribution excluding them from

the circle of «real» gourmet food truckers and accusing them of being just interested in the

maximisation of profits. In this context, their two-faced nature emerges clearly if we look

at the boundaries drawn between food truckers themselves, whereby others are considered
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«similar» or «distant» to one’s attitude and activism: unlike cynic food truckers buying

from wholesale distribution to maximise profits without holding onto some values, the real

gourmet food trucker is the one that «has a soul», as is stated in the description of this em-

bryonic project of a formalised network of gourmet food truckers:

We want to create this network to try to distinguish ourselves through an ethical
code, a series of guidelines related to prices, product origin, traceability, and the
authenticity of the product [...] in the sense that...I do not know how to say
it...you see, the kind of people who decide that they want to make fried fish
because they think it will make them earn a lot of money, I do not want that
kind of people in the network. I want the one who cooks and sells fish because
they come from Lake Garda, and prepare you this lake fish, in five thousand
different versions, but all deriving from that fish there [...] we want everyone
who has a soul. (Lamberto)

The image of the soul is conceptually useful, even if it could be easily considered simplistic

and naive, because it stresses the immaterial and ethical dimension of gourmet street food, as

opposed to the «soulless» nature of the purely economy-oriented street food vendors. The

latter ones are considered free-riders because, unlike traditional street food vendors, they par-

ticipate in the street food gourmet festivals and often use the same visual strategies and terms

to frame themselves. However, by maximising their revenues at the expense of quality, they

are thought of as not playing fairly in the competition to win over the customers.

Due to the evanescent and immaterial quality of possessing «a soul», there are no clear-cut

borders between the categories, and obviously, no one would ever define himself as a cheater.

Therefore, said boundaries are often conflicting with one another. Some of the sampled food
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truckers buy products from wholesale distribution and, for one of them, the marketplace was

the entry point to the gourmet food sector, thanks to cooking courses held by a renowned

chef. In these cases, the choice to buy raw ingredients from wholesale distribution was not

considered a critical issue. The production of authenticity relied on recipes rather than on

raw ingredients. Identity by the opposition was more easily expressed in contrast to those

who use exaggerated, sophisticated ingredients but are not able to cook them to perfection,

ending up with «deplorable products».

The same structure applies to foreign food. In a landscape dominated by regional food,

truckers of foreign food do not seem to invest much on the exoticism of the product; instead,

they are willing to shorten the cultural distances, preferring to serve courses familiarly and re-

assuringly, like for example a sandwich. A food trucker of Venezuelan food commented the

choice of adding to their original flagship product, a typical Venezuelan food called tequenos,

another typical course as patacones, a sandwich prepared with plantains instead of bread, stat-

ing that people seemed more willing to pay the price of gourmet street food for something

that is nourishing and has a familiar aspect:

You know, everyone sells sandwiches, bread with this or that...They all sell the
same. We are happy anyway, but our problem is that we must educate people,
some people do not even know what a patacones is. [...] Some people even told
me «I thought patacones is a fish». [...] I must spend too much time making
people understand what I sell. But it’s an effort that pays off in the long run.

(Luz)

The product is still legitimised as authentic through the above-mentioned scheme, which
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confers typicality and genuineness to the products. The raw ingredients are high in quality

even without the painstaking and meticulous attention which we generally observed in other

food trucks, suggesting that the «exoticism» of the final product, i.e. the allure of foreign

food, is a quality sufficient to make it reach an adequate distinctiveness on the market without

the need to resort to exceptional raw ingredients or to innovate the recipe.

The difference in panache regarding raw ingredients between national and foreign food

trucks can also be explained by recalling the literal meaning of exotic as something distant

to the point of being unknown and therefore extraordinary. As such, the knowledge of the

customers about ‘exotic’ food is normally quite limited, and a lower degree of precision is

sufficient for being recognised as «typical»: what has to be framed at a regional or urban

level in the case of local food can be framed at a national level in case of foreign food.

4.2.3 The construction of a proper «promise of taste»

The confirmation of authenticity and distinctiveness to the course does not end with its ma-

terial production. Food truckers are not contestants preparing food for a jury of experts that

will try each course but are street vendors that must convince people to stop and choose them

instead of the one two meters away.

In this section, therefore, the analysis will focus on street food festivals as the main places

where food trucks operate and on the visual representations (Schroeder, 2002) enacted by

food truckers to succeed in the competition for patrons to assemble a fascinating «promise
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of taste».

Street food festivals can be defined as a cosmopolitan canopy (Anderson, 2004) where fam-

ilies, young couples, groups of friends or lone foodies wander looking for the perfect gourmet

meal. The organisers often structure the festival like an itinerary. Otherwise, if space allows,

the trucks are more simply arranged in a circle and normally surround the central benches on

which the wanderers eat.

In street food festivals hours of hectic paces alternate with hours of almost complete inac-

tivity. During lunch and dinner time, the wanderers become swarms of people calculating

the best balance between their preferences and the length of the queue, while workers on

the truck take orders and serve products as fast as they can. Food truckers often describe the

work during street food festivals as extremely chaotic and physically tiring: this is the moment

when their job is very similar to the one of traditional «scuzzy».

It is in this cosmopolitan canopy, during its hectic moments, that competition takes place.

The truckers have prepared or are cooking their food with an authentic and distinctive taste,

but everything will be wasted, and the food not savoured if the customers will not be con-

vinced to buy it. A paradox of taste can thus be observed in gourmet street food: its assem-

blage is the defining feature of the food trucker, but its consumption only happens after the

customer has made the choice, as the last thing. Therefore, the actual taste of the course (and

the related pure skill of the trucker as a gourmet cook) cannot directly influence the choices
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of the patrons and the economic success of the truck. In the words of one interviewee, «first

comes the eye» (Bernardo).

The relevance of branding to gain consumers’ attention and build a sense of community

through shared identities in contemporary economies is a long-established phenomenon (Arvids-

son, 2006) and is similarly practised in food trucks. The first and central element of corpo-

rate branding is, of course, the design of the truck itself. The trucks are the dominant visual

elements in a street food festival, their succession marks the rhythm of the space. Trucks,

caravans, apecars (peculiar Italian vehicles with three wheels) and cargo-bikes are the most

common vehicles, each one relying on its unique style with charm and a «hip» look.

I was in love aesthetically with the apecar, but I realised that it did not have
the necessary practical features [...] I discarded the American style food truck
because I did not like its aesthetics in any case and it requires the support of an-
other vehicle. Then, I opted for a caravan, a trailer vehicle, which can be hooked
and latched. (Lara)

When there is an explicit link to values, these are normally ecology and sustainable trans-

port applied through a «food bike». Apart from these exceptions, the food trucks are usually

not related to the product they serve: their primary function seems to be to match the style

of the owner and to be as original and recognisable as possible, catching the sight of the wan-

derers among the plethora of competitors. In one notable case, the micro-entrepreneur gave

the name of a person to the truck, starting from her nickname:

I’ve always been told to have the **** [adjective removed for privacy, is a dialectal
expression], a permanent state of restlessness. So, I immediately opted for the
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name **** [idem, the same word as the adjective above], because I liked the idea,
so first there was the name, then we built the idea for the truck around it.

(Gigliola)

The truck is the visual element which has to demonstrate at first sight the membership

to the gourmet food truck scene and the divergence from the category and imaginary of

«scuzzy» trucks. The choice usually falls on a hip and refined look, knowing that a «scuzzy»

is normally characterised by a very kitsch appearance, with flashy colours, old fonts and generic

names.

Beside the truck, the other elements that constitute the core of the corporate branding

and the visual «business card» to customers are the logo and the name. The name is quite

special because it is the only element that is usually chosen by the micro-entrepreneur or the

group of associates alone, without professional help. Both the design of the truck and the

logo are instead normally entrusted to professionals with a varying degree of participation of

the trucker, and the aim is always that of upscaling the truck to distinguish it from the others:

I invented the name, while the graphic form was created by the graphic studio.
[...] It is a nice logo because it is different from the others in the street food
business, it is a logo that is perhaps more of a restaurant, a brand of a certain
level. (Pierluigi)

The practises and behaviours of the truckers represent the core of the strategy to build an

effective «promise of taste». In material and visceral terms, the goal is to make customers

drool at the truck so that they decide that their wandering is over.
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Both the graphic elements on accessories and the performances by truckers play a role. Per-

formances include, for example, cooking demos on the spot, in a visible space on or next to

the truck, to reaffirm the genuineness of the product and that tie of «kinship» between the

trucker and the food served.

Another common visual tactic to create a proper promise of food is the menu. Far from

being a neutral element, presenting the courses is a critical act to stimulate the appetite and

promise a pleasuring experience:

I have a colleague who made a particularly good sandwich, but the name was
simply «sandwich with pork strips». In the sandwich with pork strips there
was also burrata [a peculiar Italian cheese like mozzarella]. The burrata is very
trendy lately, so I convinced him to change the name of the sandwich in «sand-
wich with burrata». and now the sales of it are skyrocketing, just because there
is «burrata» written there. (Carmelo)

After the customer has wandered around the festival and made up his mind about the most

promising truck, he usually starts to line up. Alternatively, he could be intrigued by a dish

but at the same time dubious. Here is where tactics that involve other senses come into play.

For example, a common, heavily used tactic is to give out free samples, to let people try the

taste and have a «free demo» of the experience they will get if they pay for the entire dish:

and then we let people pick up a big part of our product, I do not say a 15% but
a 5/10% of the sausage we have is dedicated to being tried to attire the customer;
when they decide to taste it, you have already conquered them. (Brunilde)

If «the eye comes first» as stated by the aforementioned trucker, the taste comes last: if cus-

tomers decide to try the food, it is because they have already been convinced by the promise
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of taste, and just want to have a confirmation that there are no unpleasant surprises, or reas-

surance about some potentially dangerous properties of the raw ingredients (in the case of

the quote just above, raw sausage).

Lastly, an important part of food truckers’ job is to «educate» the patron about the food.

One example is the following excerpt in which a trucker talks about the problems caused by

a way of cooking, which is smoking, that makes food appear as if it were raw:

When people open the chicken and find the red in the outside, they do not un-
derstand that the red is out, not inside, then they come back saying the meat is
raw [...] In addition to selling my food I have to continuously give explanations,
it is unnerving because it often happens that I give an explanation to the cus-
tomer in front of me, the one behind who is, like, thirty centimetres away, but
when it is his turn he asks me the same thing, so I have to start again from the
beginning. (Pierluigi)

Through the illustrated vast array of tactics food truckers, besides the creation of a proper

«promise of taste». also mention many times the aim to literally «educate» patrons and

wanderers by the festivals about the values that raw ingredients or recipes possess. Here the

bicephalous nature of the food trucker and the commingling of economic and cultural inter-

ests in his practices resurface: the education of the patron is a necessary performance to fill

in the knowledge gap that exists between the two individuals in the most efficient way, given

the narrow time available.

Through this labour, the worker fulfils his identity as a cultural actor transmitting his val-

ues and ethics to the patron: the actual moment of transmission should be the one in which
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the subject bites and taste the food, but this cannot happen if the eating is not accompanied

by an education that provides him with a sufficient specialised cultural capital to be effec-

tively conscious about the food and the values associated to it. At the same time, this process

is also economically finalized because the explication of values and the ethics involved in the

production of the course is functional to the explanation of its high costs for a mobile street

food vendor: they need to counterbalance the consistent expense for the customers making

them understand the reasons behind it. So, the credibility of the specific promise of taste and

the education performed by the vendor is essential to the recognition of selling prices as fair,

and consequently to the earnings of the business.

The attention of this section has been devoted to street food festivals only, that are the

main working places for truckers and the main field of the conducted participant observation.

It is nevertheless interesting to mention catering events. It is in private events for enterprises

quite far from the imaginary of street food, that the satisfaction measured by the interviewees

is generally very high: according to their accounts, it is in these occasions that they can most

truly express their creativity and authenticity and feel that their mastery and professionalism

is fully recognised without the need to laboriously educate customers and come to terms with

«inauthentic» authenticity seekers.
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4.3 Artisans of sociability

4.3.1 Introduction

As I go into the bar, the owner welcomes me opening her arms and exclaiming
to me: ‘Come here, auntie’s boy!’. She is a middle-aged woman, that wears a
colourful and flashy dress. I found myself to remain a bit hesitant in front of
this unexpected exuberance. She may have noticed it as she takes a generous slice
of cake and approaches saying to me: ‘In this way, you will immediately catch
the essence of this place because I am the auntie and all of you are my nephews.’.
For the interview, we transfer to the other room of the bar that is furnished as if
it were a beautiful living room of a house. [...] After the interview is finished, I
remain a little bit longer at the bar. When I am about to go, she greets me adding
“Now the beautiful thing would be if you come here to live! The auntie would
organise you everything: I would find you a house, a good girl to get engaged
with, and everything!’ (Cinzia)

These ethnographic notes have been taken the second time I entered in one bar, in the

neighbourhood of NoLo, to interview her owner. The first was just a quick visit together

with the person that introduced me to the neighbourhood and to the majority of the bar

owners, to have her contact.

Nevertheless, she welcomed me with warmth and enthusiasm so intense that at the begin-

ning can leave one disoriented. In reality, if she can be considered probably the purest and

ideal-typical embodiment of it, she was expressing the same practice enacted by practically

every other bar owners we interviewed. During her interview, she expressed this practice in

a very compelling way: «the important thing is to never lose the common aim, that is being
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together in these places». To be together in these places, i.e. the bars, pubs and shops in the

neighbourhood, was elevated to a mission to be pursued as a collective action, almost as a col-

lective movement. A «sociality for the pleasure of sociality», the Geselligkeit of Simmelian

nature that is translatable in the sociological concept of sociability (Simmel, 1949).

Thus, in this section, we will analyse how micro-entrepreneurs owning bars of a different

kind (daytime bars, cocktail bars, pubs, bar-restaurants, etc.) are all united by being «artisans

of sociability», that is, willing to make the customers feel an authentic experience when they

come in.

We will analyse the production of sociability through three different dimensions: first,

through the fostering of the bar as a genuine place, where to feel at home and experience

authentic social relations; then, through the organisation of events hosted in the bar; lastly,

through the design of the internal space itself.

4.3.2 Dealing authentic social relations

A common element used to describe the bar from the owners is the one to «make the cus-

tomer feels like it is at home». The idea of expressing oneself, that returns as a recurring

element along with our dissertation, is concretised in the idea to make the customer feel like

if the owner is making him enter into his house, like if he is completely opening himself most

truly and directly, that is, authentic. This was summarised by one interviewee as a matter of

«charisma» of the place:
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In my opinion, it matters a lot the charisma. This is a very personal place, it is
not like a bar in the city centre of Milan, it has been planned and realised to make
you feel at home. We try to develop a relationship of familiarity with customers,
we try to immediately forge a friendship with them, also if they are new or are a
lady of fifty years old we tell you a joke. (Norberto)

The naturalness of this homelike atmosphere is only apparent, as it is instead the result

of precise planning and realisation. It is interesting that replicating someway the definition

by opposition observed in the previous chapter and also in the previous section, this atmo-

sphere is expressed by opposition to the bars in the city centre, that is considered posh, thus

associated with a lack of social relations and ties between bartenders and customers, thus in-

authentic. The realisation of a homelike environment is functional to predispose the creation

of friendly relations with the customers and among them, also if they are new or they do not

belong to the main target of the bar.

In common with food truckers analysed in the previous section, differentiation plays a

fundamental role also for bars. Bars often differentiate themselves for the function between

day-time bars, cocktail bars that open for happy hour, pubs, etcetera. But in our ethnographic

field, bars also differentiated themselves in terms of social function played in the neighbour-

hood too, each trying to cover a unique niche not occupied by anyone before.

I made available what in my opinion is the most precious thing that I have: my-
self. My humanity, my real self. To be authentic, sincere, joyful with people.
And this human component made the difference in my opinion. Because you
know, the spritz [a typical cocktail from Veneto region], the beers that I serve
ok they are good, but now in Milan with all the offer you find them everywhere.
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But what makes the difference is the person that proposes you the place, and
that is what made this place to grow economically [...] From the beginning, I
played the role of ‘auntie’ of the neighbourhood. (Cinzia)

This becomes a way to establish themselves not just as commercial actors, but also as mem-

bers of the community, that contribute to its everyday social life, its needs and aspirations.

As the owner of a bar devised to be a reference point for neighbourhood mothers explained:

This bar opened as a bar that is dedicated to families and kids, the reason for this
opening was to satisfy some necessities of the neighbourhood, and also personal.
[...] We opened this place to work on the community of families and kids of the
neighbourhood, focusing on toys, children’s books and this kind of elements.
In the beginning, this was the idea. Then it evolved following the necessities
of the entire neighbourhood and its inhabitants, also of the ones that do not
have kids: the necessity to have a bar that could foster community-building, that
could become a meeting place. (Mara)

The dealing of sociability into the bar can be fostered by simple everyday interaction, but

also with particular tactics elaborated by the owner, as the case of one restaurant-bar that

came up with the idea of a reduced portion of their dishes to encourage people to try out

different food and share it with the other person you go out:

We have this formula in which we serve reduced portions of the courses we have
on the menu. Taking inspiration from the mezzè of Lebanese cuisine, we Ital-
ianised the formula. The portions are often one third, and also the related price,
to say a course that would be normally 16 € the mezzè formula is 6 €. This
formula is born from the fact that we always wanted to taste, to try more than
one course when we go out for dinner. We wanted to allow the client to pick at
more than one single element, to experiment. (Medoro)
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Or in this case in which the signature cocktails in the menu of a cocktail bar, that are the

unique cocktails crafted by the bartender that mark the distinctiveness of the bar, are directly

named after some habitual customers that inspired their creation, asking the bartender to

create a cocktail at the moment based on their feelings. In this way, the names in the menu

become the crystallisation of the unique entanglement between the customer, his feelings,

and the bartender bespoke artisanal craft.

We kept all the vintage cocktail selection inspired to prohibitionist America and
we paired it up with a selection of ‘stories’, indeed the tagline of our bar is ‘Cock-
tail stories and other stuff’ [in English in the original] where the cocktails are the
great classics, stories are the signature cocktails and other stuff is food served to
match them. [...] Our signatures are stories that are born on the counters where
I worked, with local customers, that came telling me «Prepare me a cocktail at
your will, today I am sad», or «today I am daydreaming», and upon these sto-
ries, we built together the drinks that then became part of the list. In a few
months, the great classics will change while the stories will always remain, be-
ing just eventually updated. The stories have precisely the names of the people
from which they were born. (Lorenzo)

As we already did in the previous section, is useful to always consider micro-entrepreneurs

as both economic and cultural actors, individuals that contemporaneously aim to reach eco-

nomic viability and the fulfilment of cultural, ethic and social goals fundamental for profes-

sional satisfaction. The dealing of authentic experience is a means to reach both ends, and a

certain grade of reflexivity can be observed on the matter:

We put people in relation, this is what we do better. Our bar also won a pre-
mium as valuable social enterprise [impresa sociale di valore in Italian], that is
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linked to the aspect of hybrid space, because to be a commercial activity that has
also a social value is important both to distinguish yourself toward the public
but also to make work more pleasurable for the people that work inside it.

(Mara)

To be a business producing economic as well as social value is recognised as a means to

differentiate yourself, that is a pre-requisite for economic success as extensively argued, but

also to attain the reaching of a sort of «pleasurable work» for the owner and employees.

4.3.3 Becoming hubs of neighbourhood social life

Connected to the idea of becoming part of the community, the dealing of sociability is also

obtained through the organisation of special events that carry out a useful function for the

local community, foster social ties between inhabitants and reinforce the prestige and recogni-

tion of the bar in the area. This function of bars will also be analysed in the following chapter

when we will assess the role of bars in the rooting of the local hipster imaginary of NoLo as

the new identity of the neighbourhood.

It is natural for a bar, or a commercial space, to organise social events, after all. Here, nev-

ertheless, we will concentrate on events that are not simple though as special events hosted in

the bar, like a DJ set or a themed night but are devised and realised to be moments in intimate

connection with neighbourhood social life and with its inhabitants. Moments in which to

reinforce social ties with inhabitants and between them, make something good for the com-

munity, and also perform a return to the community in exchange for their frequentation of
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the bar, in the establishment of a sort of symbiotic relationship between the business and the

inhabitants.

This willingness to establish a symbiotic relationship with the local community returning

their generosity is promoted also through the organisation of events that aims to empower

and expand the competencies of the inhabitants, with something that has an intimate link

with the bar or his owner. The idea of expressing oneself through the economic activity re-

turns: the giveback is operated by the micro-entrepreneur sharing with the community his

most beloved passion. For the owner of a cocktail bar, for example, this idea was accomplished

through the organisation of cocktail teaching:

Every month we organise free events open to all the people living in the neigh-
bourhood to teach them to prepare cocktails at home, with the tools they have
at home. We teach for example for people that want to organise a dinner with
friends to prepare a worthy cocktail, decently made, without having to spend
the money for professional gear. (Lorenzo)

In other cases, the bar proposes itself as a «home» for particular categories of the local

community, offering active support to them. This can be achieved through the availability

to host meetings of local associations gratis, the positioning of a small workshop to repair

bikes freely accessible and usable by bikers, or with more intense projects like the one acti-

vated by the already cited bar that opened to become a reference point for the mothers of the

neighbourhood:

We propose weekly meeting for mums that have just gave birth to their sons,
from 0 to 12 months, because that is a very delicate passage for women in which
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you find yourself often alone, tired and you are not “tempting” to say on a so-
cial level because all the things you talk about revolve about your son. So it is
fundamental to create a moment in which mothers can meet and talk together.
Then the important thing to have a space like this is that the people you meet in
the first year of your son are the people with which you will meet like until your
son goes to college. Then we have organised also reading lectures for adolescents
and pre-adolescents or game labs. (Mara)

The idea of «feeling at home» and tighten social bonds creating new friendships returns

also as in the aims with which this kind of events are created. In this way, the organisation

of events marks, even more, its community-building aspect, in the more general goal to recre-

ate the atmosphere and social relations typical of the past times and, supposedly, lost in the

present time. The work of the micro-entrepreneur become to contribute to the reenactment

of the authentic urban life connected to old times, conceived as the realm of sociability.

An example of this concept can be found in the remarkable initiative taken by one bar

owner, that started to organise free lunches with customers at his home on Sunday. Initially

invented as a remedy against loneliness in the only fixed day off from work, due to the end

of his marriage, it became part of a mission to foster and promote the socialising between

people for the sake of it, lost over time, and «creating a large family». The initiative became

immediately a success, as he explains:

The Sunday lunches things it seems a stupid thing but first at all I have every-
thing booked until April, thus months of bookings, it works. Then it is a thing
that I donate to my customers, it is not that I bring work at home [they do not
pay any kind of fee for the lunch, neither for reimbursement of expenses]. It is a
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matter of reciprocating the affection of my customers, that even cease to be cus-
tomers and become friends, a part of the family. Because here we are creating a
large family, do you understand? The people that come here for dinner lunch
become part of the family. So I, we are creating this situation because everything
related to socialising with people has been lost over time. The socialisation, to
be together among people, even among relatives the Sunday lunch has vanished,
is not a tradition anymore. So this thing is a bit of an anomaly. Indeed when I
propose it to people someone reacts like ‘What is he asking me? Really?’, while
someone else immediately avails the opportunity and the day after they are at
my home. And then it immediately seems that we were friends from years.

(Carlo)

What is most striking about this peculiar initiative and of the other two illustrated above is

the disinterest for the economic dimension. This launch is organised through and through as

one among friends, extraneous by nature from the realm of economic transactions. Similar

to what is done among friends, the owner specified that to the customers if they want to

contribute, are invited to bring a good bottle of wine or a dessert (the only course he does not

prepare) to be drunk or eaten together.

From this case, that we can consider an «extreme one» for its peculiarity, an interplay of

«inauthentic authenticities» not dissimilar from the one observed in the previous section can

be analysed: pure authentic social relations, i.e. sociability or the socialising for the sake of

socialising, can only be pursued outside the realm of economic transactions. But the above

example in which this Arcadian ideal of a return to the innocence of vanished past social rela-

tions is accomplished, on a micro-scale, precisely through the abolition of economic transac-
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tions is the exception and could not be otherwise. In the everyday economic life of a business,

the pursuit of an economic profit is the necessary precondition. As such, the staged sociabil-

ity is bent to economic profit, contradictorily with its nature.

4.3.4 Assembling authentic atmospheres through space

Differently from food truckers, constricted into the few meters of the van, that as we illus-

trated in paragraph 4.2.3 can only shape the truck appearance to attract customers at first

glance and transmit them a proper promise of taste, bar owners can design the entire envi-

ronment all around the customer for the time of his visit. This gives the owner much more

freedom in the design and planning of the space and much more possibilities to express him-

self into it. To the design of the bar is left the task to make the bar distinctive from anyone

else and transmit immediately its soul to the wanderer that lands there. Also, small, «silly»

passions as the collecting of duckies can become the cornerstone around which to build the

distinctive identity of the bar:

I furnished it from scratches because it was empty. [...] Then you also add the
objects that represent yourself: in my case, I brought my duckies [made by rub-
ber, plastic or ceramics]. They are all baptised: one is «Gigi the little brush»
[gigina la dondolina in Italian], another one «the small rocker» [dondolina in
Italian], [...] there are a lot of them and now they even grew in family because
our friends, that is, our customers, when they go on a trip or they see a ducky
in a shop they feel part of this and bring it here in the house of duckies [she
laughs] (Cinzia)
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In this case, the bar became the «house of duckies», on an explicitly playful register. Not

only the positioning of all the personal collection of duckies of the owner builds an «authen-

tic atmosphere» that permeates the bar thanks to the intimate connection with the owner:

every ducky has its name, thus its own identity and specificity, amplifying the magnitude of

the authentic atmosphere. Moreover, the design of the environment become interactive in its

own making, as customers are called to contribute to it bringing their duckies from holidays

or shops, making them feel part of the shop themselves, reinforcing the friendship between

them and the owner, but also enacting what could be interpreted as a strategy of customer

retention.

If the identity of the bar coincides with cocktails and with the mission to spread cocktail

culture and knowledge in an area without a tradition in that sense, the way to transmit the

place soul and support the authentic atmosphere of the place can also become to hang up

the recipes of the «great classics», the cocktails essentials to be a connoisseur of the subject

matter, to the walls:

Our model wants to be didactic to spread drink culture also in Italy. When we
turn the drink list of the great classics we hang up the recipes of the cocktails
previously on the list on the walls of the bar, so they can read them and learn
about the drinks. (Lorenzo)

In this sense, the didactic aim of the cultural mission of the bartender is combined with the

design of the place, and a sense of continuity is given: cocktails list on the menu changes every

few months to enable the customer to always discover and taste new cocktails, and learn more
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and more about drinking culture. But the memory of the cocktails gone by is maintained on

the walls of the bar.

Space can also be furnished to specifically transmit the creativity of the bar, its artistic esprit.

The aim is to explicate the connection with creativeness and artistic imaginary to distinguish

it from both the posh, high-ranking bars «of the city centre» and popular standardised bar.

In this case, for example, the bar is furnished with an artistic installation that changes every

thirty days by different kinds of artists (photographers, clothing designers, painters, etcetera)

to mark the bar as the home of creativity and art all-around. This choice is always made with

the target audience in mind:

Every 30 days we change the art installation on the walls of the bar. That de-
fines the creativity mark of the bar, in addition to the furniture. Our intention
was precisely to transmit a strong connotation in terms of creativity: being it
photographers, clothing designers or painters, we are talking of creatives, thus
we bring art in the bar. [...] You always have to invent something in this kind
of bar, it is not a posh bar of the city centre in which you go and you know ev-
erything is always identical, while here people search something different every
time. It is a matter of choices in the end. We targeted the bar on people of our
age, in the thirties. You cannot design it like a tea room, you have to build a
bar in movement. It is liked by people because they feel like if they are at their
home. (Norberto)
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4.4 The dealing of authentic experiences under hipster imaginary

4.4.1 Toward a cultural political economy of omnivorous taste produc-

tion

This dissertation constitutes arguably one of the first attempts at analysing cultural omniv-

orousness with a focus on its concrete dealing on the marketplaces, following a recent devel-

oping literature (Arsel & Bean, 2018). Therefore, the growing trend and economic niches of

«hipster businesses» have been considered as an economic imaginary and their owners as its

dealers, cultural claimers of authenticity and micro-entrepreneurs seeking economic viabil-

ity.

The aim is to take the first steps toward a cultural political economy of omnivorous taste

production. The creation of cultural political economy has been motivated by the need of

«putting culture in its place» in political economy (Sum & Jessop, 2013); conversely, this

research responds to the need to put the economy in its place in cultural omnivorousness

studies.

Thus, results have shown the reflexive and market-bounded nature of the process of repro-

duction and assemblage of omnivorous taste. Reflexive because, as presented, the owners are

actors who are conscious of their double identity, and who try to reach both cultural and

economic objectives and mediate the intrinsic contradictions between them. They are active
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authenticity claimers that assemble the food, contributing to shape the imaginary and, at the

same time, powerless spectators of the norms and the «ground rules» to be followed to be

a competitor in the economic imaginary itself. Moreover, they are market-bounded because

the results have uncovered the fact - pretty intuitive but normally concealed - that, although

the values and frames enhanced by gourmet food are apparently intrinsic to the duty of the

artisan to offer excellent food to the consumer, the process of assemblage of taste is not a

detached act made (only) in the name of food quality and personal ethics, but is (also) a self-

interested act stemming from the need to fight the harsh competition and be a successful

micro-entrepreneur.

Micro-entrepreneurs, in our view, become dealers of taste. They act as «explorative cre-

ators» (Weijo et al., 2018) that seize the opportunity given by global consumption trends

finding their way to become distinctive market agents. Similarly to what has been described

by CCT researches as «taste engineering» (Maciel & Wallendorf, 2017), taste dealing can be

read as a strategy to reach success, in this case in both cultural and economic domains. This

engineering is nevertheless concretised in the working act that produces the good to be sold

in markets: through the physical assemblage of food, the omnivorous taste is translated from

the general imaginary to a specific quality.

Taste dealing, then, constitutes the missing link that enables to connect the macro level of

societal structures, institutions, and economic imaginaries to the micro-level of consumers’
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agency and taste orientation. By adding this intermediate layer of market actors we do not

mean to undermine or to question the consumers’ active role in influencing consumption

habits, already demonstrated by a vast literature, but rather we wish to enlighten the role of

micro-entrepreneurs until now overshadowed and to make a decisive progress towards the

formulation of a general model of taste production, diffusion and consumption in markets

between tastemakers, taste dealers and consumers, which would be the ultimate goal of our

proposed «Cultural Political Economy» of taste.

In this regard, we hope that this perspective will spark an interesting dialogue with those

who work on CCT and have called for increased attention to the «context of context», to ex-

pand «the contextualisation of lived consumer experiences with another contextualisation,

this time the one of systemic and structuring influences of market and social systems that

is not necessarily felt or experienced by consumers in their daily lives» (Askegaard & Lin-

net, 2011), together with attention to cultural and market intermediaries (Smith Maguire &

Zhang, 2016).

4.4.2 Sociability as a mission: achieving authentic social relations

In the renowned «Naked City», Zukin (2010) masterfully describes the thirst for authentic

urban places by newcomers in contemporary New York City. In it, Zukin claims that authen-

ticity started to be searched not only in objects but also in experiences. In the context of the

book, the specific topic of the use of sociability to convey an authentic experience is hinted
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at in some passages but never thoroughly addressed. Nevertheless, the connection between

new retail entrepreneurs and the concept of sociability is mentioned and the active role of the

firsts in the production of the second is suggested:

New retail entrepreneurs are also, in a sense, social entrepreneurs. By opening
places of sociability where new residents feel comfortable - and longtime resi-
dents do not - they help to create a neighbourhood’s new beginnings. [...]. The
new consumption spaces that they [Hipsters] patronize - music bars, cafés, bou-
tiques, vintage clothing stores - reinvent the urban community.

(Zukin, 2010, p. 20)

In the light of the results obtained from our ethnographic material, in this paragraph we

aim to follow the route traced by Zukin on this specific topic, contributing to and extending

the theories about hipster retailers, sociability and authentic experiences.

In fact, from the accounts of the bar owners sociability emerges as a mission, to be accom-

plished almost like an ethical duty. Coherently, they actively promote sociability at their place

through a complex entanglement of strategies involving everyday interaction, social events

and space design. The achievement of sociability thanks to this set of strategies is functional

to the conferment to the place of an authentic atmosphere, that is, in turn, one of the two

analysed components of authentic experience provisioning to customers (the other being the

authentic taste of products).

Sociability becomes as such the fuel that powers authenticity production in hipster bars.

But this mechanism brings in itself a contradictory stance. Sociability is by definition, from
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its famous conceptualisation as Geselligkeit by Simmel (1949), «sociality for the pleasure of

sociality», without ulterior interests. This connotation is still rooted in the sociability pro-

duced by bar owners: many of their initiatives taken to foster sociability are provided gratis,

like if sociability is something that should remain free from profit purposes. But even if this

pureness is safeguarded with regards to the specific initiative, the ulterior interests are evident

and intrinsic in the management of the economic activity. The same conflict observed in the

dealing of taste between the micro-entrepreneur as economic and cultural (and social) actor

recurs in the dealing of sociability for the realisation of an authentic atmosphere, producing

inherently inauthentic authenticities.

The interplay between distinctiveness and authenticity recurs in the production of socia-

bility too. We have observed, its common start is the willingness to «express oneself» through

the place and to make the customer «feel at home». These can be interpreted as indirect ways

to achieve a unique and distinctive atmosphere, to attract and retain a habitual clientele. At

the same time, sociability is pursued as a means to achieve a «return to innocence» of a past

characterised by pure, authentic social relations. The nature of authenticity as antithetical to

the industrial society - and to Fordist production canon - is again reaffirmed: in the common

view, as also consistent with Zukin (2010) evidence, the age of sociability is the pre-industrial

one, while the loss of it coincides with the rise of the industrial society, and consequently to

standardisation and mass-consumerism.
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4.4.3 «Be authentic»: authenticity as imperative of omnivorous taste regimes

The results prove that authenticity is a relational quality: it takes form only in the mutual

relation and agreement reached between an authenticity claim by economic actors and their

customers. This process also includes innovation through creativity, to meet market require-

ments: authenticity claims also partially incorporate «inauthenticity», conscious deviations

from the typicality, to accommodate consumers’ taste and reach market distinctiveness.

Moving from the assumption of authenticity as a socially constructed (Peterson, 2005a)

concept that can vary upon the social situations (Wherry, 2006), we intend to go even fur-

ther, stressing that authenticity, intended as quality conferred to a good, is always the hybrid

outcome of the inherent tension between «the logic of commerce and art» (Kjeldgaard et al.,

2017) experienced by the taste dealer. This factor allows understanding the complex entangle-

ment of paradoxes of inauthentic authenticities emerging from our findings. The economic

imaginary relying on the omnivorous taste regime shapes both consumers’ demands and the

dealers’ self-fulfilment upon authenticity. Thus, the producer modulates his abstract idea of

«authenticity» governing his identity as a cultural actor who at the same time needs to satisfy

market-driven necessities.

Indeed, during the ethnography, every interviewee reported both authenticity and creativ-

ity as fundamental qualities to be successful in this job, with a clear similarity to the obligation

of «being creative» observed by McRobbie (2014) in the broader field of creative economies.
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Authenticity, then, becomes not only a quality to be possessed by the food, but also by the

producer: this becomes explicit in the demarcation of the boundaries between «real» and

fictitious ones. Starting from the assumption that everyone considers himself to be «authen-

tic», everyone draws up a network of other micro-entrepreneurs that are considered «au-

thentic» based on the resemblance to themselves. Authenticity becomes the most basic pre-

requisite to be considered a member of a clique. Given the centrality of authenticity for the

formation of omnivorous taste regardless of the sector, and despite the need for further empir-

ical evidence, the imperative disposition of «being authentic» can be considered extensible

to the broader category of omnivorous taste producers.

Thus, addressing the imperative of «being authentic» as one specific variation of the gen-

eral imperative of «being creative» means exploring the normative dimension of economic

imaginaries, in which dealers of taste are like sailors on the high sea: they can set the route

and choose the vessel, but, if they do not strictly follow the navigation rules of the sea, they

will soon end up shipwrecked. Similarly, taste dealers have the power to design their gourmet

dishes as they want and to shape their appearance and distinctiveness in the market but must

conform to the most resonant discourses that compose the imaginary to avoid failing in their

economic niche.
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4.4.4 Regionalism as a cosmopolitan attitude: Integrating theories about

food cultural omnivorousness

The literature offers examples of the idea of promoting and re-discovering local food mainly

as an act of resistance to globalised trends through alternative value systems of belief, ei-

ther with a positive or negative connotation of «reflexive» against «unreflexive» or «defen-

sive» localism (Feagan, 2007; DuPuis & Goodman, 2005; Winter, 2003), and more gener-

ally the idea of a decline of place-based localism in the age of cosmopolitanism (Haller &

Roudometof, 2010).

This contribution, far from rejecting the existence and relevance of movements promoting

local food chains against globalisation and/or capitalism, suggests that global economic imag-

inaries about food have also subsumed localism and regionalism as constitutive elements of

a cultural omnivorous taste, at least in the Italian context, supporting other previous studies

that claimed that localities do not disappear under globalisation but rather are reconstructed

in function of local markets (Askegaard & Kjeldgaard, 2007) and that cosmopolitanism can

be a useful vector to frame local products as gourmet (Fonseca, 2005). Regionalism, defined

as a recognised system of values connected to the promotion of typical products and raw in-

gredients of a region or a local tradition, even when intimately connected with Italian «cam-

panilismo» does not express a parochial attitude in contemporary gourmet food production,

but rather a cosmopolitan one.
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This cosmopolitan attitude emerged from a regionally-oriented omnivorousness: the use

of refined «typical» ingredients and a visual representation of the place and the products

heavily relying on a «hip» aesthetics. In this regard, the visual strategies appear to be a mir-

ror image of the ones observed by multinationals trying to adapt to local contexts (Aiello &

Dickinson, 2014): the latter used visual strategies to root a cosmopolitan brand in the local

context, in our case instead the aim was giving a cosmopolitan framing to local and regional

products.

According to the results, regionalism and exoticism, the latter in the marginal number of

cases in which it was employed, seem to be two equivalent qualities used to assemble «au-

thentic» food, and both come with the necessity to add genuineness to be credible. They

fundamentally serve the same goal: they help to link the food to a specific place, be it a re-

gion, a city, or a foreign country, and they lay the foundations for the distinctiveness of the

business, that is pivotal to its success in this economic niche, together with innovation en-

abled by the creativity of the micro-entrepreneur. The typicality infused by regionalism is

therefore comparable to exoticism, as they are both ways to link some food to a geographic

place; at the same time, they operate differently. Indeed, the act of tasting the typical could be

interpreted as the contrary of the act of tasting the exotic: you seek the familiar rather than

the unusual, the «true typical» regional food you know so well rather than the «exciting

unknown» exotic food.
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The results on the role of typicality and its predominance observed through the ethnogra-

phy can lead us to partially integrate the theories about the frames of taste under food cultural

omnivorousness. First, without challenging the relevance of exoticism in gourmet food pro-

duction already observed in the literature in the American context (Johnston & Baumann,

2015, 2007), this contribution argues that this relevance cannot be automatically extended

to the global scale. In other contexts, the «exotic» frame can be replaced, for example, by the

«typical» frame, serving the same function but being different in the ways it achieves it. Fur-

ther researches are necessary to assess if this is an Italian exceptionalism or if the prevalence

of typicality over exoticism is a feature that occurs also in other contexts characterised by a

diversified and rooted food and street food culture, or even if other new frames could emerge

from other contexts.

In light of the previous contributions, we propose a more general integration of theories of

gourmet food production in the age of cultural omnivorousness: food must «be authentic»

(and the micro-entrepreneur must be authentic, too) to be recognised as gourmet, and must

be at the same time distinctive to stand out and be successful in the market competition.

It is presented as «typical» or «exotic» to produce authenticity and reach distinctiveness,

with the genuineness that allows typicality or exoticism to be recognised as such. Innovation

on the tradition of typical or exotic recipes and raw ingredients reinforces its distinctiveness

among the crowd of competitors.
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Is there perhaps, for a long-disputed belief, a more beautiful

sign of victory than going down to the rank of banality?

Marc Bloch, The Royal Touch

5
Creativity as New Identity of a

Neighbourhood: NoLo Case
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5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have analysed step by step the consequences of the semiotic

colonisation by creative economy imaginary of manual-intensive professions, the hybrid imag-

inary produced by this process as the transformation occurring to the identity and the work-

ing practises of the people involved in such sectors.

In this chapter we will switch our focus from the businesses and the micro-entrepreneurs

to urban space, maintaining the same gaze and interest toward an exploratory analysis of how

creative economy imaginaries can also transform the perceived identity of a place, to the point

of triggering new urban processes of place renaming and transformations.

We will pursue this task analysing NoLo as a case study. That is naturally not a casual

choice, as we took NoLo as our main empirical field in which to select «hipster bars» to in-

clude in our main empirical findings (see the methodological appendix for more details about

the selection criteria). When the decision to take NoLo area as main empirical field was taken,

it was not only because a great number of bars that seemed to perfectly correspond to our

model were opening or just opened, but also for a sort of a raw «sociological instinct» that

something relevant, and unique for the Italian context, was starting to happen there. I had

no prior knowledge of the area, having never lived there, thus all I knew depended on media

coverage, that was starting to be consistent: the rise of hipster bars in the area was connected

to the growth of this «NoLo» phenomenon. Urban processes of neighbourhood renaming
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are something almost unknown in Italy, differently than in the U.S., while NoLo explicitly

took inspiration from NY «cool neighbourhood» re-brandings; furthermore, NoLo brand

immediately gained a vast media resonance bringing to a rapid coverage of the area as the

«new emerging creative district of Milan», together with the development of a community

of activists grouped around the Facebook group «NoLo Social District», a variant of Ital-

ian phenomenon of Social Streets (Morelli, in press); a last element of interest was the fact

that the area had a previous fame, well documented also by academic researches (Novak &

Andriola, 2008; Verga, 2016) of «Bronx of Milan».

Although many fundamental questions remained that only ethnographic research could

answer (what is happening apart from media depiction? How are inhabitants reacting to the

process? Is it a classic top-down gentrification process led by big-city players?), we decided to

expand the aims and research interests of our ethnographic research in NoLo area. Therefore,

this chapter will follow a consequent structure. In the first section, the literature regarding

the rebranding of urban places is summarised and NoLo area is properly contextualised. Our

focus will then shift on the «bottom-up» process through which NoLo raised as local brand

and toponym and how it became publicly recognised and institutionalised. The third section

will analyse the interaction of NoLo with yet established local identities as the one of Via

Padova. Lastly, a fourth section is devoted to a reflection about alcohol and the circuits of

distribution and consumption as useful analytic lenses to better assess processes of urban
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transformation.

5.2 Context and Literature

5.2.1 The rebranding of urban places

To inspect processes of neighbourhoods re-naming means to look at them not only as geo-

graphic toponyms but as “symbolic ecologies” (Hunter, 1987) : toponyms also became com-

modities with an important economic function, over the geographical and political one (Light

& Young, 2015) . The new cool labels applied to neighbourhoods to give them a new and

trendy identity can then be defined and analysed as brands, tools to transform everyday life

into economic value (Arvidsson, 2006) , and the processes of renaming a place can thus be

considered a re-branding process of the symbolic ecology of the neighbourhood.

Studied examples of local re-branding in academic literature usually show a common pat-

tern, with a new cool brand name introduced and promoted by real estate agencies, institu-

tions, or corporation from above (Bennet & Savani, 2003; Kearns & Lewis, 2018) to capitalise

from the new attractiveness of the neighbourhood. To study re-branding processes then also

mean to study a struggle for the economic and cultural capital in a urban space between dif-

ferent actors (Madden, 2017): the winners gain the “membership” to the new branded urban

space and benefit from their legitimation, the losers are forcibly “disenfranchised” from the

new brand and are gradually marginalised and then displaced (Langhorst, 2015). To be able
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to impose a new name can thus be considered a form of discursive power, which success

depends on the capacity of the proponents to assembly a proper and recognised toponym

(Wideman & Masuda, 2017). It is not a surprise that actors holding a consistent power like

real estate agencies or corporations are often the decisive force that promotes a re-naming

processes, the role of citizens must not be overlooked: for a new toponym to become rooted

and institutionalised, groups of inhabitants must use it in everyday life (R. B. Taylor et al.,

1984), with different groups naming the same neighbourhood differently (Lee et al., 1994).

Furthermore, citizens are naturally not only passive targets influenced by other actors, but

they are also active cultural and economic agents that shape the local brands (Keatinge &

Martin, 2016).

Notably, there is, at least for what is known by the authors, a gap in the literature about

neighbourhood re-naming or re-branding processes started and led by a group of citizens. If

in some cases new toponyms have originated from inhabitants, as in the case of DUMBO in

New York, also in that contexts the growth and success of the new toponym depended to a

substantial extent to the efforts of a big development corporation (Hackworth, 2002).

An exploratory analysis to the case study on NoLo could offer the first contribution to

fill this gap: in fact, now it constitutes a toponym not only born but also officially recog-

nised through the work of a group of local citizens, organised and through a mix of digital

and physical networks. Media and business big players naturally are not absent, as we will
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argument from our results they have a crescent role and influence over the development and

the early stage gentrification of the neighbourhood, but what distinguishes NoLo case from

other cases is the leading role played by the group of inhabitants in the re-branding process,

making NoLo a potential case of bottom-up re-branding process. Existing literature has also

evidenced how is important not to take one group of inhabitants as representative of all the

local population, as distinct groups even if living near one to another can have very divergent

opinions about neighbourhood name, identity, and boundaries, consequently expressing di-

vergent agencies (Coulton et al., 2011). So, in our analysis attention will be devoted not only

to the relation between the leading group of inhabitants promoting NoLo and big players

but also between this group and other groups living in the same neighbourhood, primarily

old inhabitants but also people involved in other cultural and activist networks, that express

different aims.

5.2.2 The context of «NoLo»: an area without identity between Viale Monza

and Via Padova

The so-called NoLo is a rather small area in the north of Milan (see figure 5.1), just over the

so-called «external ring-road» of Milan (in Italian «circonvallazione esterna») that delimits

the boundaries of the city as it presented itself at the end of the ninetieth century. Outside of

it, looking at north, there were small towns, with their modest geographies (the church, the

town hall, etc.), developing along the two trajectories that from the city of Milan constituted
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the first segment of longer paths, namely Viale Monza (connecting Milan with the near city

of Monza, gate of the industrious Brianza) and Via Padova (ideally bringing to Padua and

Veneto, more concretely the entry path to Milan from the Martesana territory). All these

small towns were incorporated in the expanding Milanese urban texture in 1923 by the new

fascist regime (apart from Turro, already annexed in 1919), becoming a full part of the Mi-

lanese territory but with an established local identity and heritage that survived the inclusion

through the district names. As such, they became part of the semi-peripheral municipality

n. 2 of Milan (see Figure 5.2, with the two long roads going from the centre to the external

boundaries still being the most visible geographical elements along which the old towns de-

velop together with more recent green areas («Parco Trotter» and «Parco della Martesana»).

Therefore, NoLo developed surrounded by historic neighbourhoods but with no histor-

ical identity itself. Its boundaries, recently defined by the NoLo Social District for practical

reasons, are nestled in the void left by other established local identities: «Loreto» at South,

«Gioia» «Cassina de Pomm» and «Greco» at West, «Turro» at North and «Casoretto» on

the right. Looking at the figures of NoLo boundaries as self-defined by the NoLo Social Dis-

trict (Figure 5.3) and the boundaries of the historic neighbourhoods surrounding it (Figure

5.4) we can see that the first replicates perfectly the void left by them.

It should not surprise then that have been the two directrixes of Viale Monza and Via

Padova that gave order and defined in some way the area. Both roads are exceptionally long,
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more than four Kilometres, and have in NoLo only a first short segment. More specifi-

cally, only Viale Monza is geographically central to NoLo, while Via Padova is geographically

marginal, also if symbolically central. As Novak & Andriola (2008) usefully summarised, re-

ferring to Via Padova, but with a validity that can be extended to Viale Monza and our area

too, the main defining elements:

Three characters define the DNA of this long road: the movement, that is, being
always a street rather than neighbourhood; popularity, being a neighbourhood
that has always been inhabited by working classes and small-scale commercial
and artisanal classes; immigration, or rather being one of the ”harbours” of Mi-
lan, the place of residence of the various migrants whose changes have built the
economic and social history of the city in the last century.

(Novak & Andriola, 2008, p.224)

Viale Monza is practically a bisector, cutting the area in two parts: on one side the one

towards the rail of Milano Centrale, on the other side the one towards Via Padova. The

bisector divides also two slightly different urban landscape: on the left, the half facing Milano

Centrale was a residential area populated by Italian inhabitants with no negative reputation,

while on the right half facing Via Padova more heavily resembled Via Padova multiethnic and

blighted fame. This is also confirmed by statistical data, as reported in Figure 5.5 included in

Verga (2016, p.1085).

Via Padova represents an interesting case of symbolic influence. When discussing the bound-

aries of NoLo (from the interviews with its founders) there was a long discussion about the

inclusion or the exclusion of Via Padova from its boundaries. In the end, the choice was to
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include it, putting the boundaries on Via Leoncavallo, the first parallel road after Via Padova.

As we will see, this decision was taken as one of the founding groups of the Social District

was named after Via Padova, so they did not want the inhabitants of the first trait of it to be

excluded from the possibility to be members of the Social District (as to live inside the offi-

cial boundaries is the prerequisite to becoming a member of the group). This decision, taken

with what we could define a generous spirit, will nevertheless have relevant consequences

when NoLo will effectively become a toponym. Returning to our point, Via Padova then is

only marginally part of the geographic space of NoLo. But if Viale Monza, the geographical

bisector of NoLo, is nowadays quite a featureless road, Via Padova has reached an incredi-

ble media (and academic) relevance due to high migration rates, from the nineties onward,

and problems of security and «urban blight» particularly after February 2010 when a young

Arab person was killed by Latino-American people; in reaction, a group of Arabic people

ravaged the street during the night. Via Padova then received media national coverage as the

«Bronx of Milan». A few months later, in May 2010, many different associations working on

Via Padova organised an event named «Via Padova is better than Milan», that then became

a yearly festival, signing the beginning of a counter-movement composed by cultural, social

and political organisations finalised to contest the negative media narrative and advance an

opposite positive narrative of Via Padova as model of multicultural cohabitation of different

cultures and integration (Verga, 2016). Via Padova has since then remained in the popular
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Figure 5.1: NoLo in the context of Milan. Source: Author on Google Maps

imagination as the migrant neighbourhood par excellence, and the most dangerous or the

most multiethnic one depending on the political connotation of the media or people.

The national common knowledge of Via Padova and its political and media centrality in

Milan combined with the similarity with and the relative anonymity of the adjacent area de-

veloped around Viale Monza, entailed that the latter started to be considered part of ”Via

Padova” area too, also if it did not share, in practice, the same phenomena, at least with that

degree of magnitude.
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Figure 5.2: The municipality n.2 of Milan (NoLo highlighted). Source: Author on Google Maps
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Figure 5.3: The boundaries of NoLo. Source: Author on Google Maps
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Figure 5.4: Historical neighbourhoods surrounding NoLo. Source: Author on Google Maps

Figure 5.5: Concentra on of inhabitants by Area Funzionale. Source: Verga (2016)
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5.3 NoLo as a case study of bottom-up rebranding

5.3.1 NoLo as case of re-branding from below

“NoLo” birth dates to 2013 by three creative workers, living in the neighbourhood but work-

ing abroad, during a trip in New York. Interrogating themselves about how they could re-

name their neighbourhood, they took inspiration by New York acronyms used to re-brand

rundown districts or anonymous suburbs to revitalise them, such as Soho or NoLIta, and

had a breakthrough: “NoLo”.

One of them, interviewed by a national Italian newspaper, affirmed ex-post: “On balance,

it revealed itself as a zero-cost operation, realised with word of mouth, we began using this

name, that started to circulate” (Aquaro, 2018).

It will be only in 2015, however, that the name started to spread. Another young creative

that just moved to the neighbourhood created a Social Street for the residents, naming it

NoLo as he heard during a dinner with common friends. Together with two other groups

differently named, they created a new “super-group”, called “NoLo Social District”, because

they considered the acronym the best fitting name.

Two combined elements can explain how NoLo in a brief period started to be supported

and, after two years of low-perfusion, passed with flying colours as the preferred name for the

Social Street of the neighbourhood. Firstly, the area between the tracks of the Central Station,
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Loreto Square and the so-called “Northern barrier”, “NoLo” core area, is surrounded by his-

toric neighbourhoods (“Gioia”, “Turro”, “Loreto”, “Casoretto”) but has no name itself. The

names of the other two groups were “Viale Padova” and “Pasteur”. Via Padova is a one-mile-

long street tangent to the zone, with an unpleasant reputation of the most dangerous street

of Milan, with a peripheral vocation. Deposits, garages, cargo terminals on trucks, petrol and

fuel stations, car dealerships and factories and a significant presence of sub-proletarians and

immigrants from southern Italy stuck in an overcrowded ghetto, all gave the area a connota-

tion compared to the other working-class districts of Milan’s periphery. Pasteur is the name

of the local metropolitan station, named after a small street, to which never corresponded a

recognised identity.

In the words of one of the founders of the Social Street:

When I heard the name, I thought, «What a cool one!». I found it very nice and
very useful because I bought a house in this area and I really struggled to com-
municate where I lived because people did not understand where I had gone, so
I simply said my street name and they answered that they did not know it...then
I would say «Viale Monza» and they would answer «Eh but Viale Monza is
very long», «Not Viale Monza, more towards Loreto», «Ah but then you live
in Loreto!» «Not really...». I realised that there was a void...there was no name
to my place. So, when I heard NoLo, I said «perfect, now there is a name»

(Dado)

If this void helped the use of NoLo, a second element was nevertheless necessary: a part of

the local population needed to identify itself with it. New young, middle-class inhabitants

recently transferred due to the high rents and gentrification in other neighbourhoods, consti-
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tuted a cultural milieu (Hall & Jefferson, 2006) that started to use it. They can be considered

the humus needed by the brand to grow and fill a void.

By the end of 2015, the NoLo Social District became active, but NoLo was far from being

considered a successful place renaming. Three key events started between the end of 2015

and the beginning of 2016 pulled the trigger of the rebranding process of the neighbourhood:

the development of an online and offline community around the Social District; the birth of

many different new shops, mainly bars; a growing media coverage. We can consider them the

engine, the backbone, and the trigger of the bottom-up rebranding.

The «NoLo Social District» group can be defined the «perennial engine» of the process:

it gave inhabitants a digital public sphere where to meet, discuss and tie bonds as «inhabitants

of NoLo». As in the words of Lia, a resident from almost twenty years in the neighbourhood

now a key element of NoLo community, «for many of us, the neighbourhood is reborn. Not

only the area is reviving, as is in the public eye, but above all human relations are reborn, and

this is fantastic» (Lia). Social streets are usually digital, but this rebirth of human relations

happened mainly in physical space: the core ability of this engine has been to shift from a

digital framework, populated by thousands of inhabitants, to a smaller but tight community

of de visu bonds. This process started from «neighbourhood breakfasts» regularly organised

for the members of the neighbourhood and followed with the creation of sub-groups (by

the beginning of 2019 they are 10) and projects independent but related to the district, like
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Radio NoLo (a web radio), SanNoLo (a music festival for inhabitants), NoLo Fringe Festival

(a Fringe theatrical festival), BienNoLo (an art exhibition).

In the same period, new «cool bars» able to satisfy the taste of newcomers opened: these

bars can be considered the physical infrastructure of the process, the urban counterpart of the

District. As such, they serve a double function: they are places of everyday casual meeting for

newcomers during leisure, and they serve as hosts for public events of the district or the related

projects. There were already other bars in the area, some historic, but these, in general, lacked

the cultural resonance with the taste researched by the newly established cultural milieu. So

hipster bars also enabled to establish a «Logistics of alcoholic flows» thanks to which new

inhabitants did not need to disperse in the nightlife of other neighbourhoods provided of a

culturally resonant scene.

Lastly, the role of the media must not be overlooked: media were the trigger for the re-

naming process, the ones that through their articles allowed most of the inhabitants to hear

“NoLo” acronym and discover the Social District for the first time. NoLo community devel-

oped a controversial relationship with the media: they are perceived as the ones that allowed

the process, but contemporaneously the vectors of a distorted narrative.

NoLo is not a brand, neither is a new phenomenon of hipster artists, it has been
media narrative to characterise it as such. [...] Media nevertheless gave the kick-
off or at least a great push to the process, this is a bit disturbing because it was
like if the process needed external recognition. (Dado)

These three factors are taken together, however, would not have been enough: the brand
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itself must possess enough symbolic and semiotic power to be resonant with the cultural

milieu to be used. Using the words of one of its coiners:

I saw all these interesting people were transferring here but were embarrassed to
tell it. So, I said we must find a name to make these people proud. […] I like to
say that I discovered NoLo, I did not invent it, because I simply looked at what
was happening and at the new incomers. (Galli)

NoLo, we must remind, has been created in spare time by creative and communication

professionals. Its explicit reference to SoHo and more in general to New York “cool neigh-

bourhoods” not only immediately gives a positive connotation to the neighbourhood com-

pared to the previous identity of the peripheral migrant area: it also willingly recalls its artistic

and creative characterisation. In this way, NoLo is suggested as the new growing artistic and

creative district of Milan, and the recent inhabitants can proudly link their presence to this

phenomenon. NoLo brand performed particularly well in this regard, resulting in a good

case of self-fulfilling prophecy (Merton, 1948): the more it was referred by people and me-

dia influenced by its symbolic charge as the new trendy creative neighbourhood of Milan,

the more it attracted members of creative professions, businesses related to these sectors and

artistic events. The symbolic and cultural debt to the American imaginary is confirmed by

the fact that NoLo in its extended form was conceived by its inventors in Italian language,

Nord Loreto, but in the two years passed between its coining and its retention, through ev-

ery day talking it arrived only in the English form of “North of Loreto” and remained like

that for everyone from then on.
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5.3.2 The public recognition of NoLo through media

In the previous paragraph, we analysed the three elements that enabled a local brand to emerge

in the neighbourhood from below. Here we will concentrate more on how NoLo became a

recognised brand in public debate beyond the neighbourhood at the city level.

As we mentioned above, the media played a fundamental role to trigger the recognition of

NoLo between the inhabitants but also at the city level. An article has, in particular, been

considered by the founder itself of the Social District the trigger that made the brand known

by the majority of the neighbourhood, published at the beginning of 2016 on one of the

leading Italian newspapers in its digital and physical edition. Briefly after, a popular provoca-

tive blog about Milan published a very similar article, contributing to the diffusion of NoLo

brand, and some days later Vice Italy, the Italian section of Vice, has published an article

about NoLo too, albeit it had a considerably inferior circulation. February 2016 then can be

considered the month in which media started to act as a megaphone of NoLo inside and out-

side the area. At the time, only the first creative bar opened in January and the Social District

was active from the 10 January 2016, but at the 21 February yet counted only 112 members

(Source: post in Facebook Social District dated 21/02/2016, accessed 30/03/2019). So we

can assume that media coverage effectively had a major role in the development of the district.

To inspect accurately the origin of media discourses and interest for NoLo becomes rele-

vant for two reasons: first, their interest could originate from the pressures by the big players
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of the real estate sector interested in a revaluation of the area, a hypothesis that could fal-

sify our thesis of a re-branding from below; second, leading members of the Social District

showed a clear hostility towards media discourses, accusing them to depict NoLo as some-

thing different from what it is.

Naturally, for media to continue to cover NoLo and to trigger a continuous trendy topic

they need something to narrate. Also if media have the semiotic power to shape the gen-

eral perception of a place over the place itself, in other words, have an independent and au-

tonomous agency from the local communities, they need a handhold to build an effective

narrative. This handhold was provided by a series of successful public events organised di-

rectly by the NoLo Social District or by people belonging to the NoLo community more in

general, that attracted public attention at the city level. Therefore we will also analyse these

public events, distinguishing between them and smaller everyday events, comparing the two

functions.

So, to recapitulate, we hypothesise that media were the initial triggers of media attention

toward NoLo, but that for this attention to continue and the narrative about NoLo to retain

major public events had to be organised in resonance with NoLo brand.

As an overall descriptive proxy of public attention toward NoLo, we use Google trend

search frequency of ”NoLo Milan” term by month, represented in Figure 5.6. Albeit a mere

descriptive representation of search on Google of NoLo, it can represent a useful beginning
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to inspect our hypothesis and research questions.

It can be observed that apart from some noise precedent to 2016 since ”NoLo” in Italian

also means ”hire”, a continuous trend is observable only from 2016, in particular from Febru-

ary 2016, in correspondence to the two aforementioned newspaper articles. Then, a cyclic

structure can be observed of growth in spring and decline during autumn.

The first article was published by a young journalist living in the neighbourhood, and was

described by her as a case of «heterogony of ends»: asked for an article to write for the mag-

azine by her editor in chief, she proposed to devote an article to this phenomenon that she

could observe started to rise in her neighbourhood. Her opinion about her article was ambiva-

lent: as journalist, she felt proud to have produced the first press investigation over the area,

interviewing the pioneers of NoLo community and foreseeing the ongoing phenomenon; as

person involved in Via Padova promotion and former political and social activist against gen-

trification, she felt responsible for the development of NoLo as «cool brand» to rename the

area. In her words:

The article is born from me. I live here in the area from 2009 and I am always
been an activist in Centri Sociali [Centri Sociali are a peculiar Italian form of
autonomous community centres, see Ruggiero (2000) for details] so I started
to realise what was happening at the supermarket as long beards started to mul-
tiply; then discussing with a friend it came out that a group of designers also
started to name it NoLo. We worked a lot with a group of friends on Via Padova
identity. So when my editor in chief asked me to give some proposals for an ar-
ticle, I talked to her about this ongoing process and she agreed. (Diana)
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Figure 5.6: Interest over me of ”NoLo Milano” in Italy. Source: Author from Google Trends data.
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Asking her opinion as inhabitant and as investigative researcher about the presence of ”big

players” that conducted the NoLo re-branding at the time of the article or afterwards, she an-

swered that her impression was to have never seen big players investing on the area, or pressur-

ing the media to cover the area (as observed in literature on American cases of re-branding).

Interestingly, made aware of the opinion of the founder of the NoLo Social District about

the relevance of her article for the diffusion of NoLo knowledge, she contended that assertion

sustaining that in her opinion her article had a small circulation and was mainly the second

article, the one on the blog, responsible for the media diffusion of NoLo. This opinion is

interesting and should be taken into consideration also taking into account the possibility of

it being potentially a partial self-defence for the exposed heterogony of ends.

A simple comparison of the diffusion of the two articles can help us to evaluate their role.

On their pages, the article by the national newspaper present 4700 shares, while the article

on the blog 5900 (both accessed 30/03/2019); going back to their initial publication by the

respective Facebook pages, however, actually shows a significant difference between them, the

first having 157 likes, 1 comment and 93 shares, the second having 1060 likes, 321 comments

and 408 shares (post statistics accessed 30/03/2019). So, for the initial triggering, the blog

article seems to have played a major role, also if the newspaper article was recognised by the

NoLo Social District.

The birth of the blog article is also very indicative and meaningful of the birth of NoLo
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as media trend, as a model of a broader and commoner practice among blogs and in general

web media. Interviewed about the origin of the article, the journalist answered that the usual

routine to create new articles, at least at the time, was to look at the news published by major

newspapers, trying to catch good «hot topics» that could easily become viral, and dedicate a

blog post to that same subject.

The same happened with NoLo, as he produced an article on the subject after viewing

the newspaper article shared by a friend of him and inhabitant of NoLo. The success and

diffusion reached by that article led them to affirm that «NoLo is a keyword among our

favourite», so to continue covering it with other articles in the future. Showing a clear-cut

click-baiting editorial policy, they can be taken as a model of a much more vast array of blogs

and sites producing news in the age of Social Media platforms, that produce contents mainly

based on the expected performances of keywords:

I know it can appear a nasty practice, but every time we devote an article to a
controversial celebrity, like Chiara Ferragni or Carlo Cracco to make some ex-
amples, we collect tons of views...and NoLo functions in that way, it is a trendy
topic that also creates a lot of debate and is easily shared by our community of
fan so it is perfect. (Mirko)

These websites albeit being unofficial media and with no structured editorial board often

are able, like in our case, to reach more shares and views than official newspapers on Facebook

as they target contents for a specific audience interested in a narrow array of topics and places

with peculiar styles and tastes.
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The media narrative about NoLo diffused by click-baiting sites then, being primarily di-

rected to match some keywords and to be resonant with a trendy creative imaginary, often

produce poor and stereotypical representations of the area, creating a cognitive dissonance

between the territory experienced in everyday life and the territory, expressed by inhabitants

and members of NoLo community in their general criticism toward the media depiction of

NoLo but also experienced by myself as researcher during my ethnography.

Media narration comes first, rather than the real neighbourhood. People that
write articles about NoLo often has never been here, but write to them by hearsay.
I wrote an article about bars for ****, in which I reported that this is the district
of fried chicken, kebabs for 1.8 € and massages with a happy ending, this is the
reality! So young people who arrive today drawn by the articles they read from
the Milanese Imbruttito or Vice then stop at the Pasteur station, because they
do not recognise what they see from what they read. (Dado)

I am returning from an event at community gardens of Via Padova and I de-
cide to cut across Parco Trotter to shorten my return path. I am reading an ar-
ticle from an unknown website that generated much debate in the Social Dis-
trict Facebook Group. One passage strikes me in particular in which the author
talks about Parco Trotter writing that «If only yesterday the Parco Trotter was
a place known for the drug problem, today it is the fulcrum around which hip-
sters, florist designers, bikers and bicycles, artists of all kinds with long hats and
beard revolve. A whole generation of artists and creatives that have regained the
area». I look around myself as I pass through Parco Trotter. I do not see anyone
resembling the article description, rather it is full of kids of various ethnic ori-
gins that run and play together, watched by parents; on the left, at the volleyball
camp two teams of apparently migrant transsexual women have a match [I will
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later discover that they frequently meet there to play volley], while a little fur-
ther on, on a low wall, three young Latin American girls with a stereo that plays
very loud reggaeton are training to twerk. It is a place full of life, where people
relax and play together and I do not feel threatened at all, but surely completely
different from the description made in the article. (Ethnographic Notes)

So click-baiting articles and media sites were a fundamental component to institutionalise

NoLo twofold nature of brand and toponym. But to become the «Chiara Ferragni of urban

places» and one of the preferred keywords to accumulate views, it needs something to narrate

and someone that shares it.

The new young and middle-class «creative» cultural milieu recently transferred into the

neighbourhood, are also intensive users of Social Networks: a quick overview on Instagram

tells us that, as to 31/03/2019, Instagram posts registered on the recent location of NoLo

(8096 posts) greatly surpass the ones registered in location Via Padova (2272) and are only

slightly inferior to the ones registered in Isola (8785), that is a historic Milanese neighbour-

hood with a trendy creative aura and nightlife (Lavanga, 2004) derived from top-down mas-

sive urban regeneration plans (Anselmi, 2014) in the first decade of the new millennium.

Therefore we are in front of a media overproduction and over-representation on Social Me-

dia of NoLo by a creative milieu of inhabitants, whether strategic or not, that makes it a

perfect keyword for click-oriented media, in what becomes a self-sustaining symbolic growth

machine. In this context, the NoLo Social District Facebook group, then, is also highly influ-

ential as collector and multiplier of the viral load of the web contents.
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But as we observed descriptively in Figure 5.6 the frequency of searches of NoLo on Google

search is not constant but seems to follow a repetitive pattern with peaks during spring and

summer months. This enables to underline the role of «big events», the majority of which

take place in this period, for the institutionalisation on NoLo brand and its circulation on

media. When we talk of them, we refer to semi-professional events organised by members

of the area with a strict connotation to the toponym and that attract attention and audience

from all the Milanese city, not only by local inhabitants.

The first case of such events and the one on which we will concentrate is SanNoLo. The

name is a pun of Sanremo, the most important Italian song contest, and NoLo. It has been

conceived as a music festival of local singers or music bands and its first edition has been

held in 2017 in March, to be replicated in following editions in 2018 and 2019 in April. Of

Sanremo festival, SanNolo keeps the fundamental rule, that all the songs must be new, not

published neither performed in public before the festival. After a first, experimental edition,

the festival has gained a more stable and professional organisation from the second edition of

2017. From this edition the presenters have been a Drag Queen (winner of the first edition)

and a professional television writer (author of some of the most viewed Italian TV shows as X

Factor and Celebrity Island), with other members of the community as support presenters;

the jury was composed of radio and news journalists and the manager of an international

leading record label; every edition, probably thanks to the networking power of the presen-
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ter, had an unannounced celebrity singer performing songs on the stage, Arisa in 2018 and

Malika Ayane in 2019, both winners of prises at Sanremo Festival and inhabitants of nearby

areas. All the organisation was conceived to make it resemble a professional tv event, creat-

ing something unique for a neighbourhood event. As I registered in my ethnographic notes

taken at the final of 2018:

I walk the same road as always and I begin to see the lighted sign of the Beltrade
and to hear the chatter of people. There are already so many beyond the gate.
The short road from the gate to the entrance is decorated with a pink carpet.
Next to it, in front of the church, two SanNolo branded panels as a background
for the photos, with the Radio NoLo hosts interviewing people. The idea and
the atmosphere is that of a really big event. [...] The show continues to be built
according to a careful and prepared script, the performances are interspersed
with videos, karaoke with the involvement of the public, stoppages with one or
the other feminine TV assistants following the scripts (Lia continues the epic
story to find husband, Maja the connections from the Polish village twinned
with NoLo). (Ethnographic notes by the author)

All the neighbourhood is involved, with bars as paying sponsors to cover the expenses and

the prises, the local stylist who made the dress for the presenters, the florist that provided

flowers for the hosts and the winners. SanNolo then also becomes a moment in which a

common identity is strengthened and the symbolic power of NoLo is enhanced. The most

iconic peak of this identity function of NoLo has been when one of the jury members, writer

and TV author himself too, has read on the stage a long poem dedicated to NoLo, named

«Only in NoLo» of which we transcribe some relevant passages here.
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Only in Nolo five years ago they threw houses at you and today they cost like in
San Babila.

[...]

Only in Nolo can we think that a butcher shop is a right place for an aperitif.

Only in Nolo can we think that ”Ghe pensi mi” is a suitable name for a hipster
bar.

Only in Nolo can we think that ”Noloso” is a suitable name for a gay bar.

Only in Nolo, we can think that ”Salumeria del design” is a name suitable for ...
whatever they do with the Salumeria del design, which I never understood.

Only in Nolo if you switch on Grinder will signal you 5 people at zero meters
(ie in your building).

[...]

Only in Nolo are they convinced that every initiative must necessarily have the
name of the neighbourhood in the title: the Cornolo choir, the Giranolo guided
tours, the Lanolo knitting group, the Photonolo photography group and (may
Dante have mercy of us) the day radio.

[...]

But let’s face it: Only in Nolo, we were able to invent a name for the neighbour-
hood and then actually make it exist. We were good.

(Only in NoLo, poem read at SanNoLo Festival)

As we saw, there is a high presence of Professionals in SanNoLo, a feature that can be seen

also in other «Big Events» as BienNoLo or NoLo Fringe Festivals, that enable to raise the

level of professionalism and the media resonance: many inhabitants and members of NoLo

community spend part of their spare time using the professional skills used in everyday job

to organise events and projects to revive the neighbourhood and to help NoLo to impose
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itself as toponym. Interestingly, in the case of SanNoLo, we can also observe a return from

the amateurish dimension to the professional one, as the two presenters of SanNoLo Festival

started to organise, resembling the lucky format of the festival on a smaller scale, a weekly Va-

riety Show at a pub in the zone, to then debut with the same format at theZelig, that is one of

the most important Italian cabaret theatres, from which many of the most prominent Italian

comedians originated from, to arrive ultimately to present the same show on the national TV

channel of Zelig.

Also, this kind of events are the ones in which NoLo nature of successful brand, in spite of

the declared will of the coiners to reject it, is more evident: quite every «big event» organised

contains NoLo or a pun referring to NoLo, as the organisers know they will be more easily

perceived as a trendy event and more easily receive wide media coverage thanks to the «magic

keyword».

SanNoLo and the other examples made above are all cases of bottom-up processes, but the

public recognition of NoLo also happened through the surfacing of top-down events driven

by external actors that can be considered at the same time confirms of NoLo success as local

brand and fuel for further processes of media coverage and thus institutionalisation of it. The

two most relevant examples of similar processes have been the ones of «fuorisalone» and the

re-naming of official «NIL» (Nuclei di Identità Locale are the smallest unit in which the city

administration has divided Milanese territory, without a local form of government but for
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the supply of services), the first from a private player while the second from a public player.

Fuorisalone, now also known as Milano Design Week, is a series of events and art installa-

tions (more than a thousand in a week) scattered through various zones of Milan during the

week of the official Salone del Mobile (that is instead a more traditional fair) in the first half

of April. Milano Design Week has gained global relevance, luring hundreds of thousands of

visitors from the globe. Being organised directly by sectorial firms, the main locations of the

Milano Design Week, called Districts, are variable and besides historical districts, others are

added (or subtracted) year by year. The firms naturally decide to invest in a neighbourhood

rather than in another one based on their attractiveness and resonance with the «trendy»

and «creative» spirit of the event. Moreover, these investments by fuorisalone on certain

areas have been analysed as conscious levers for territorial branding (Bruzzese et al., 2013).

NoLo yet started to organise a network of events connected to fuorisalone brand in the edi-

tion of 2017, also if the first big design event connected to fuorisalone has been organised

in 2018 by Alcova project, notably one of the very few projects that decided not to include

NoLo or part of it in its name, but probably to a wordplay between alcova, Italian translation

for alcove, and Cova, that is the historical pastry shop of the neighbourhood (still opened) in

whose abandoned factory the project took place. Between 2018 and 2019, during the ethnog-

raphy, many voices were mentioning a growing expected investment of fuorisalone on NoLo

are for the next years. In 2019 albeit no massive investment and dedicated District appeared,
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Alcova second year installation and other artistic and design installation helped to grow its

coverage as one of the trendy areas of the Design Week to visit, being increasingly cited to-

gether with nearby Ventura Centrale District on media and magazines.

The introduction of NoLo in the official Nuclei d’Identità Locale by the city of Milan do

appear a fundamental event as they can be observed as a proof of its institutionalisation and

also a case to assess the symbolic power reached by it as a local brand capable to monopolise

media attention. In 2019 City Council of Milan approved a wide partial re-naming of its

NIL, the city smallest administrative units: out of 88 total NIL, 38 have been renamed or

modified in many ways. Among them, NIL number 20, previously named «Loreto», was

modified as «Loreto-Casoretto-NoLo». Albeit being one out of 38 NIL, all media attention,

click-baiting blogs as national newspapers, focused almost exclusively on NoLo, naming it in

their titles and making it the main topic of the article.

5.4 New Geographies of spatial inclusion and exclusion

5.4.1 NoLo and Via Padova face-to-face

We briefly analysed how «NoLo» rooted itself as recognised toponym and local brand, and

how he gained public recognition and institutionalisation. Now we will concentrate on the

relation of this toponym with the other, the existing local identity of «Via Padova» and the

new geographies of power shaped by it.
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As introduced in paragraph 5.2.2, media have framed Via Padova as the Milanese Bronx

par excellence, but this frame provoked a reaction of the vast array of local cultural and so-

cial associations and groups of inhabitants from the building of «Via Padova is better than

Milan». This activism was mainly devoted to promote a positive counter-narrative of mul-

ticultural and ethnic features of Via Padova and to organise events and projects to enhance

the dialogue between Italian and foreign people and to improve the standard of living of the

inhabitants.

Today, the most active actor encountered in the field was «Via Padova Viva» (in English

«Street Padova alive», with a pun not understandable in English), an association founded

in 2017, but existing as Facebook page from 2015, that acts as a reference for activists, asso-

ciations and hybrid cultural and economic commercial spaces in Via Padova area. In 2017,

Via Padova Viva following its birth as the official association also opened a Facebook group

linked to the page named «Via Padova Viva Social District», in the attempt to create a similar

group than NoLo Social District framed after Via Padova and led by the association working

in the area.

The agenda of «Via Padova Viva» and the one of the NoLo Social District are indeed simi-

lar but also competitive: they both aim to enhance the reputation and the living standards of

the two areas, but they use two different vocabularies and registers for two areas that partially

overlap.
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Indeed, as we observed the first trait of Via Padova and surrounding spaces were included

in the boundaries of NoLo, as an act of generosity. But as the NoLo brand grew and retained

as a toponym, generosity became an enforced imposition. This grey area became a semioti-

cally contended space between the Social District and Via Padova associations, that saw the

rapid expansion and retention of NoLo brand as a menace to their long-lasting work to frame

Via Padova positively. This became evident during participant observation in Via Padova en-

vironment when the aim of «maintain Via Padova united» or the worries that «NoLo is

contending the first part of Via Padova, if we don’t do anything it will break away» were

frequently stated (literal quotes from collected ethnographic material). Interviewed, a mem-

ber of Via Padova Viva explained that their concern was primarily that NoLo could strip the

first part of Via Padova bringing to the redevelopment of that fraction and leaving behind

all the rest of the long street, while their agenda is to redevelop Via Padova in its entirety and

maintaining its historical identity.

The two registers used by the networks are also different. Via Padova Viva started as a re-

action against the negative portrayal of migrants and the political campaign for security pro-

moted by centre-right politicians (Verga, 2016), so it has a strong political commitment and

a focus on the positive values of living in a multicultural neighbourhood. NoLo Social Dis-

trict instead has a feeble political commitment, being better interpreted as a cultural milieu

moved by the will to revitalise the area and foster the social bonds, maintaining its authentic
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spirit of the popular and multiethnic neighbourhood and recreating the atmosphere of an

old town like the historic ones before Milanese expansion.

The semiotic clash is evident, and it develops in a mutual relationship of cooperation, diffi-

dence and rivalry. Indeed, cooperation does exist between components of the two networks:

as examples, Radio NoLo often covers what associations related to Via Padova do, and Via

Padova included NoLo bars in the project of building a local Trade Association, in search of

an ally more favourable and agreeable against the traditional retailers association dominated

by right-wing individuals. But the diffidence and rivalry remain nevertheless present, and

sometimes erupts on the surface.

A good empirical case in which the rivalry and the competitive attitude between the two

networks emerged was the vote to choose the project to be financed by the city administra-

tion in the occasion of the participatory budgeting. For the participatory budgeting, only

one project for a municipality could be financed by the administration and the popular vote

would decide the winner.

The two networks, Via Padova Viva and NoLo Social District, proposed two different

projects for the area: the first proposed renewal of Via Padova roads and squares system to

improve mobility, sociality and green; the latter the realisation of a cycle and pedestrian path

around NoLo, in particular in correspondence of kindergartens.

The two proposals collected support by the existing associations and local businesses with
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an incredible degree of geographic loyalty: almost all the entities on the west side of Viale

Monza supported the NoLo Social District project while the entities at the east side of it

(and more close to Via Padova) supported Via Padova Viva project. Also some recent «hip-

ster bars» connected to NoLo nightlife, but closer to Via Padova, supported the project by

Via Padova network of association. In this case, thus, the geographic affiliation to the prevail-

ing perceived identity was a determinant choice factor. Furthermore, the proposers of each

project in private context (annotated during participant observation) criticised the opposed

one with motivations recalling the aforementioned semiotic and topical clash: Via Padova

Viva project was criticised by NoLo proposers of being limited only to Via Padova as road,

demonstrating the incapability of its proposers to think to the territory as a whole, a neigh-

bourhood, and not simply a road; NoLo project was instead criticised by Via Padova Viva

proponents because considered quite trivial in its contents, an embellishment of the neigh-

bourhood in line with a middle-class agenda but far from affecting the real problems of the

area.

The influence of Via Padova on NoLo nevertheless goes beyond the role held by associa-

tions: is also a matter of territories and their stratified visibilities (Brighenti, 2010). As noted

in the previous paragraphs, NoLo included also the first part of Via Padova as act of gen-

erosity, but that generosity became an imposition when NoLo becoming a resonant brand

imposed itself as a toponym inside all the initial boundaries: people living in or around the
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first part of Via Padova, that was before kindly allowed to inscribe to the NoLo Social Dis-

trict, became forcefully inhabitants of NoLo. This normative stance emerges also from the

interview with one of the leading figures of the Social District when he said that «for me, it

is NoLo also the bar that has been there for a hundred years, then he can not be recognised

in the name NoLo, but if it becomes a toponym it will be obvious, in the future we will have

pharmacies as farmacia NoLo like today is farmacia Turro» (Dado). The first part of Via

Padova then became included under the brand-toponym of NoLo, but with a much more

scarce transformation than the area at west of Viale Monza: the visibility of Via Padova re-

mains overtly predominant, and rare attempts to penetrate through it is made by actors that

understandably concentrate on the much easier to set up area west of Viale Monza, where

the visibility of NoLo is much more predominant.

This phenomenon can be confirmed from both new barkeepers and inhabitants. For

which regards new barkeepers, two kinds of reactions can be observed among the few ones

that decided to open a bar nearby Via Padova. The first one is the common consideration

that the area where most of new «hipster bars» concentrate historically had little to share

with Via Padova heritage: it never was an unsafe or degraded neighbourhood and neither

had a particular concentration of migrants, being associated by media to Via Padova before

to boost media campaign for security and after as narrative component of NoLo storytelling

centred about its transformation from the «Bronx of Milan» to the «new creative district
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of Milan»; it was just, in their opinion, a dull and lifeless residential area with no noticeable

features. The second reaction is also remarkable and consists of a proud declaration of greater

autonomy from the NoLo brand. The two reactions can be well summarized from the words

of one of them:

If it hadn’t been for Via Padova, no one would have talked about NoLo, no
article would have been published saying «the peripheral Bronx is reborn thanks
to young creative people». Objectively, Piazza Morbegno and Via Venini were
average Milanese roads, without a strong identity; this helped to establish the
new identity. [...] then some businesses rely much upon using NoLo brand, but
I think it is a fragile strategy...we collaborate with the people of Piazza Morbegno
and NoLo but we do not depend on NoLo to live. [...] We have extremely
bound to the neighbourhood anyway. (Sabrina)

From inhabitants, a clear confirm has been the ironic distinction, coined on the Social Dis-

trict Facebook group and then spread among inhabitants, between «West NoLo» and «East

NoLo»: the first named «Malibù» and the second «DDR». I listened to it the first time dur-

ing a participant observation when a person told to two women «Don’t you know? NoLo

is divided into two halves: you live in DDR. There are Malibù and DDR» (ethnographic

notes), and then many other times afterwards. Malibù indicates the «cool» and hipster West-

ern NoLo, while DDR the more modest and multiethnic Eastern NoLo. The use of irony

is evident, and I never listened to these two toponyms used as a tool to claim distinctiveness

by Malibù people, rather as a way to dissemble with an ironic register the clear difference

between the two areas that collectively fall under the toponym of NoLo.
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5.4.2 Stratified visibilities in the urban fabric

In this section, it has been analysed how different local identities, formed by the often con-

flicting interaction between local communities and associations and media and institutional

representations, can be recognised in the urban fabric as different stratified visibilities. With

visibilities, a concept that we take from Brighenti (2010, p.138), we mean how urban space is

perceived and consequently identified by individuals through everyday interaction between

their cognitive schemes and the urban fabric in its physical dimension. Thus, walking in the

same area near Via Padova two different gazes could see very different visibilities: one could

see a degraded, dirty and unsafe neighbourhood threatened by dangerous migrants while an-

other one could see a lively, multiethnic and welcoming area (both gazes can coexist in the

same eyes and blend in different modulations depending on the situation). To focus on the

people’s gaze as the instrument through which visibilities are perceived does not mean to fall

into an individualistic or interactionist reductionism: cognitive schemes through which gazes

are modelled by individuals are influenced by the capability of different urban coalitions to

propose a symbolic hegemony of meaning over a physical space. Thus visibilities, with their

overlapping and interactions, can be considered the concretion in the actual urban fabric of

brand, toponyms, more in general imaginaries developed by a multiplicity of actors, or in

other words the process through which these imaginaries become embedded and perceivable

in the urban fabric and everyday living.
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To study them, their predominance as their interactions, enable to better understand how

toponyms and local identities are active forces that shape and deviate urban processes of ur-

ban transformation: a void of identity in one place can favour the birth of a strong local re-

branding process, as instead, another well-established identity can limit its expansion; porous

zones are born in which visibilities more frequently overlap with a blurred overall appearance.

Furthermore, one identity can be instrumentally used to build a proper narrative that sustains

the rise of a new one. The boundaries between areas of the hegemony of different visibilities

can also become territorial rifts that mark different processes of transformation and divide

what becomes upscaled from what remains «modest».

In our empirical context, at first, a coalition of associations and inhabitants started to pro-

mote an imaginary, the one of Via Padova as lively and beautiful multiethnic neighbourhood,

against the imaginary of Via Padova as «Bronx of Milan» brought on by a coalition of me-

dia, right-wing politicians and other inhabitants. Then, with the extensively analysed birth

and development of NoLo brand/toponym, sustained by an own coalition composed by lo-

cal inhabitants, media and bars, a third «front» of the conflict opened. The three different

coalitions conflict and collaborate on different axes: for example, Via Padova Viva and NoLo

are similar in their general positive attitude toward migrants, so they collaborate against the

image of Via Padova as the Bronx of Milan and its proponents also concretely, as happened

in the formation of a local Commercial District when they teamed up against traditional re-
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tailers linked to local right-wing politicians; on an opposite axis, NoLo and the two coalitions

proposing imaginaries on Via Padova became adversaries when NoLo widened its expansion-

ist ambitions toward the first part of Via Padova and the latter ones felt it as an attack to the

integrity of Via Padova historic identity; on a third axis, NoLo and «Via Padova Bronx of Mi-

lan» imaginaries put much more emphasis on the positivity of neighbourhood upscaling and

its potential nature of new «Creative District» of Milan, also if with different sensibilities.

5.5 The logistics of alcoholic flows in urban transformations

5.5.1 Channelling, dosing, and leaks in NoLo

«In the end, all this movement started from the desire to drink a beer together without hav-

ing to go elsewhere». This is how Lia, an inhabitant, explained me NoLo essence. Alcohol

was previously available in the area, but as a «disreputable pleasure» (O’Malley & Valverde,

2004), under the guise of cheap and rough liquid. What lacked was a local scene capable of

channelling alcoholic flows into an aestheticising circuit, to transform and pour to become

resonant with the upscaled taste of new consumers.

The low rents of commercial spaces and the recent internal migrants (distinct from pre-

vious foreign migrants) created the conditions for the development of what I propose here

to define as a localised logistics of containment, channelling, and dosing of alcoholic flows.

This process did not happen entirely planned from above or spontaneously from below: it
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was a mix of the two, with owners of commercial spaces starting to consider more convenient

to rent these spaces rather than leaving them unused, and mostly young micro-entrepreneurs

seizing the opportunity. The first new «hipster bar» opened in January 2016, selling craft

beers and cocktails with immediate success: in the following months, many bars opened in

vacant spaces while existing ones refurbished their interior and/or name to become part of

the expanding circuit.

To optimise its logistics, both externally and internally, some expedients were taken. For

example, to gain visual predominance over the one of the «degraded» neighbourhood, the

bars clustered tightly in a relatively small area: while «NoLo» refers to a wider area, the new

commercial venues grouped alongside two short streets and a small roundabout. An inter-

nal optimisation also can be observed, allowing bar to coexist symbiotically as each of them

occupies a distinctive niche, focusing on a singular product or atmosphere: walking by the

two streets and square composing «NoLo alcoholic circuit» in few minutes a wanderer will

pass by one bar tailored for an LGBTQ+ clientele, another specialised in multiethnic happy

hours, the perfect one to sip organic wine, the best were to drink a refined cocktail, and so

on. This way everyone benefits from the positive externalities of the network, without harsh

intra-competition.

Alcohol is the protagonist of this process: transformed and altered it becomes the defining

feature of bars, that can take part in the circuit depending on the quality of their alcoholic
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offer. This manipulation is not only physical, but cultural too: as another inhabitant told me

referring to a pub that remained excluded from NoLo circuit «it is not a matter of the prod-

ucts served, but of the atmosphere you experience». Alcohol agency is also evident as a binder

of the bars to their environment, in its attractive function of facilitator of new connections

for entrant inhabitants and to the development of collective community identity.

However, the observed process of transformation of alcohol from disreputable to respectable

pleasure is not absolute: leaks always stream at the margins of established circuits. In NoLo,

migrant groceries and small shops continue to sell underhand cheap alcohol to those unable

to afford the refined drinks, lack the cultural capital to enjoy them, or simply refuse to do

it. If the ideal type of cool bar’s refined alcohol is the cocktail assembled by the mixologist or

a craft IPA, the ideal type of this other kind of alcohol is the Moretti double-sized beer bot-

tle. These alcoholic leaks have a function too: they allow lower-class inhabitants to enjoy the

pleasures of inebriation and thrill during leisure, but the downside of their low price and high

accessibility is that their sources are small shops unequipped of internal spaces and toilets.

It is in these situations that alcohol shows its historic and «original» characterisation of

liquid bearer of sensorial attacks to established notions of decorum due to its overflowing na-

ture: alcohol is usually consumed for its positive sensorial effects on oneself, but at the same

time it automatically overflows over the environment in the form of urine on walls and doors,

vomit, nighttime noises and quarrels. Therefore, the above-outlined processes of channelling
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and dosing of alcoholic flows in NoLo are not only finalized to refine alcohol to the upscaled

aesthetics and taste of new inhabitants but also to control and curb the overflowing externali-

ties of alcohol that constitute an attack to decorum, leaving at the same time intact its quality

of pleasant liquid for the palate of customers of the socially accepted nightlife economy. To

return to my suggested notion of logistic of alcoholic flows, with it I refer not just at the entire

range of operations that allow the aestheticisation process to take place and to function effi-

ciently over time, but also to the governance of alcoholic flows that prevent their overflowing

nature to erupt and reveal itself in the urban fabric.

This governance processes can be empirically observed in the reaction that occurs when it

fails and alcoholic overflows concentrate in small areas, thus when their threat to decorum

becomes visible and in the media spotlight, as happened in NoLo with a small garden. An

easily accessible area where to stay inside the urban fabric, in a zone that is otherwise devoid of

squares, Transiti small garden became an easy meeting place for people that bought alcohol

at the shops and then consumed it there. Problems followed, linked mainly to nighttime

noise, fights, and drug dealing. After vast media coverage and inhabitants protests, the local

administration decided to close the garden with an iron fence to hinder people to gather there

and «disreputable» alcohol to clot in a single space.

The two populations are not necessarily in conflict: the multicultural neighbourhood

identity is part of the allure for new inhabitants, often possessing an open attitude toward
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migrants: when asked why she was so attached to NoLo, Cinzia, another bartender of the

area answered that «Milan is usually a cold city, but here this multiculturalism, this thing

that there are many young people from the north, south, foreigners, gives me a great desire to

be together». Conversely, people drinking cheap alcohol can appreciate hipster bars and ur-

ban regeneration: as Pablo, a local inhabitant living next to a «hipster bar» told me, he does

not hangs out at that bar because he does not want to spend 7 or 8 € for a cocktail and usually

buys beer from groceries, but he is happy that it opened because it helped to re-qualify the

road and limit alcoholism, a serious issue in the area, as did a couple of Arab shops that do

not sell alcoholic drinks for religious reasons. Nevertheless, depending on whether it spills

from the circuit’s faucets or the leaks at the margins, alcohol becomes a cool pleasure for re-

spectable people or a disreputable pleasure for urban blighters in the eyes of public opinion.

Applied to urban toponymy, it divides what is perceived as «trendy NoLo district» from the

«dangerous Via Padova».

5.5.2 The logistics of alcoholic flows as analytic lenses to read urban

transformations

Existing literature has already analysed alcohol as a liquid with an agency (Barua, 2013) and

has focused on its contentious history as a disreputable pleasure to look at class and power

relations (Rorabaugh, 1979, p.176). With this brief contribution, from empirical findings in

the new Milanese area labelled as NoLo, I suggest the usefulness in the field of urban studies to
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consider alcohol as a «vibrant matter» (Bennett, 2009), so to look at theadhoc configurations

of human and nonhuman forces at work in nightlife entertainment economic circuits.

To comply with this task, I suggest that it is at the logistics of alcoholic flows, their contain-

ment, channelling, dosing through regulated faucets as well as that the governance of their

overflowing nature that the researcher should look, as such logistics could be considered one

of the hidden infrastructures beneath «authentic urban places» (Zukin, 2010). However, it

is not only through these flows and their shifting governance that alcohol is transformed, and

such transformation is not simply socio-cultural, and moralistic: the material composition

of alcohol undergoes significant alterations too. This may occur at the moment of sourcing

(as bars may buy higher quality ingredients), production (e.g. the process of craft brewing),

or preparation (as in cocktails skillfully made by a mixologist): in all these cases the transfor-

mation is material and perceptual, physical and cultural.

Channelled and regulated, alcohol nevertheless shows its agency by overflowing social, le-

gal and physical circuits. It shapes physical spaces and intermediate cultural practices, drives

gentrification or regeneration processes, and triggers social conflicts between categories. It

leaks through aestheticised circuits reappearing in its humbler guise as poisonous and disrep-

utable pleasure for the populations that cannot afford its upscaled version. Assuming alcohol

as a liquid with its agency thus is, first and mostly, a perspective turn: not only to see how

individuals treat, manipulate and consume alcohol but how alcohol influences the individ-
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uals involved in these circuits and the ones outside them and what the materiality, effects

and flows of alcohol can tell us, as analytic lens, about urban transformations, conflicts and

inequalities.

The boundaries of the alcoholic circuit sign the boundaries between decorous and undig-

nified consumption patterns, or in other terms between allowed and deprecated consump-

tion, particularly in the Italian case where the discursive dyad of decorum and decay has been

observed as an active governmental instrument of production of marginality (Tulumello &

Bertoni, in press). Moreover, to comparatively analyse different cases of logistics of alcoholic

flows could bring insightful results to distinguish different typologies of urban transforma-

tion or gentrification over space and time.
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6
Conclusions
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This dissertation explored what we defined in the introduction as a «by-product» of the

contemporary pervasiveness of creative economy imaginary: the transformation of labour-

intensive and manual occupations marginalised in terms of prestige and centrality under the

Fordist economy into occupations characterised by a hybrid subjectivity, passionate work and

the production of authenticity through an artisanal criterion of production.

Through this empirical research, we intended to contribute to and extend the emerging

research field of studies on this subject, that is attracting growing interest in the sociological

field (Ocejo, 2017; Land, 2018; Arvidsson, 2019b), and more generally to add a tile, however

small, to the studies and theories devoted to the analysis of the contemporary developments

of Western economic cultures.

The main contribution that this work aimed to bring has been in particular to analyse this

transformation as the effect of a symbolic colonisation by the creative economy imaginary,

interpreted as a narrative coherent complex which gives meaning and shapes the field of eco-

nomic transactions itself (Jessop, 2009).

The result, we hypothesised, is a hybrid imaginary that incorporates some defining features

of creative economies maintaining at the same time some structural characteristics of manual,

labour-intensive occupations, that we label a «Hipster economy imaginary». To study it, we

undertook an ethnography focused on the professional subjectivity, the working condition

and the practices of micro-entrepreneurs owning hybrid bars and gourmet food trucks, and
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on the interactions between them and the hypothesised imaginary.

The monograph has been structured accordingly with this leading hypothesis. Firstly, we

outlined a critical history of creative economy imaginary. Then, we analysed step by step the

distinct aspects of micro-entrepreneurs with the double purpose to verify the validity of our

fundamental assumption and to explore how economic actors change consequently to this

transformation. Lastly, we focused on the transformations in the main neighbourhood that

acted as the field of our ethnography, analysing how a hipster economy imaginary, through a

process of urban rebranding by local communities, shaped the new identity of an urban area.

This framework enabled us to enter in dialogue with and contribute to different, cross-

disciplinary theoretical traditions related to contemporary economic, cultural and consump-

tion patterns.

In the following paragraphs, we will first summarise the main contributions brought to

our hypothesis and the different theoretical traditions, divided by concepts of the imaginary.

Then, we will outline the hipster economic imaginary as it emerged from the ethnographic

material and discuss some overall considerations about it.

The creative economy imaginary

To argue that colonisation by the hands of creative economy imaginary has occurred, we first

had to be in the condition to give an exhaustive answer to one question: «What does creative

economy represent in today’s global scenario?». Albeit being one of the buzzwords of the
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present time, or exactly for that reason, a critical history of creative economy able to contex-

tualise it in the contemporary scenario seemed to be missing. At least, one that would go

beyond the technicised myths (Jesi, 2014) built by the cantors of the creative economy and

creative industries between the last decade of the twentieth century and the first decade of

the new millennium.

Thus, we decided to outline ourselves a first contribution aimed to answer this question:

through historical research, we rebuilt a critical history of the creative economy through all

the twentieth century, and in particular from the fifties onward. A history certainly incom-

plete but that we hope can provoke debate and further studies.

Retrieving the almost neglected but influential «creative society» discourse born in the

economic debate of the fifties and assumed as slogan by Ronald Reagan in his political debut

and connecting it to the two discourses of creative industries in the U.K. and creative econ-

omy in the U.S., slightly subsequent but rarely compared, we have demonstrated the distant

origin of creative economy imaginary, and its strict link with the development of post-Fordist

society.

The creative economy has been indeed conceptualised first when American Fordist cycle of

accumulation was still at its peak as the American insurance for the future to prevent its possi-

ble decline, guaranteeing a renewed economic growth and a new vocabulary to legitimise and

sustain it. Then, after Fordist cycle of accumulation entered in crisis and Eastern economies
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started to undermine it (Kenney & Florida, 1988; Arrighi, 2010), it has been conceptualised

as the fulcrum around which to found a new cycle of economic growth and global central

position.

Hence, the creative economy can be interpreted as the only economic imaginary that has

been capable to narrate and promise a future of renewed wealth and growth in the post-

Fordist age. In this sense, the famous assumption made by Richard Florida as a premise in

The Rise of the Creative Class, that we are entering in a «Creative Age» where creativity will

be the fundamental spirit of our culture, our lives and society (R. Florida, 2012, p.15), does

not appear overstated, provided that we interpret it in the light of what has been previously

stated: creativity is the fundamental spirit of our society because it constitutes the only model

that can be imagined. Borrowing the famous statement from Fisher (2009), we could assert

that its charm derives from the widespread sense that it is the only possible economic path,

and no alternative seems conceivable.

From this interpretation, some relevant outcomes emerge that strengthen and better spec-

ify our initial hypothesis of an ongoing colonisation of creative economy imaginary of man-

ual, labour-intensive occupations. Indeed, if the creative economy is conceived as the only

possible path of economic development, every job will be conceived incorporating the val-

ues and features of the creative economy. Moreover, as creative economy naturally exalts

becoming an autonomous worker or entrepreneur, but at the same time to launch a high-
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tech startup has stringent requisites in terms of skills, capital and ideas, these jobs provide an

entrepreneurial path more easy to access and in line with personal passions, once they have

passed through a «creative economy therapy».

Now, after a proper contextualisation of the role of the creative economy in the contem-

porary scenario, it becomes possible to proceed and devote our attention to the role of the

fundamental features of the hipster economic imaginary that we have encountered during

our empirical research.

Creativity

Along with the dissertation, creativity emerges as a value fulfilling a pivotal role in the hipster

economic imaginary for the shaping of both the professional subjectivities and the practices

of the micro-entrepreneurs.

On the level of the professional subjectivity, to apply creativity in their work is what marks

the distance between the «traditional» retailers and our interviewees, what distinguish them

from «photocopy pub» or «copycat bars». But creativity assumes a quite distinct meaning

from their accounts: it is explained as the act of «expressing the real self» into and through

their work. In this sense, its conceptualisation appears close and functional to the idea of

authenticity, and quite far from the meaning assumed in technology-driven startups where

creativity is usually conceived as the source of disruptive innovation.

At the same time, there is a generalised controversial relation with creativity: if «being cre-
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ative» it is unanimously considered a fundamental quality to possess, there is way less consen-

sus about the self-perception of «being a creative». Many interviewees refrain from defining

themselves as creative workers, as they feel that the intense materiality of their work excludes

them from the ranks of the «creative class». This has not been connected in our sample to dis-

satisfaction or envy for the status of the creative worker, but indicates the self-categorisation

in lower social status, due to the manual and labour-intensive nature of their jobs. From

this self-perception, the initial classification of this hybrid imaginary as a by-product of the

creative economy is confirmed.

On the level of the practises, creativity is what enables to assemble a unique and distinc-

tive product and environment, to match the customers’ taste. Under a hipster imaginary

that values over everything else to be alternative to the industrially produced commodity, dis-

tinctiveness is a fundamental quality to be infused through the working practice as well as

authenticity (and under we will deepen the relationship between the two).

The role of creativity in the working practises of the micro-entrepreneurs shows a great

level of coherence with the results about its peculiar definition: if the scope of applying cre-

ativity is to reach distinctiveness on the markets, it is consistent to define it as the expression

of oneself through work, intending oneself as the spectrum comprehensive of identity, per-

sonality, passions, skills, etcetera. The own true self constitutes indeed the most distinctive

and unique thing that can be applied.
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From this ensemble, it is also possible to advance a reflection about the nature of inno-

vation under hipster economy, coherent with the scarce mentions made about innovation

during our ethnographic research. If innovation is considered the outcome of the creative ac-

tivities aimed to assure competitive advantage over rivals, we can consider the distinctiveness

reached by the business to attract, and potentially retain, a customer niche the innovation

sought in the hipster economy. The innovation becomes to offer products with characterisa-

tion or in a combination that no one thought before; to serve a certain food in a novel way or

craft a unique cocktail or an artisanal beer with a distinctive flavour. All without undermin-

ing the authenticity of the experience, naturally. For sure, a very different, low-tech variant

of the one characterising the canonical creative economy.

Passion

Passion emerges as the main and pervasive motivation that leads individuals to become micro-

entrepreneur and open a hybrid bar or a gourmet food truck were to express themselves. The

anecdotal image popularised by newspaper articles of businesspeople leaving corporate jobs

to «risk everything for their dream» opening a food truck does not seem to be too far from

reality, albeit exaggerated and stereotyped.

Some of our interviewees effectively left a stable, secure white-collar job; others came from

a history of precarisation made by many small, poorly-paid odd jobs; others again inherited

the family business or followed in their father’s (or mother’s) footsteps. What they all had in
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common was that passion was conceived as the safe-conduct that would have prevented them

from ending up stuck into what Graeber & Cerutti (2018) has provocatively but efficaciously

defined «bullshit jobs», that is, jobs perceived as meaningless, useless in terms of contributing

to make the world a better place.

The passionate connection is what enables them to contemporaneously feel as micro-entrepreneurs

and promoters of certain values, ethics, or culture. It is only by the combination of the two,

allowed by passion, that they feel that their job acquires a meaning, that it becomes part of

something bigger, of an «ethical economy» (Arvidsson & Peitersen, 2013) that is helping the

world to become a better place. Even if, as we stated in the introduction, this contribution is

uncommonly given one sandwich or cocktail at a time.

Passion is also a pivotal concept to understand their working conditions, that we have anal-

ysed through the theoretical framework of passionate work (Mcrobbie, 2015). If passion is

what makes work meaningful, it is coherent that it will be central for the micro-entrepreneurs

assessment of their working conditions. In particular, applying a passionate work framework

for our case study provoked two main outcomes.

First, in the interviewees’ stories, we found all the characterising elements previously linked

in literature with passionate work. This observation is relevant above all because it suggests

the validity of our basic hypothesis, namely the incorporation of many of the typical charac-

teristics of creative workers by micro-entrepreneurs who operate under hipster imaginary.
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Secondly, based on our empirical material we are also able to contribute to the existing

literature on passionate work by adding another phenomenon. Continuing in the wake of

research that had observed how passionate work is characterized by the separation of one’s

economic satisfaction from one’s job satisfaction, our research allows us to add a further step.

Micro-entrepreneurs not only separate economic satisfaction from work satisfaction but ap-

pear more than willing to sacrifice the former for the latter. All of this «in the name of pas-

sion», for the product and the experience that is served to the customer. Apparently done

for the customer, if analysed in the light of what has been previously stated about the value

and true significance of passion for the micro-entrepreneurs this passionate sacrifice appears

as mainly self-referred act: it is through it, through the voluntary renounce to a logic that

privileges profit in favour of one that values ethical orthodoxy over everything else, that the

working act becomes worthy and meaningful.

Authenticity

Authenticity is the concept around which the entire structural system of the hipster economy

revolves. The very idea proposed in this dissertation of a hipster imaginary derives precisely

from the conceptualisation of hipsterism as an aptitude to look for what is authentic, as op-

posed to what has been mass-produced.

Authenticity is the quality that every micro-entrepreneur that posits himself or herself in

the hipster imaginary must be able to assemble and is what eager cultural-omnivorous cus-
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tomers are looking for when they visit such a bar or food truck.

Authenticity is the defining characteristics of hipster imaginary and is what distinguish

it both from the traditional retailing sector and canonical creative economy occupations be-

cause it is an outcome of the encounter between creative work and manual manufacturing,

that is, the artisanal criterion of production. As such, it also needs to be continually re-

affirmed by the micro-entrepreneurs in every characteristic, sentiment (included the passion-

ate attachment) and discourse done while working.

Along with the dissertation, we illustrated how the dealing of authentic experience to the

customer is reached through two means: taste and sociability. The first is a property of the

commodities served to the customer, the second of the atmosphere of the place. The pursuit

of an authentic taste and authentic sociability is prompted by the same aspiration to promote

a production criterion and a lifestyle opposite to the ones of the industrial society, and an ideal

«return to innocence» of pre-industrial society that is only apparent.

We have observed that the working act of the micro-entrepreneurs is a continuous interplay

between authenticity and distinctiveness. Authenticity is, indeed, a very abstract concept. To

answer the question «What is the real authentic version» of a recipe can be more difficult

than it might seem. Through the research, we clearly showed how the authenticity of a food

course is mainly based upon the typicality of the ingredients, at least in the Italian context.

The ingredients should always be from a specific place renowned for that kind of food for the
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final course to be recognised as authentic. But that is a very contrived form of authenticity.

If we think to authenticity as the adherence to the original, then the «real authentic version»

of most Italian cooking, that is popular by origin, would be much poorer and refined in its

ingredients and much less tasty for the contemporary palate.

Authenticity is the outcome of an artificial pretension, of a play of inauthentic authentici-

ties: through the ethnographic material, we illustrated how the abstract authenticity must be

bend, altered, and adapted through a series of inauthenticities to be infused in the commod-

ity served to the customer. In this regard, the artisanal manufacturing act combines both the

search for distinctiveness and authenticity. Other than authentic, the commodity offered on

the market has also to be as distinctive as possible, different from everything else that can be

found on markets. This combination concurs to the aim of making it the perfect «other-

ness» from the mass-produced commodity. Indeed, a distinctive product without authen-

ticity would constitute an empty shell, but at the same time, an authentic product without

distinctiveness would result in being standardised.

Under the same gaze of play of inauthentic authenticities must be read the observed phe-

nomenon of sociability as a mission. In this case, building on the observations regarding

sociability and authenticity made by Zukin (2010), we contributed analysing how hipster re-

tailers conceive the realisation of pure sociability at their place as a mission and actively pursue

this aim through a complex entanglement of strategies. An odd scenario displays from this
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results: on one side, bar owners that voluntarily step into the shoes of the social entrepreneur

organising free events to enjoy pure sociability with their «family and friends», i.e. their cus-

tomers; on the other hand, sociability realised in the pursuit of an «authentic urban life» that

becomes, directly or indirectly, bent to economic interests of businesses.

Finally, to study authenticity we bounded together two theoretical approaches, the one of

post-Fordist studies and the one of cultural omnivorousness. To adopt cultural omnivorous-

ness enabled us to include the transformations in the consumption domain into our analysis,

a fundamental task to accomplish for the study of authenticity production and dealing on

the markets. Nevertheless, cultural omnivorousness theory has rarely exceeded the bound-

aries of the sociology of consumption and interacted with other sociological fields of inquiry.

Our proposal to develop a «cultural political economy of cultural omnivorousness» repre-

sents exactly a call to integrate cultural omnivorousness framework into post-Fordist studies,

and vice versa, to proceed toward the ambitious goal of a general theory of production, deal-

ing and consumption of authenticity in contemporary society under an economic imaginary

that foster it.

The Hipster Economic Imaginary

It is now time to draw some conclusive statements and remarks upon the Hipster economic

imaginary that has been conceptualised and illustrated during the development of the disser-

tation.
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First, the empirical results call for clarification over the relation between the economic

imaginary and the entrepreneurs that have been the subjects of our study. When referring

to «hipster economy», we always refer to it as an economic imaginary - a specific configura-

tion of discourses, values, ethical beliefs, socio-cultural aspirations, etcetera - and not as an

economic sector, a set of businesses typologies. As the results consistently supported along

with the dissertation, micro-entrepreneurs interact with this imaginary not only in different

manners (as analysed in chapter 1) but also with different degrees of intensity. One food

trucker or bar owner can almost completely adhere to the imaginary, and this is the case of

the activities that are immediately recognisable as almost stereotypical «hipster businesses»;

other businesses can decide to have a less intense level of interaction, maintaining a hipster

attitude and atmosphere; some other bars or food trucks can generally follow a very distinct

imaginary, still incorporating or winking some elements of the hipster imaginary into their

business. This is the case, for example, of a bar included in our analysis that was strongly in-

spired by the underground culture and could be hardly defined as a «hipster business», but

still was found to interact with the hipster imaginary incorporating some of its elements.

We analysed these businesses not because they belong to a hypothetical «hipster economic

sector», but because they pertain to economic sectors, food, and beverage retailing, that are

particularly suited for the study of this imaginary. On the other hand, we theorised hip-

ster economy as one of the paradigmatic imaginaries for retailing and more generally labour-
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intensive industries, so it is reasonable to expect that it will maintain some influence on a vast

amount of activity in these sectors (like in the case of the scuzzy street food vendor mentioned

in the opening of section 4.2).

Contemporary marketing strategies give a lot of anecdotal evidence of the influence of an

authenticity-led hipster imaginary and its adoption by big companies too, in particular, the

ones selling physical commodities. One recent example could be provided by one leading

Italian company in the sofa manufacturing industry, renowned in Italy for its aggressive and

pervasive marketing campaigns. Indeed, recently it changed the corporate tagline that closes

every advertisement from the historic «Artisans of quality» (Artigiani della qualità in Ital-

ian) to the new «Authentic quality» (Autentica qualità in Italian). But many other examples

could be made, from the rapid diffusion of supermarket aisles devoted to typical products of

certified origin to the current marketing strategies common in food and beverage industries -

even by fast-food chains as McDonald’s or Burger King - to extensively offer regional special-

ities with ingredients of typical origin.

Creativity, passion, and authenticity emerged as the three fundamental values that sustain

the hipster imaginary. If analysed together, an overall picture of their function for the perpet-

uation and expansion of the imaginary can be traced. Creativity is the value that allows distin-

guishing the professional subjectivity and the identity of the businesses from the traditional

retailing industry and what sustains the image of these professions as «cool jobs», linking
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both entrepreneurs and businesses with the parent imaginary of the creative economy. Pas-

sion is the value that spurs individuals to open a business following the hipster imaginary and

that sustain their job satisfaction despite the difficulties, precariousness, and the lack of spare

time. It acts as the lubricant of the imaginary, the motor oil that keeps the engine working as

smoothly as possible. Authenticity is the Aristotelian unmoved mover of the imaginary, the

value that governs and inspires the entire production process under the hipster imaginary. It

constitutes the ultimate goal to be achieved through the working act and the ultimate source

that inspires it and makes it meaningful. The first two values are shared with the creative

economy imaginary, confirming the dependence of the hipster imaginary to it, while authen-

ticity is the distinctive and characteristic feature of the hipster imaginary, that distinguishes

it from the others.

If we match the outcomes of ethnographic research with the definition of hipster imagi-

nary proposed in the introduction, it becomes now possible to sketch a first outline of the hip-

ster economy as hybrid imaginary between the colonising creative economy imaginary and the

colonised retailing economy one. The outline, summarised in table 6.1, must be interpreted

as such: a first draft, the systematisation of the findings collected through this research to raise

an academic debate on the subject. It does not intend to be considered a definitive scheme.

From the comparison between the three economies, it becomes clear that the hybrid imag-

inary of hipster economy is more similar to the creative economy for some aspects and still
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maintains more similarities with traditional retailing for other aspects.

If we look as the aesthetic regime as conceptualised in the introduction (Smith Maguire,

2018a), so as a regime directed toward the management and organisation of consumption

patterns in the markets, the one of hipster economy is an authenticity-led, hipster one. It

both differs from the one of the creative economy, that we can broadly define as the one of

Californian ideology (Barbrook & Cameron, 1996) and from the one of traditional retailing

that we can define as kitsch. With it, we do not refer and instead try to devoid the term from

its general negative account, instead, we refer to the kitsch as an aesthetic regime with a mass

appeal (Kulka, 2010) characteristics of modernity and associated to mass-production society

(Dorfles, 1969; McBride, 2005).

The production criterion of hipster imaginary is the artisanal one. It can be considered the

outcome of the application of the Post-Fordist production logic, the one of specialised and

distinctive production, to the industrial and standardised production criterion of traditional

criterion. In this aspect, the hipster imaginary shows an oppositional stance to traditional

retailing and shares more similarities with the creative one.

Instead, if we look at the business model and the market structure the businesses operating

under the hipster imaginary, it still reveals its membership to the retailing sector. The business

model is labour intensive: after the initial capital needed for the opening of the business, no

other big investments must be made apart from renovations and expansions. It all becomes
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a matter of long and hard work. This is the opposite of the startups business model that

is an ideal-typical example of capital-intensive business: startups need growing and massive

flows of venture capital to develop, and their success is measured primarily on their capacity

to attract it. Coherently with the business models at the level of market structures startups

typically aim to build monopolies (Thiel & Masters, 2014), while businesses under hipster

imaginary tend to look for districts in which a plurality of businesses form a network, not

necessarily of active collaboration but of symbiotic interactions.

In this monograph, we have followed the principle of Burawoy (1998) to «connect the

present to the past in anticipation of the future» (see methodological appendix). During its

development, we have connected the present to the past. Now that we finally reached the

end of it, it is impossible to not fall into the temptation to attempt to anticipate the future,

or better some suggestions of what it could become.

Among our case study, two distinct trajectories seems identifiable: while the bars seem to

flourish and some of them already expanded opening a second space in great advance on the

time list, the luck of food trucks - that is more precarious by nature and relied vastly upon the

success of street food festivals - seems to lag and a common presentiment among interviewees

was that the «golden age» of food trucks had already passed by.

At the global level, the hipster economic imaginary seems to expand its influence over con-

sumption patterns and involving a growing number of businesses, connected with the resur-
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gence of neo-craft industries. With specific regards to the Italian case, an authenticity-led

economy seems to perfectly fit, especially for food and beverage sectors, with the national

history, culture, and structural features. Given also the great difficulties encountered in Italy

by the development of a startup creative economy, despite the considerable efforts made by

the Italian government (Fusacchia et al., 2012; Italia Startup & SMAU, 2013), to invest more

consistently on the development of authenticity-led retailing businesses could reveal itself a

wise strategy: they require a more moderate initial capital without having to resort to the

large investments from the financial markets, they achieve economic stability and profitabil-

ity more quickly and easily, they can produce social and cultural impact on the local territories

too. A more or less conscious pioneer actor in the support of this kind of economic activi-

ties could be considered the municipality of Milan, following the considerations made in the

introduction.

On the other hand, the diffusion of a hipster economic imaginary poses some critical chal-

lenges, the most evident ones being the gentrification and standardisation of urban territo-

ries (Zukin, 2010) to a Disneyland of hipster businesses (Semi, 2015), the commodification

of authenticity - and Italian food culture - into a mystified and artificial version of it, the re-

iteration of individualism and self-entrepreneurship as the only possible exit strategy from

unemployment (in particular for younger generations), and lastly the umpteenth neutrali-

sation and incorporation of a counter-culture by capitalism. About these last points, as a
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Table 6.1: Outline of hipster hybrid imaginary between the crea ve economy and tradi onal retailing

Feature Creative Economy Hipster Economy Traditional Retailing

Aesthetic regime Californian Ideology Hipster, authenticity-oriented Kitsch
Production criterion Specialised, Post-Fordist Artisanal industrial, standardised
Business model Capital Intensive Labour Intensive Labour Intensive
Market structure Monopoly Networked businesses Networked businesses

personal and conclusive remark, we cannot but hope that all the critical movements and the

micro-entrepreneurs that are actively working and fighting to overcome these challenges will

succeed in this difficult, and someway desperate, mission.

Shortcomings and future developments

The path of the doctorate, for those who have reached its end, is paved with doubts and

regrets. Doubts for what has been written and regrets for everything that one would have

liked to write but in the end remained excluded. This dissertation constitutes no exception

and has many shortcomings and limitations due to lack of time, the narrowness of the case

study and the experience and knowledge of the author.

Of the forty hours of interviews recorded with the subjects of the research and the pages

of ethnographic notes, only a minor part could be used as results in the dissertation, due to

time and space constraints. This brought to the exclusion of many topics of great interest.

In particular, the analysis of gender issues observable by the comparison of male and female

entrepreneurs has been neglected albeit of great relevance both for the gender composition of
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the interviewees and the relevance of gender in passionate work theoretical framework. Other

relevant aspects that remained undeveloped were the analysis of the networks of competition

and mutual aid among entrepreneurs and a more detailed enquiry about their relationship

with space.

Furthermore, for the development of our dissertation, we started with a strong, declared

theoretical gaze, following the extended case method approach. Accordingly, this disserta-

tion exposes itself to all the criticisms associated with this method: our gaze has directed our

research and our main fields of interests, leaving us potentially blind to other equally relevant

phenomena.

This dissertation has certainly not reached a definitive answer upon the research ques-

tions posed at the beginning, and many other pieces of research could bring insightful results.

Some promising paths could be to further explore other retail businesses sectors outside the

food and beverage one, to look at traditional retailing businesses very far from the hipster aes-

thetic regime or even to individuate working-class autonomous workers operating under this

imaginary, to understand if a significant difference in terms of behaviour occurs compared to

our mostly middle-class entrepreneurs. Our only hope is to have provided enough interest-

ing and convincing empirical evidence to lay the foundations for a debate on the topic, and

future researches about it.
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A.0.1 Introduction

The results illustrated and exposed in this dissertation have been collected through an empir-

ical analysis, conducted as ethnographic research (Spradley, 2016). In this appendix, I will

proceed to expose more accurately as possible the methodological choices made along with

the research. This task is accomplished in the belief that maximum transparency in the expla-

nation of the activities and the choices made by the researcher is the best principle that can

assure methodological scrupulousness of qualitative research (Dal Lago & De Biasi, 2014).

We will thus proceed to briefly expose the methodological approach that led our research, a

brief timeline of how the ethnography developed, the choice of the fieldworks, the techniques

and selection criteria of the interviewees.
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A.0.2 Theoretical approaches

From the introduction, the theoretically-driven nature of the present dissertation appears in

all its evidence. When we weighed anchor to sail through the chosen fieldwork, all the funda-

mental guiding coordinates of our trip were already established. The socio-economic context

is interpreted as the one of post-Fordism in general and of the creative economy more in de-

tail, in a connected historical framing that follows Arrighi theorising of cycles of capitalist

accumulation and hegemony. Given this contextualisation, we explicitly called to contribute

to the field of studies that are variously looking at the emerging interaction between the cre-

ative economy and manual, labour-intensive economies with artisanal traits. Moreover, we

declare to interpret the economy as «economic imaginaries», asserting the relevance of the

cultural sphere to give meaning and explain to the trajectories and the configurations taking

place in the economic sphere.

All these theoretical positionings are by nature discretionary and influence our gaze toward

the field. The choice has been to expose them explicitly from the beginning, in other terms

to be transparent as possible about them, rather than trying to suppress them and approach

the field as much neutral as possible.

This choice was not taken following from the beginning a methodological approach over

another. In all honesty, as a novice PhD student approaching from the first time the soci-

ological field after two degrees in International Relations studies, I lacked the sociological
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knowledge itself to consciously position myself in the methodological debate. It was instead

the result of all what composed my background at the beginning of my PhD and my research

interest that directed me in this sense. In other words, the primary interest that moved this

dissertation lay not in the specific fieldworks investigated, but in the global processes that

can be inspected and (hopefully) slightly better explained through the study of the specific

fieldwork.

Nevertheless, when the time came to take a methodological standpoint that would guide

the research and the different existent approaches were reviewed, the Extended Case Method

(from here on ECM) appeared as the more coherent and fitting one to orient and structure

the development of the dissertation on rigorous methodological grounds.

ECM approach, as renowned, has its origins in the Manchester school of social anthro-

pology, particularly from the methodological conceptualisations of Gluckman (1961) and

Van Velsen (2017). Burawoy (1998, 2009) has then translated it from the anthropological

field to the sociological one, with some alterations. Reduced to its essence, the ECM ap-

proach looks to

add yet another ‘protective belt’ or another layer of theory to the theoretical nar-
rative, thereby reshaping it to fit the new set of observations. The observations
influence the relationship between theory and field: as the narrative of theory
never maps exactly and unproblematically onto the field, it must be always re-
worked – if ever so slightly – to encompass the empirical.

(Tavory & Timmermans, 2009)

To say it with the words of Burawoy itself, «theory is not discovered but revised, not in-
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duced but improved, not deconstructed but reconstructed [...] theory exists to be extended

in the face of external anomalies and internal contradictions» (Burawoy, 2009).

This assumption fits very well with the initial standpoint of this dissertation and the con-

textualisation of its research questions and enables to provide it solid methodological foun-

dations that oriented its developments: a theory should guide, albeit not determine, the field-

work (Van Velsen, 2017).

The reliance over theoretical reasoning as foundation of the ethnographic process also en-

ables to ground the validity of the case study selection not on some intrinsic property of it, but

on its cogency related to the theoretical framework (Mitchell, 1983), and to explicit that the

proper object of investigation of our dissertation is not the set of people composing the case

study in themselves, but the processes that can be inspected through them (Glaeser, 2005).

Moreover, ECM enables to address another intrinsic methodological difficulty critical for

the development of our research, that is, the connection between the macro and micro-level.

Indeed, in this dissertation, we aimed to analyse a macro process, the emergence of a hybrid

«hipster economy imaginary», through the micro-level of entrepreneurs’ subjectivities, con-

dition, and practices. The call of ECM to accurately contextualise the particular case study

in the object into the broader theory of interest results fundamental for this task. Indeed,

it enables to specify the relationship between the case study, the object of the research and

the general theory, thus to clarify the foundation upon which another «layer of theory» is
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legitimated as a valid contribution. It is this triangulation between field, theory, and social

structures that for Burawoy allows applying

reflexive science to ethnography in order to extract the general from the unique,
to move from the ‘micro’ to the ‘macro’ and to connect the present to the past
in anticipation of the future, all by building on pre-existing theory.

(Burawoy, 1998, p.5)

In our dissertation, a pivotal theoretical conceptualisation is one of economic imaginary.

To use it when referring to creative economy as well as to our proposed definition of «hipster

economy» means to undertake a precise theoretical stance, that is, that economies can fruit-

fully analysed also from a cultural perspective, looking at how their constitutive frames and

elements are experienced, interacted with and altered by economic actors not only as mecha-

nisms of interpretation and description of the economy but also as processes that shape the

«economy», intended here as the summing tangle of all economic transactions, itself. Con-

cisely, to apply a cultural approach to economic analysis.

Thus, to integrate the interpretation of economies as imaginaries into our methodological

approach means to advocate for a «extension to culture» to extended case method, advo-

cating to integrate the layer of cultural meanings at micro-level on one side and the one of

cultural structures at macro-level on the other pairing them up with the social equivalent

(Eliasoph & Lichterman, 1999).
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A.0.3 The case study and the field of the research

The relevance of Italy as a case study for our research has already been extensively discussed

in section 1.2. Now we will argue the choice of the specific case studies and research fields.

The choice of Milan as the broad field of our analysis has been taken for both practical

and empirical reasons. The practical ones lie in the fact that the PhD program was hosted by

the University of Milan and that the author possesses a long acquaintance with the Milanese

urban territory. The empirical - and most substantial ones - have been taken instead because

of the above-exposed principle of the cogency of the research field with the theoretical frame-

work.

Milan indeed has been repeatedly referred to as a cosmopolitan global city with regards

to fashion, media, and design (Dell’agnese & Anzoise, 2011; Guerrini, 2017), and has been

already variously used as field for empirical researches about creative and digital industries

(see Arvidsson et al., 2010, Gandini & Leonini, 2019 and McRobbie, 2016 among the others).

Moreover, it is the Italian city leading for numbers and performances the national scenario of

startups (Italian Minister of Economic Development, 2017). More recently, in preparation

for and following to EXPO 2015’s «Feeding the Planet», it has started to massively invest in

urban food policies, linking them with the idea of an innovative city (Deakin et al., 2016).

The decision to concentrate on the food and beverage retailing industry in Milan has been

consequent and coherent with both the theoretical frameworks and the tendencies observed
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in the Milanese context, following the emergence of food economy as one of the most sig-

nificant current trends. Milan alone in 2017 represented the 15.5% of the entire national

turnover in the food economic sector (Valtolina, 2018), and recently it has started to be fre-

quently labelled as the «City of food», in addition to the traditional label of the city of fash-

ion.

The specific case study object of this dissertation is naturally a subsection of the vast food

and beverage industry, namely hybrid bars and gourmet food trucks. They have been selected

firstly because they constitute two of the most visible outcomes of this expanding trend of

«Milan city of food», spreading and multiplying all over the urban territory.

With gourmet food trucks we indicate a very recognisable and characteristic new typol-

ogy of street food vendors that, differently from the traditional roach coaches, serve gourmet

food on fashionable trucks mainly in the context of street food festivals. Indeed, Milan is the

Italian city with the highest number of active food trucks together with Rome, both having

181 itinerant street food businesses. At regional level Lombardy (of which Milan is the ad-

ministrative centre) leads with 389 businesses, significantly exceeding the 271 businesses in

Lazio, i.e. the region around Rome (Unioncamere & InfoCamere, 2018).

With hybrid bars, we refer to the typology of bars and restaurant bars that innovate the

business model of their economic activity hybridising not necessarily the array of goods for

sale, but surely the focus of the bar and its aims, that cease to be just to serve coffee during the
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morning and sandwiches at lunch but becomes also cultural and/or artistic, to be expressed

through the specific events, through the design of the place or some «policies» assumed. In

comparison to the very standardised appearance and function of the classic «traditional»

bar, that can still see its ideal type in the «Bar Sport» of Benni (1976), these bars become

the place where the owner fully expresses his creativity and his aspirations, modelling the bar

«in his image», with a distinctive appearance and spirit, often a hip one. To return to our

theoretical framework of reference, they are bars that rely upon their identity, selling and

activities on the idea of «being authentic», often expressed through a hip design. For this

reason, we will also refer to them as «hipster bars» during our dissertation, in line with our

use of the term that does not indicate a strict connection with the hipster stereotype but

rather an attitude. Bars and restaurant bars have also been recognised as a growing category

of businesses in Milan, and this typology of hybrid bars one of the most significant current

trends (Futureberry, 2019).

This kind of businesses, gourmet food trucks and bars, have also been selected for their

empirical relevance in relation to our theoretical framework, as their study enable to interact

with many different research fields: their owners are micro-entrepreneurs but very close to

self-employed individuals, they perform artisanal work in the preparation of food and bev-

erage goods but are not usually associated with craft professions, they are retailers at strict

contact with customers, thus they have to deal with their transforming taste on one side and
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they are used to combine and alternate manual, social and cultural work.

Regarding the research fields in which to conduct the empirical research, for what con-

cerns gourmet food trucks the choice has been quite straightforward: the participant obser-

vation and the selection of the trucks have been operated in street food festival hosted in the

territory of Milan. For what concerns hybrid bars, instead, the choice has been to limit our

ethnographic field originally to one neighbourhood, with another one added later. For the

choice of the neighbourhood, to resort one more time to Max Gluckman methodological ap-

proach to «follow your nose wherever it leads you», trying to select the zones where there was

an ongoing process of growth of this kind of bars, privileging the ones with a recent popular

vocation. At first, the Milanese neighbourhood recently renamed as NoLo (extensively ob-

ject of analysis in Chapter 5 has been individuated. Then, in search for ulterior confirmation

of the same trend, another neighbourhood has been individuated in Dergano, a Milanese

historic working-class neighbourhood not interested by rebranding processes as the ones of

NoLo that is nevertheless experiencing a gentler revitalisation trained also by new food and

beverage businesses.

A.0.4 Techniques and selection criteria

As stated before, our ethnography is based upon semi-structured interviews and participant

observation to our case study between 2017 and 2019.

The sampling strategy for the interviews can be defined as a non-probabilistic «purposive
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homogeneous sample» (Etikan, 2016): during our participant observation in street food fes-

tivals and the two selected neighbourhoods we identified food trucks and bars that seemed

to belong to our case study and to interact more intensively with a «hipster economic imagi-

nary», basing the choice mainly on the visual appearance and design, the products served and

the events organised. We also applied to a lesser extent snowball sampling, as we also asked

during the interviews about other food trucks operating in Milan and of similar bars in the

same neighbourhood.

The final corpus of interviews is composed of forty formal, in-depth, semi-structured in-

terviews: 20 food truckers and 20 hybrid bar owners, 15 from NoLo neighbourhood and 5

from Dergano. Almost all the interviews lasted between forty-five and seventy-five minutes

(in a few cases, the interviewees had only half an hour). The interviews were conducted with

the owner of one of the owners. In some cases, two owners, or one owner and the main col-

laborator, were present at the same time and did the interview together (with one speaking

the most and the other adding some elements); in these occasions, the interview has been

counted as one. In one case, the owner and one main collaboration were interviewed sepa-

rately as the main collaborator, that followed the project from before the opening, was the

manager of the bar while the owner followed especially the social projects of the activity. In

one case the same person has been interviewed two times: the first as the manager of a bar in

which the owner did not work in loco, the second as the owner of an own bar opened between
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the first interview and the end of our fieldwork. In one last case, the main collaborator was

interviewed in place of the owner as the latter one did not work in loco too.

The interviews have been made in the majority of cases, and whenever possible, face-to-face.

If this resulted impossible for the interviewee, which sometimes happened for food truckers,

the interview was conducted by telephone or via Skype. All the interviews were recorded,

and all the interviewees have been guaranteed anonymity for the aims of the research and

have been specified the nature and the aims of the interview. This passage resulted critical

because as micro-entrepreneurs owning food and beverage business, many of them had expe-

rience in being (sometimes frequently) interviewed by journalists writing for magazines and

newspapers. We pointed out that the name of their commercial activity would never have

been mentioned, that they would have been anonymised and that the interview would have

been used to answer the thesis research questions and included in academic articles or mono-

graphs. In this way, we tried to distance ourselves as much as possible from the journalistic

interview canon to push them to go out to that interview modality with a double aim: on

one side to make them not approach the interview with the constant concern to boost their

public reputation and advertise their business to customers, that is the main opportunity to

be caught when an individual is interviewed by a magazine or newspaper, and to be at least

more comfortable in approaching troublesome elements that contrast with the imaginary to

which they try to adhere (fatigue, precariousness, conflicts with colleagues, etcetera).
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The semi-structured interview schedule was first designed as a draft, in which the questions

were divided into modules by topic. We tested the draft in some first interviews, in which at

the end we also explicitly asked for suggestions on how to improve the canvas. The definitive

version of the interview schedule that resulted from subsequent improvements is reported

in table A.1. In every interview, we followed the structure encompassing every module, but

we also followed the flow of the interview itself, adding some specific questions when an

interesting topic emerged or skipping some other questions that seemed less relevant due to

the subject.

Gender and age group of the interviewees is reported in table A.2, while background in-

formation about their working past and motivations can be deduced by tables 2.1 and 2.2.

Participant observation has been conducted firstly to introduce we to the field, to famil-

iarise with it and to look at the businesses to get involved in the research, inspect their look,

customers, offer of goods, etcetera. Then, we continued to perform participant observation

during all the duration of the ethnography in parallel to the interviews. We frequented street

food gourmet festivals on one hand and public events organised by or into bars, on the other

hand, trying to visit more than one time each bar during an event and each food truck during

a street food festival, taking food and drinks from them. More rarely, we attended public

events organised by food trucks in cooperation with some bars or restaurants. During the

participant observation, we collected field notes and visual material.
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Table A.2: Table A.2: Summary of personal data

Age group Frequency Percentage on total F M M/F percentage

20-29 4 10% 0 4 100%
30-39 20 50% 8 12 60%
40-49 9 23% 3 6 67%
50-59 6 15% 1 5 83%
60+ 1 3% 0 1 100%

Total 40 100% 12 28 70%
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